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ECONOMIC AND FISCAL CONDITIONS IN RURAL
AMERICA

FRIDAY; MARCH 14; 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
-COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,

Helena, MT.
The committee met, _pursuant to notice, at 858 a.m., in the old

supreme court chambers, room 325, State capitol, Helena, MT,Hon. William H. Gray III (chairman of the committee) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will now come to order.
Good morning. I am happy to bring the House Budget Committeeto the city of Helena as we continue our hearings on the 1987

budget. Joining _me is Congressman Pat Williams, who as amember of the committee, invited us to visit this region of the
country. He knew that it was essential that we observe first hand
the fiscal and economic realities in thiS part of our Nation. Other
Members joining us today are Congressmen Lowry, Derrick, Wolpe,Fazio, and Weber.

Under the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Actof 1985, commonly known as the Gramm-Rudman bill, the Con-
gress is committed to reducing the Federal deficit to $144 billionfor fiscal year 1987, and a balanced budget by 1991. The policy
choices that we must make to attain these requirements will have
a profound implication for our Nation. They will also affect theState and local _governments.

I believe that all three level8 of government and all of our citi-
zens should face these issues together. That is why we have come
to Montana today._

The State of Montana understands the partnership that existswith the Federal Government under our current Federal system.
In_ 1984, Montana received one-half billion dollafs in Federal
grants, including $127 million from the Department of Health and
Human Services, of which $55 million was for Medicaid and _$19
million for AFDC; $127 million from the Department of Tranapor-
tation,_ largely for highways; $88.5 million from the Depan:ment of
Education, including $36 million for compensatory education, and$48 million for handicap education programs; $36 million from the
Department of Agriculture.

In earlier hearings, the committee heard bipartisan testimony
from the leading State and local government organizations, includ-
ing the National Governors' Association, the National Conferenceof State Legislatures, and the National Association of Counties.
The testimony at these and other hearings has revealed little sup-

(I)
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port for the priorities of the President's budget. However, there is
clear supRort among all Americans across party lines that we must
reduce our deficits.

Yesterday the House of Representatives voted on the President's
economic prescription, and the President's budget was defeated 312
to 12. Now we must develop an alternative that is hopefully bipar-
tisan. it must give us a deficit for fiscal year 1987 of $144 billion.
This should be done with equity and consideration for all regions of
this great Nation and all sectors of our economy.

Today we are here to listen to the Governor as well as other
local officials from Montana, Washington, and Idaho. Congressman
Williams, who is a distinguished senior member of the Budget
Committee, certainly understands this region and we are with him
to get a firsthand look at your problems.

We regret that we will not be able to conduct this hearing all
day today and tomorrow because we know there are many, many
people who would like to testify. Because of time constraints, we
have tried to select a group of witnesses that will give us expert
testimony on the needs and concerns of this region and &lite. How-
ever, if there are those who would like to have their testimony as a
part of our permanent record, the record will be kept open f-or 5
days so that you can submit it to Congressman Pat Williams' office.

Congressman Pat Williams will make a brief opening statement,
and then our ranking Republican member, Mr. Weber, will also
give a few opening remarks before we proceed with our first wit-
ness. Congressman Williams.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome you and my colleagues here to the Big Sky.

We're delighted that you have agreed to include our _part of the
West in the budget hearings. The Budget Committee hes been to
several places listening to Americans, trying to determine what
they think about the President's budget and what they would do if
they were writing their own Federal budget by themselves.

The answers aren't easy. But it was important, we believe, to
come to our plirt of the West because we have a unique relation-
ship here with the Federal Government A unique local, State, and
Federal partnership exists, and our part of the West has benefited
by it.

Make no irltake about this, my friends, as the Budget Commit-
tee proceeds with writing a budget, some of the programs, some of
the help and assistance which the West has had in the past, will be
either severely curtailed or eliminated. What we are hoping to
hear today from, Montanans, from Washingtonians, and folks from
Idaho, is not only what we need, but what we can do with less of

The other thing that we would_ like to know is what do cuts in
the Federal budget do to our local tax base and what is the ability
of our citizens to pay more local and State taxes to make up for the
losses that most likely will be incurred from the Federal budget.

Ajain, Mr. Chairman, and my colleagues, I am grateful that
you're with us here in Montana.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Congressman Williams. And now to
Cmigressman Weber, who is our ranking minority member repre-
senting the Republkan side of the aisle.

7
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Mr. WEBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Mr. Wil-
liams. It's a pleasure to be here.

As one Republican member out of seven members on this _panel,
I want to assure eveubody that I have been treated well by my
Democratic colleagues. We flew out yesterday on an Air Force
plane together and they didn't make me sit in the back of the
plane. I did question why there were only six parachutes. jLaugh-
ter.] But the chairman assured me it was a Gramm-Rudman cut
and nothing political.

I want to especially thank our friend and colleague, Pat Wil-
liams, for bringing us here to Montana, and I want to thank my
colleagues for agreeing to come after this hearing to my district in
southwestern Minnesota. There are many things _that are similar
between this district and my district in southwest Minnesota, along
the South Dakota border, I suppose the reason that we're holding
these hearings is both Pat Williams and I think these hearings are
important because in our part of the country we're quite a ways
away from the_Eastern urban centers, _particularly from our Na-
tion's Capital. There is always a strong feeling that it is important
to bring people out to -the West and the Midwest, to the small
towns and small cities, from the Eastern centers of power to listen
to our problems and understand how the actions of Government
impact on our lives in the West and Midwest. So this hearing is
important not just to Mr. Williams and to the _people of Montana
but I'm grateful to Pat Williams for holding this hearing because I
think it's of benefit_ to all Americans. I hope the hearing we're
going to hold in my district later on today is much the same.

Yesterday the House of Representatives voted down President
Reagan's budget in an overwhelming and bipartisan manner. That
puts the President's budget behind us. Now we have to look ahead,
in my judgment, at the next challenge, which is to avoid in my
judgment an even more dangerous approach to the budgetcutting
problem, which would be the automatic sequestration, the across-
the-board cuts that will take place under the Gramm-Ruiman Act
if Congress fails to come up with a more sensible and balanced ap-
proach to deficit reduction.

Within the next week or two Chairman Gray will convene the
Budget Committee to begin work in our body on an approach to re-
ducing the deficit to $144 billion that would avoid the sequestration
trigger. It is particularly appropriate that this hearing is held at
this particular time, ,just as we're about to begin those delibera-
tions, so that we can be sensitive to the needs of the people of Mon-
tana and the Mountain West as we make what are doubtless going
to be_painful decisions in some cases. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Weber.
We call to he witness table our first witness, Hon. Ted Schwin-

den, the Governor of the State of Montana. Governor, we welcome
you to this hearing of the House of Representatives Budget Com-
mittee.

Before you begin, let me say how much we appreciate being here
in the capital and in this great State. This is particularly true for a
city boy from Philadelphia, who usually views high-rise buildings
from his windows to wake up this morning and see what I thought
were mountains. But then Pat Williams said "No, we call dein der
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things hills." It was a sight to behold and we're just delighted to be
M your State.

Governor, we would urge you to summarize your tes+imony in 5
to 7 minutes, so that we have more time to ask question& Those
witnesses who are awaiting their turn, please do likewise and pre-
pare to summarize your testimony also. Your full written state-
ments will go into the record.

Governor, thank you for allowing us to come to your State.
Thank you for allowing us to use your capital building, and wel-
come to these hearings.

STATEMENT OF HON. TED SCHWINDEN, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF MONTANA

Mr. SCHWINDEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
May I join our Congressman Pat Williams in welcoming you. And
you never need permission to come to Montana because we always
have the welcome mat out.

We appreciate, as both Pat Williams and Congressman Weber
have said, the fact that you hay:: taken this opportunity to --isit the
West, because I think it is rare, if not the first time, that we've had
the opportunity to be heard on our turf by a committee that carries
with it the prestige and the important decisionmaking responsibil-
ities of the Budget Committee._

Following my remarkS I will submit a copy of my testimony for
the record. Actually, I have not submittt;c1 the 100 _copies you re-
quested because I wanted to make a point this morning. You folk&
if you want 100, you can pay for them. [Laughter.]

I think the other point I wanted to make is that, very clearly,
the 50 States can no longer _provide for services that are based not
on need but on tradition. And spealdng of tradition and change,
when I took office in this capital some 5 years ago,the_promise of
that partnership that was then characterized by the President as
"New Federalism" created in all of the 50 Governors and the Gov-
ernors of the Territories an enthusiasm _and _excitement that I
think was unparalleled in recent history. The Governors believed,
and we were deceived.

Frankly, gentlemen, we have not had a sorting out of State and
Federal responsibilities and funding. What we have had is a sifting
down of additional responsibilities in areas that are as diverse as
highways and Medicaid. We have had repeated Federal incursions
into revenue areas that have been, historically important to meet-
ing the fiscal requirements of the States. We have had offered, and
then withdrawn, a major new area of State revenueand I'm
spealthig of the 8-cent _Federal cigarette tax. Because despite direct
assurances from the Budget Director and the President himself a
year ago in the White House, that tax was reimposed late last year.

Our disenchantment with the "New Federalism?' is complete. It
is really hard for the Governors, as you have heard from the Na-
tional Governors' Association, to maintain enthusm for what I
can only characterize as a kind of philosophic "Trcjan Horse." New
Federalism has been a vehicle to off-load bills on to the States,
while effectively diminishing our ability to pay for them.
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One example. When I took office in 1981, the executive branch in
Montana, under my control, had authorized 10,375 full-time em-
ployees. By the end of last December, we were down to 9,024 actual
employees on the State_payroll, well short of the authorized, legis-
latively approved level of 9,712 We have_kept our State budget bal=
anced by biting the bullet, despite what I'm sure you have already
heard from Mr. Williams as you have come to our State, truly dig=
astrous conditions in agriculture and mining throughout the entire
West Just a month ago I had to reduce, as many other Governors
have done, our State appropriations by 2 percent Governor Sinner
of North Dakota just reduced appropriations by 8 percent in North
Dakota.

In that same 5-year period, as you know, the Federal deficit haS
doubled, and, incredibly, Federal employment under the Reagan
administration has increased by some 5 percent.

The States don't expect Federal miracle& We do ask of our Fed-
eral Government what we demand of ourselves, and that is the
ability to respond in a timely fashion to legitimate concerns, to
ma:-.e the kinds of tough choices that are necessary to protect this
Nation's fiscal integrity. I think without that kind of commitment,
Montana and our s:ster States will find ourselves increasingly
caught between a rock and a hard place. I think nowhere is that
trap more evident than what is happening in our agricultural in-
dustry and our agric, :ural economy here in the Nation's heart=
land.

The combination of the record Federal deficith and die Strang
dollar that has emerged has hobbled significantly the ablity of our
farm and ranch producers to produce grain and beef in competition
in overseas markets. And yet the Reagan administration proposal;
which has been that ve ought to export our way back to rura1 pros-
perity, is in direct contrast with the recommendations of the Presi-
dent's budget, that we cut by 50percent the support to the Foreign
Agriculture Service; which as you know, is the agency that sup-
ports cooperative export_prornotion in the United States.

In recent year& failed Federal policy has more and more farm
preducers relying on the Farmers Home Administration financing.
We are going to have a lot of good Montana producers who are
going_ to be eligible and qualify for the 3-year interest buydown
that the Congress approved in the Farm Act late last year. Hope-
fully, that bill will provide the opportunity for some of our produc-
ers to stay in business with-lower rates. But we are already in the
fields in Montana, and the Farmers Home Administration, just late
last week, finally ;osued the regulations to imernent that buy-
down program. It cl aarly is going to be several more weeks before
our farm producers are going to have an opportunity to take ad-
vantage of that process or to find out whether they're going to
make it this year.

As sonys of you may know, a Montana newspaper editorial yes-
terday predicted that your budget nearing today would "get an
earful:" In their words; you will; gentlemen: Western States are
desperately struggling to keep their houses in order, and that's a
task that is_made almost impossible by the uncertainty that sur-
rounds the Président'S propoSed budgetsome of that uncertainty

0
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has been removed this morningand the entire Gramm-Rudman
concept

Last month in Washington when the Governors met, one of your
colleagues from the Congress echoed more eloquently than I could
the growing frustration that exists in this countryand let me
quote your colleague. He said:

The divisions in Congress and the White House seem almost irreconcilable, The
struggle is not just over dollars and cents-but over the very gut questions of federal-
ism. You are asked to sort out your own State budgets with little more than a guess
at Washington's bottom line, k.nowing only that the trend toward greater cutback;
in Federal aid continues. Given the size of the deficit and the entrenched orthodoxy
at the White House, the traditional Federal role of provider and protector it; being
redefined into a kind of rnugh frontiersman, high on selPreliance.

Congressman Rostenkowski said:
What concerns me most, is the slow but steady dawning that we_can no longer

govern. The consequences of stalemate and gridlock are not just_the_grist for co:Wm-
nisth and Wall Street newsletters; they are becoming the nagging truths for all
Americans; mid with remon.

That's the end of Congressman Rostenkowski's comments.
Gentlemen; when you go back to Washington, as you must,

please prove Dan Rostenkowski wrong. The people of America
know that painful decisions are infinitely better than no decisions
at all.

Thank you very much; I would be happy to try and respond to
any questions.

The CHAIRMAN; Thank you very much, Governor.
Do _you have any requirements here in the State of Montana for

a balanced budget?
Mk. SCHWINDEN. Yes; 49 States have such a provision, 1

does not; Vermont; but it has always followed the balanced budget
process.

The CHAIRMAN-. In light of that requirementwhen is your fiscal
year; may I ask?

Mr. SCHWINDEN.-The end of June; July 1.
The CHAIRMAN. With that deadline and the massive shifts in re-

sponsibility taking place under the rubric of "New Federalism,"
what does that mean in terms of your State's ability to make up
for vitaLservices and_needs which you count on as you put together
your budget for the first of July? Ours is not finalized, as you well
know. until October L

What does that mean for you? Should there be major reductions
in apiculture; in highways; in the Federal role with regard to min-
erals? lf that changed drastically and significantly, would you be
able to handle that in terms of fulfilling the needs of the State?
Would you have to go to some revenue raiser or tax increase, or
just drop the services?

Mr. SCEWINDEN. Well, we would obviously have to do what is
necessary, given the balanced budget requirement of our constitu-
tion. We have already begun that process in this fiscal year be-
cause, in this case, it's not the lack. of information about what may
or may not happen in terms of Federal appropriations, but the dy=
namics of the economy, in terms of reductions in oil prices, the col-
lapse of our agricultural economy, that have given us some reve=
nue shortfallS.

1 1
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We have already reduced our budget by 2 percent. I fully antici-
pate that we will have to reduce it furthee next year, and in all
likelihoodor at least there is some likelihood nowthat we'll
have to call another special session before the beginning of the
fiscal year to respond; first of all; to what is happening to our econ-
omy and that of other basic industry Staths.

The other problem that we have; the one you mentioned; which
is our inability to accurately predict what the administration and
the Congress will ultimately do in terms of responding to the rejec-
tion of the President's budget, the sequestration issue and so forth,
that guessing game of what is going to happen is one of the most
difficult processes for State legislatures and for Governors. Our
State normally has a legislative session only every other year; so
not only do we have the uncertainties associathd with 30-mm1th
predictions of revenue or the economy, we have a couple of Con-
gresses that go by and Federal budgets. Back in 1981 we actually
had the legislature which mandateoi that we go back into special
session when the first block grants were approved that fall. We do
a lot of groping around in the dark, in the halls of State capitols.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Governor. Mr. Weber.
Mr. WEBER. Governor Schwinden, I just wonder if you have had

a chance_to analyze the impact of_the sequestration that could take
place in October on Mmitana. As I said in my opening remarks, we
have the President's budget basically behind us. I am mostly con-
cerned, as are most of us on the committee, about what sequestra-
tion would mean. Can you describe for us a little bit the impact on
thiS State it indeed, we did fail n our job and we had to go to
those automatic cuts?

SCHWINDEN. First of all, I'm going to make the pre-
sumption that you will not fail; because I think the historic role of
Congress has been one of accepting its responsibility to establish
public policy. Clearly the decision on how American_tax dollars are
allocated ought to be your responsibility, not the President's, and
not some automatic formula; -

I don't have the exact number figures that will impact us if the
sequestration process takes place But as I indicated in my re-
sponse to Congressman Gray, if it takes place, it doesn't matter
what happens to us; we have to respond to it. If that happens; one
of the things that I suspect would clearly happen is we would call
the legislature into session because we would have to make some
massive reallocations of existing State resources and, in all hkeli;
hood, look at the replacement of _at least some of the lost revenues
that would result as a result of sequestration. I don't have the
exact dollar numbers.

Mr. WEBER. Thank you, Governor. I have a lot of questions I
would like to ask but other panelists I am sure will want to. Thank
you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Governor, as you know, both of us have served in

the Montana Legislature. You mahe a good case concerning the un-
certainties-that seem to be-incorporated, at least for the last decade
or so, in Federal action. Those uncertainties perhaps are height-
ened-by the fact, as you have indicated, that your 3egislature in
this State does not meet annually. Should it?
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Mr. SCHWINDEN; If we're going _to confinue to live under
the dual uncertainties of economic gyrations and Federal budget
uncertainties, I suspect we probably have no choiee but to move in
that direction, Mr. Williams.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Governor, we are, of course, m the legislative
branch, and you occupy the highest State position in the executive
branch. I guess your counterpart in Washington would be the
PreSident He believes that taxes on the Federal level shonld not be
increased. Let me ask You a two-part question.

First, do you agree with him about taxes on the Federal leVel,
and second, are take§ in Montana high enough? Should they be in-
creased here?

Mr. SCHWINDEN. Well, I don't want to substitute my judg-
Merits for the President As you know, he has taken a very strong-
headed opinion on the whole issue. My concern is that the deficit
picture _which you have illustrated on this chart behind me is ulti-
mately brought back into the same kind of balance that State fiscal
budgets are put in. Given the kinds of numbersthat appear to be
involVed in not only the sequestration but just in the overall proc-
ess of trying to bring spending in line with revenue, it seems to me
clearlY that at SOme point there are going to have to be enhanced
revenue sources at the Federal level. Now, whether those take the
forth of Value=added, selective taxes on fuel, import duties on oil,
those kinds of things, there has to be an increase in revenue be-.

cauSe frankly, I don't believe that the cuts can be made at a level
that brings the budget into balance over the next 5 years.

The deciSion as to whether or not we're going to have increated
taxes_ in Montana is One that I think is premature at this point.
The firSt thing we need to do is to make the kinds of spending re=
ductions that are authoriied by our legislative process for the Gov-
ermir to We. The second thing we ought to do is7--that any respon=
sible public official alight to dois reexamine the priorities that
haVe been set over a period of time

I did not mean to be disrespectful when I made rny point about
the testimony, but we can't continue to make deciSion§ based on
historic traditienS. We have to make decisions based on needs
today, priorities established today, concerns that are determined by
the people today. I think we have to look at _a reallocation of our
resources into areas of higher priority today. If those things do not
achieve the balanced budget, then very clearly we will have to look
to new-sources of _revenue.

Mr. WrimAMs. Governor, I want to tell you personally how much
we appreciate you agreeing to be With us this morning And I want
my colleague§ to krloW that this Governor does not have an unlist-
ed phone number. His phone number is in the phone books in Mon-
tana. And When_yOu call that number--

Mr; SCHWINDEN. Mr. Williams, don't read it out loud.
[Laughter"

The last time the Washington Post prmted it, I had a miserable 3
month§, frbm fraternity houses in Ohio State and so forth.

Mr. WILLIAMS. When you call that number, and you say I need to
sPeak te the Governor; the Governor says "You are"

Governor Schwinden we're delighted that you're here. I appreci-
ate the frankness of your responses today.

1. 3



Mr. ScHwirin EN-Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Derrick.
Mr. DERRICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Governor, I have an in-

terpreter down there if_you need someone to interpret my accent
for_you. We are pleased to be here.

Governor, have you balanced your budget yet?
Mr. SCHWINDEN. Our budget was balanced, hopefully, at

the end of the last session,with a veiy minimal surplus. We have
seen that surplus very dramatically erode. Every time the price of
crude oil drops V.I don't feel as bad as Mark White, who loses
$100 millionbut we lose $3 million. And since taxes on minerals
produced in this State represent about 20 percent of our revenue,
what's happening in oil and coal has been the reason we've had to
cut back. But we mtend to stay in balance. We have no choice.

Mr. DERRICK. Governor, when I go into a State, I take a little
time to look into the budget, just to peruse the State I'm going
into. I want to suggest to you that if the Federal Government used
the same accounting procedure that the State of Montana did, _we
would also have a balanced budget I noticed hi fiscal year 1985
your budget was about $1.5 billion, and in addition to that, you had
about $375.6 million in additional expenditures that were off
budget, which, of course, would amount to about 25 percent of your
operational budget. Of course, as we all know, these are thhigs for
university systems and pension payments for retired employees
and what not that are going to have to be paid for. They are a debt,
they are an obligation, no more or less than the national debt.

So I just want to suggest to you that you're not unlike many
other Statesand I don't mean to be critical of it at allbut to say
that the State has a balanced budget in the context of the Federal
budget is just not the case. You see, on the Federal level, as you
know, we would include all of that in a unified budget That would
come out as part of our deficit, whereas you kind of put it over
here to the side and it doesn't.

But anyway, be that as it may, your 2 percent reduction, is this
across the board? I mean, do you hit education, AFDC and all of
these programs straight across the board?

MrSCHwirinEri. What we did is we applied it to all execu-
tive branch agencies, but by law, there are a couple of areas in
which I may not reduce. One is the area of the judiciary, for obvi-
ous reasons. The other one is I cannot reduce the appropriation for
what we call our school foundation program, which is approximate-
ly 50 percent of the cost of K through 12 which is paid for by the
State. Otherwise, every agency was required to reduce 2 percent

Mr. DERRICK. You say the judiciary is exempt?
Mr. SCHWINDEN, Yes, it is exempt from my action. It is not

exempt obviously from legislative action. But under the authority
granted to the Governor to reduce appropriations by up to 15 per-
cent, that is an area that I can't touch.

Mr. DERRICK. I was talking to someone just yesterday who spent
last weekend with the Chief Justice, Mr. Burger, of the U.S. Su-
preme Court. He spent most of the weekend complaining about the
cuts that he had had to make in the Supreme Court as a result of
Grarnm-Rudman-Hollings. So we have not exempted the Federal ju-
diciary. I would just pass that on.

14
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I understand where the lawyers are coming from, and they make
up the legislature. Be that as it may, thank you very much.

Mr. SCHWINDEN. Actually, if I _could -respond, Mr. Chair-
man, to the latter comment, while I did not have the executive au-
thority to roll back the judicial budget, we got excellent coopera-
tion and the judges themselves took the initiative on their own to
undertake that same effort.

But in response to the question on the unified budget, I guess I
would make a general and then a specific response.

One is that if the Federal budget is in such good shape, I don't
know why we're all so concerned. The second is that we have had
the lowest per capita debt of any State in the country really until
we went out with an accelerated interstate construction program to
try to finish that Federal Defense Highway System and borrowed
over $100 million a couple of years ago so that we could complete it
by the end of this decade.

But you're absolutely right. There certainly is a difference in the
way that the unified budget of the Nation is computed as compared
to the States.

Mr. DERRICK. Well, Governor, with all due respect, I think it is
just a matter of the way you advertise it. I think if you advertised
that the State of Montana had a 25 percent budget deficit, people
would be concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Lowly.
Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Gover-

nor, for your straightforward testimony.
Mr. Williams has been working hard on the problem that electric

rate increases, electric power increases, increasing BPA rates
would have on some specific industries and employment, and spe-
cifically has talked to us about the aluminum plant at Columbia
Falls.

My question is, Governor, there are proposals for about a 10 per-
cent wholesale rate increase to BPA. That's different than the pri-
vatization and all that. It's just a plain tax increase, a rate increase
to BPA. What would be the effect in Montana on employment and
industry with that rate increase?

Mr.- SCHWINDEN. CongreSSIDELD, it is really hard to answer
that. I think the obvious answer is that in the Columbia Falls area,
because the cost of power is the dominant cost in the operation of
that plant_ the most dramatic impact would be on that facility. If
the increase is regionwide, then it is going to_ be mitigated some-
what by the fact that other aluminum industries in the region are
going to have the same kind of impact.

But_given the fact that the price of aluminum is set in the world
and not in this regional market, the overall impact on the region is
going to be devastating.

In terms of the impact in other areas of our economy, it is really
hard to tell. I say that because we have endured over the last 4 or
5 years major structural changes in our total economythe bank-
rupthy of the Milwaukee Railroad, the closure of the entire Ana=
conda operation in terms of both their miniiig and smelting and re-
fining, what is clearly the worst year in at least modern hittory in
agriculture. Trying to sort out what an additional impact would
have in a situation that is already very serious is really tough for
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me to do. I don't want to ascribe problems to the rate which it may
not be the primary factor, but it would clearly be a primary faltor
in the 800-plus people who work at Columbia Falls.

Mr. LOWRY. Would the plant be able to continue?
Mr. ScHWINDEN. Well, at thiS point we're not absolutely

certain that the plant is going to be able_to continue anyway, be-
cause of the very economic factors that I talked about We have
been working with the Bonneville Power Administration. Obvious-
ly, the leadership of the delegation in this whole area is trying to
get a structure of rates that allows that facility and its sisters here
in the Northwest to continue.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from California, Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Williams has been informing us over several years now

about what has been happening to the oil-based economy here. We
had some evidence in the recent unexpected jump in the rate of un-
employment, from 6.7 percent up to 7.3 percent,that the oil impact
on the decline in production in Texas and California has contribut-
ed greatly to the economic concerns of a much broader cross-sec-
tion of this country.

You mentioned earlier the possibility of looking to energy taxes,
when you talked about what we might look to as a solution to our
deficit_problem if we were going to turn to revenues. We have been
confronted with a whole variety of proposalsgas tax increases,
broad=based energy taxes, oil import fees. I wondered if you would
comment for the benefit of the committee as to what some of those
various approaches might mean to Montana, whether they would
be seen as a positive or a negative for producers in this area, and
what impact that would have on your State's budget, and perhaps
on the energy production in the whole region.

Mr. SCHWINDEN. I think the presumption would be that if
an import duty tax of some type were put on per barreland let's
just take a magic figure of $10 a barrelthe obvious effect it would
have would be some stimulation to prices in the United StateS for
domestic crudes and some turnaround in the economy of States
which are highly dependent upon oil. I get from the industry mixed
signals in Montana as to whether or not in the long run that is
good or not.

One of the things that increasingly worries us, with oil confirm-
ing to drop, is the possibility of losing, as we already have, tens of
thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of very low productive ca-
pacity stripper wells. Once lost, albeit that is a small and impor-
tant part of our overall production picture, some consideration
ought to be given to keeping those operations in place.

I would hopeand I think most Governors would concur with
methat you shy away from the imposition of a tax on fuels them-
selves, because that, as I am sure you know, has been a traditional
way for Staths, through the user fee approach, to finance our high-
way system. If you put on, as has been suggesthd, a 21-cent-a-gallon
tax, it makes it extremely difficult for even the most courageous
member of the legislature and Governor to suggest that we add an-
other 5 or 10 cents at the State level. That has been an area that
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really, until the interstate program, was considered the province of
State revenue raising. I would hope that it remains essentially so.

Mr. FAZIO. Thank you.
The CHAmmAN. The gentleman from Michigan; Mr. Wolpe.
Mr. WOLPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor, I want to underscore a comment that you made _in the

early portion of your testimony, when you were noting what is hap-
pening with respect to the Federal budget and you noted that Fed-
eral employment now is up some 5 percent, notwithStanding the
deficit crisis and the reports of budget_cuts that have been occur-
ring across the board in recent years. I suspect that that is infor-
mation that would come as a surprise to most Americans; but it is
very accurate.

It would come as a surprise because I think most Americans
have understood the program that has been advanced over the past
several years as one designed to reduce the size of the Federal Gov-
ernment and designed, as well, to reduce the amount of Federal
spending and budget deficits. The reality has, as you suggest in
your testimony, been just the reverse. The Federal Gzwernment
today is many thousands of employees larger, Federal spending has
increased, both in absolute amounts and as a percentage of gross
national product. Of course, as the chart behind you illustrates, the
Federal deficits are at an unprecedented high.

I say all that because I think it's terribly important, if we're
going to come to terms with the budget problem this year, that
Americans Understand that the real issue is that the rhetoric that
is talked about in lowering the size of the Federal Government has
really masked a different kind of agenda, which is shifting prior-
ities. There have been massive cuts in e-rerything from health care
to job training, education, all across the board, and evenr one of
those cuts has been offset by increases in the Pentagon and by in-
creases in, of course, the cost of interest on the national debt. ThiS
year it is $150 billion alone; just interest on the national debt So I
am glad you made that point. I think it's important to understand
that; as we approach the problems of the deficit this year; the real
issue is one of priorities.

In that regard, I would like to ask you one question, and that re-
lates to_your unemployment situation here and the projected cut-
backs on areas such as job training; vocational education and the
like. Our latest information on State unemployment shows that in
December the unemployment rate for Montana was 8.8 percent,
compared to 7.4 percent in December 1984. What are your latest
numbers; what are your projections for unemployment, and what
impact would those unemployment rates have for your own treas-
ury and for the problems you're trying to address here?

Mr. SCHWINDEN. One of the problems_ that you have when
you deal with the situation within a specific State, our unemploy-
ment figures actually imprr,- d slightly last month over the year's
prior month, which probably was more a factor of a very mild
winter and some construction than any other single factor;

One of the things that truly complicates what is happening to
our Stateand I think it is directly associated with the whole job
retraining issueis to understand the magnitude of what has hap-
pened in our State in agriculture.
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Last week I had our budget people pull out the Federal figures
on Montana farm income for the last 16 years. Our average farm
income _in this State, _which is our No. 1 industry, was about $220-
$225 million a year. The highest we ever achieved was just under
$700 million in the good old days of 1972. Last year it dropped to
$79 million, in 1984. We don't have the Federal figures yet. In 1984,
it dropped to $79 million, which is about one-fourth of the average
of the 16 years, and about half of the lowest year prior to that So
we're going to have significant changes that are happening in the
rural economy in this State; and we're not only going to have farm
producers but we're going to have employees in local businesses
that formerly served farm producers also looking for alternative or
new employment opportunities. Many of those people are not going
to be in the most hireable age demographic situation because the
average age of our producers in Montana is just a little below 60
years of age. Those are not all people who are going to be leaving
the farm;

But if you combine that with the real problems that we've had in
the mining industry, which are shared by most of these intermoun-
tain States, the collapse of the copper industry and so forth, what's
happening in terms of unemployment here reflects a national prob-
lem and job retraining or the reinsertion of people who have done
everything right.

The 530 or 600 people who were laid off in Pat Williams' home-
town of Butte were not people who had done everything wrong;
they had done everything right. They came back after World War
II and they had gone to work; their average age was in the late
forties, they were buying a home and sending their kids to college,
and the international copper situation put them out into the job
market again.

So one clear area of sensitivity in terms of what the Congress
does or does not do is our ability to give an opportunity to people
who have had a history of productive employment that continued
opportunity in some new avenue.

Mr. Wou.E. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN; Governor, we want to thank you for your testi-

mony. We certainly appreciate your being present and sharing
with us_your views. We certainly look forward to the total written
testimony which will become a part of the record.

Mr. SCHWINDEN. Thank you very much. Enjoy your stay.
The CHAIRMAN. At this time the Chair calls to the witness table

Ed Argenbright, the superintendent of public instruction and exec-
utive officer for vocational education for the State of Montana. We
welcome Mr. Argenbright. Again, we would ask that Mr. Argen-
bright summarize his testimon3r in 5 minutes so that we can have
time for _questions; This will allow us to complete all of the wit-
nesses with the committee being present during the entire time.
Those witnesses who are waiting; we would urge you to go through
your testimony so that you will be able to summarize it briefly in 5
minutes.

Welcome, Mr. Superintendent, to the hearing of the House
Budget Committee. Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF ED ARGENBRIGHT, STATE SUPERINTENDENT,
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, STATE OF MONTANA

Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Thank you, Chairman Gray, and members of
the committee. I am honored to be here today representing Mon-
tana's public school system.

Our Montana school system-551 districts, each locally con-
trolled by an elected board of trusteesis kind of like a modern
People's Express. It is a highly decentralized system to meet the
needs of our sparsely populated State. I have a map here for those
of you not familiar with the distances. You know, it's equivalent to
going from Chicago to Washington, DC, if you traverse the width of
our State. So I can assure you that even though 114 one-room
schools still exist, there are computers in those rooms.

Now, Montana students rank high in virtually all measures of
test scoresACT, SAT, the Armed Forces exam, the Secretary of
Education's wall chart. The system is working for our unique
needs. It is my responsibility to see that future students have the
same kinds of opportunities.

While we recognize and support the need for controlling the defi-
cit and balancing the budget at the Federal level, we are now
facing serious problems financing our schools here in the State. In
Montana, we rely on annual voted leviespurely property taxes
for an average of 36 p -,:ent of our general fund budgets.

We have another map that shows the Federal land which in total
is about 37 percent of the area of the State. We have a high per-
centage of this land which is not taxed for propert3r tax purposes,
and this increases the burden on homeowners and business people.

Now, while my time is limited, I would like to mention three
areas in particular which are of concern to Montanans.

The first is vocational education. Our country, our State, iS
facing an agricultural crisis, as Governor Schwinden_has called to
your attention. Last year we lost 9,000 jobs in the State of Mon-
tana. Of course, vocational education programs have the ability
and can, retrain these American workers. This vocational education
area will be a critical area if we are to make the necessary adjust-
ments to the sociological and economic changes.

Montana has five postsecondary vocational-technical training
centers. I understand that the vote was taken yesterday. But the
proposal under Gramm-Rudman was to reduce Federal money for
those vocational-technical centers. That would have meant a 20-
percent reduction in programs in our five postsecondary vocational
centers. Of course, 20-percent of 5 gives you 1. That would be the
impact of losing the Federal dollars for vocational-technical center
education.

The specific categories and the complexity of the designated set-
aside populations make the best use of the funding virtually impos-
sible. In Montana we're talking about basic classroom instruction
for lob training. This should be the first prioritfor vocational edu-
cation funds to Montana. The chapter 2 block grant that was inuci-
tuted several years ago under former Secretary Bell has been an
excellent example of effective, flexible use of Federal funds to meet
the needs of people at the State level.
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Now, the second area that I would like to talk about is chapter 1
funding. And while this may not be a product of the _Gramm-
Rudman bill, the impact of a voucher system would be affected bY
the sparseness of our population. We've got 74 school districts that
receive less than $10,000 annually. If the voucher system came in,
you know, the flexibility to_ design programs would just not be
there. It would not work in Montana.

Impact aid is another area of concern. Great Falls' school system
is an area offecthd by an air baser virtually the only one remaining
in Montana. But it is significantly affected by impact aid funds; A
year ago they closed several schools in Great Falls and currently
they are looking at additional reductions in teaching staff. So they
are trying to make their system work and reductions in this area
would cause serious hardship.

An even harder hit would be our Indian reservation schools. The
unique neeclS of these youngsters are dependent on current levels
in impact aid for those reservation schools. The problem is that
these schools virtually have no alternative because of a lack of a
property tax base_which is the cornerstone of funding our public
school system in Montana.

I hope you will give_serious thought to the consequences of the
Gramm-Rudman billI am very concerned about the sequestration
processin these areas of vocational education, the voucher system
and impact aid. Of coursei education in terms of balancing the
budget does have to take a look at taking its share, but when you
talk about 50 percent cuts in vocational education, or 10 percent
cuts, or elimination hi the area of impact aid; then you're cutting
programs for youngsters.

Thank you, IVIr. Chairman; I would be happy to respond to ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Argenbright follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ED ARGENBIUGHT

Mr. Chairman, members of the congressional Budget Committee, I am honored to
be heratoday representing Montana's public school system.

Our Montana school system-551 districta, each locally controlled by an elected
board i_of trusteesis like a modern People's Express. It s highly decentralized to
meet the needs of our sparsely populated state. I can assure you that even though
114 one-soomachools still existthere are computers in the _classrooms.

Montanastudents rank Idgh in virtually all measures of test scores: ACT, SAT,
Armed Forces Exam; the Secretary's Wall Chart. The system is working for our
uniqu&meeds. It is my responsibility to see that future students have the &ane op-
portunities,

While_werecognize_and support the need for controlling the deficit and balancing
the budget at_the_Federal level, we are now facing seriom problems financing our
schooht. In Montana we relynn _annual voted leviespurely property Uoresfor an
average_of_36 _parcent_of our_general fund budgets.

This_mapshows the Federalland Avhich in total is about 37 percent of the area of
our State. 'We have_a_high_ percentage of land vihich is not tamed for property tax
pumoses,_ and this increases thelmrden_onhomeowners and business people.

While m_y_tirne is limitedJwould like to mention three areas in particular which
are of concern to Montana educator&

The first is vocationaLeducation. Our countryAsAcing anagricultural crhtis; we
have lost 9,00r jobs. Vocational_ education_programs_can_retrain these American
workers. This will be a critical area if we are to adjust to sociological and economic
changes.

Montana's five vocational-technical_centars_arelooking a a 20 percent_reduction
in budgets. Twenty percent of these five _centers equals the elimination of one
center, and this would be the impact of losing our Federal dollars for vocational-
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tecLaicalsenter_exhication, The specific categories_and_thevomplexity of designated,
setde_populationa rnake the best_useof funding impossible. Weare talkingabout
basic_clas._room instruction for johtrainingThis shouldhe_the _first paority for_vo-
mama education fundsto_Montana_The chapter2 block grant_unclerformer Sec-
retary Bell, haabeen ansxcellentaxample oLeffsotive.ilexibleuse of_Federalfunds.
_ The seooncLarea of_concernis ch Jim- I ftuiding_Whilethia may_ not be a_product
of the_Grarnm-Rudman_bilLthe impact of the_voucher_system _would be affectecihy
the sparseneas of ourpopulation, We have 74_ schools_ with leas_than $10,000 funding,
sada_ lossaf flexibility would _really be critical to ouratnall schools.
_ Impact aidis another area of concern. Aaohool_ system likaGreat Fella forexam-
ple_is affectedaignificantly by_ impact cdcl_ funds-The _Great_Falls district haa _al-
ready closed_schools, and officials there aralooking at _further_redactionsin teaclif
ing staff, They are trying to make their system worlc, but any reduction would cause
serious hardship.

Even harder_ hit will_be our Indian_reservation schools. The unique needsofthow
youngsters are dependent on ourront _levels in impact aid_ for _those reservation
schools-The problem is_th-t. theseschoolahave no_alternativehecause of_alack of a
property tax base which is the cornerstone of our public school funding system in
Montana.

hope you will_give serious fhaught_to the conwriuences of the_Gramm-Rudman
bill in these_ areasvocaaonal erlucation,_the voucher system, and impact aidWe
certainly expect _ta take our thereof budget-cuts; but when _youtalk about 112 per-
cent cuts in impact midi:Lod 50 percent_cuts in vocational education, then you're cut-
ting programs for youngsters. Thank you.

The CHA IRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Superintendent.
Let me acknowledge the presence of quite a few young people

who are constituents of the school system are here with us. We are
delighted to see them and welcome them as witnesses to these pro-
ceedings.

Let me ask a question. What would happen to the public schools
of thiS State if the voucher system of the President was adopted?
What would it mean to public education if it were adopted?

Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Well, Mr. Chairman, as I said before, 74 of the
smaller districts would then be faced with the question of identify-
ing those students. There would be flexibily lost in terms of pro-
viding services for youngsters who need them.

If the voucher system came in, if a first grader was having diffi-
culty in the initial stages of developing reading skillsperhaps the
need is there for a 3-month periodunder the voucher system you
would have to identify who got what and, you know, and then the
option of taking the limited resources away from that public school
would virtually destroy the remedial education programs in the
area of reading and math instruction.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr, Weber.
Mr. WEBER. Mr. Chairman, I think in the interest of time I will

defer to other members of the committee.
Tne CHAIRMAN.-Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, and thank you, Mr. Weber.
Mr. Argenbright; it is-nice to see you again; As you know, we

share together with all Montanans a deep belief that we need to
continue here in this State as we have in the past; excellence; in
our public schools. Under your leadership we have continued to do
that. In your good testimony you answered two of the questions I
had, so let me, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Superintendent, just make
an observation. -

You said something, Mr. Argenbright, that we hear time and
again in Washington and on the Budget Committee, and that is
that every expenditure must take its share of cuts. Well, I don't
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agree with that, because I don't lelieve that every dollar that the
Federal Government spends hes the same cost-benefit effect. I don't
believe that every dollar the Federal Government spends is wasted,
or every dollar that the Federal Government spends is wisely used.
I don't believe that a dollar spent on a student loan is the same as
a dollar sent tt Tnielde Marcos. [Applause.]

And so for my part on the Budget Committee, I will support cuts
almost everywhere but I will not support cuts that damage Ameri-
ctes schools. They'll have to make cuts somewhere else.

The CHAIRMAN._ Mr. Derrick.
Mr. DERRICK. Mr.Chairman, I'll defer my qUestionS.
The aimmilmq. Mr. Lowry.
Mr. LowxY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for your

excellent t&timony, Mr. Argenbright.
On_ the_Budget Committee, just in case you don't know, it was

the Pat Williams amendmen% that protected education last year.
As we're looking at it this year, it's the Williams amendment
again, specifically title L vocational education, and those programs
that you addressed. He was successful in that last year and I know
he is working hard on it again thie year.

On the impact aid at Great Falls, is that mostly A or B?
Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Great Falls, due to the impact of the military

installation, would be primarily B's. The Indian reservations are
primarily A's.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you for pointing that out. I should have
thought of that. How many children are being educated in an
Indian reservation that would be A in the State?

Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. We have seven reservations, and I believe our
Native American population is about 3 percent of the total; 3 per-
cent of 154,000 would be the way I would have to analyze that.

Mr. LOWRY. Maybe 5,000 students?
Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. LOWRY. And that's A impact aid?
Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. LOWRY. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHMRMAN. Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAzIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank Mr. Ar-

genbright for his testimony and simply say that I don't think you
have anything to be guilty about in education. We've had an 18-
percent cut in education funding in general over the last 5 years,
and if it weren't for people like Pat Williams, that cut would have
been far deeper- The-President's proposal this year is for 25 per-
cent, but under Mr. Williams' leadership I think you can say that
thatis not goirg te happen.

Education has been making its fair share toward the reduction of
Federal deficits and I think it's about time that it not be asked to
make any more.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Welpe.
Mr. Wor2EThank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
You know, I can't think of a single topic that has more of a na-

tional import than that of education. As you go around the_coun-
try, every region has ite own particular set of priorities. But if
there i5 one thing that is clear, it is that the economic future of

22
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this country is going to depend upon our ability to restore Ameri-
can competitiveness. When you think that the Japanese, for exam-
ple, are producing 50 percent more electrical engineers, with half
the population than we in the_United States, we've got a problem.

I just want to emphasize, as Mr. Fazio just did, and Pat Williams,
as our resource on this issue on the Budget COmmittee, I don't
think there is a single other area that is more important to invest
in now if we're going th_protect our economic future on a national
basis for the future. I thank you for your efforts;

Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN; Mr. Superintendent, thank you for your testimo-

ny and your candor with the committee. I think you have heard
from Mr; Williams, who is a member of the Education and Labor
Committee as well as on the Budget Committee ar d others, that we
all feel very strongly about the _partnership between local, State,
and the Federal level to ensure a well-educated population in thiS
country. That has been one of the geniuses of this Nation and I
doubt very seriously if Congress is going to accept deep reductions
in education.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ARGENBRIGHT. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair now calls to the witness table three

persons who will be providing unique perspectives for us. Fin*
Daniel M. Ogden, Jr., manager, Public Power Council, Vancouver,
WA; John Horsley, commissioner, Kitsan County, Port Orchard,
WA; and then Tom Katsilometes, chairman, Bannock County; Po-
catello, ID.

We welcome you three gentlemen to the HOUSE Budget Commit-
tee hearings in Montana. You represent a regional view, coming
from neighbcring States, but afl a part of this region. One of the
things that we are concerned about is the relationship of Washing-
ton. to regional issues.

Following the format that we have laid out, we would like to
start with Mr. Ogden, Mr. Horsley, and Mr. Katsilometes. Please
summarize your testLnony in 5 minutes or less. Your full state=
ment will be entered into the record.

Please proceed in the order that we called you to the table. Mr.
Ogden, would you proceed.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL M. OGDEN, JR., MANAGER, PUBLIC
POWER COUNCIL, VANCOUVER, WA

Mr. OGDEN. Mr. Chairman, I am the manager of_ the Public
Power Council, which is headquartered in Vancouver, WA. We rep-
resent the 115 consumer-owned electric utilities that are preference
customers of the Bonneville Power Administration. We serve
people in Washington; Oregon, Idaho, _and western-Montana. The
Continental Divide separates the State between the Western Power
Administration area and ours.

We had an executive committee meeting yesterday in Portland;
OR. I would like to read you a resolution which was adopted by the
executive committee yesterday.
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"Resolved, that the Public Power Cotmcil vigorously opposes any
sale, tramfer; exchange, lease or other disposition of the Bonreville
Power Administration."

I'm sure you're aware that the President's budget proposes the
privatization of the Bonneville Power Administration and three
other of the Federal Power Marketing Administrations.

The executive committee had a 2-month study conducted by a
special task force. To guide the task force the_executive committee
adapted soveral overall goals. We are opposed to any form of pri-
vatization of the Federal Columbia River Power System [FCRPSI. It
must remain a public institution. It must remain intact, it must
have no further increase in power casts, it must not be placed at
auction to a highest bidder, and it must maintain preference for
public bodies and cooperatives. Those are the principles on which
we conducted our study.

We did an economic impact study of what would happen at vari-
ous prices at which the FCRPS might be transferred, and we
looked at various institutional alternatives for such a transfer. Let
me say that the plausible alternative, the priw of itS present debt
which the administration has proposed, would require an increase
in revenues of $521 million a yearthat's very near to last year's
proposal, what the so-called OMB repayment change would have
beenand it would create a loss in Federal and State revenues of
nearly $250 million a year on the basis of the assumptions we ran.

We also ran a check on the $22 billion replacement price level
that the Bonneville Power Administration ittelf has estimated.
That would cause a $2.7 billion increase in annual revenues re-
quirements; a 218-percent increase in rates, and, of course, would
create a serious depression in the Pacific Northwest.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, our organization and public power
generally throughout the Northwestand I can say public power
throughout the entire Nationis opposed to this proposal of the
President Thank you.

ITestimony resumes on p. 52.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ogdeo follows:j
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STATSMENT OF D. DANIEL M. OGDEN, J.

Manager, Public rower Council

Helena, Montana

March 14; 1986

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name

is Daniel M. Ogden. Jr. I am manager of the Public Power

Council, an assoca.atiln of 13 municipally-owned utilities,

public utility districts, and rural electric cooperatives

which are preference customers of the Bonneville Power

Administration tBPA). Our membcts serve electric consumers

in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, western Montanai and small

segments of Wyoming. Utah. Nevada. and northern California.

Representative Pat Williams (D. Montana) invited our

association to appear today to report to tha Budget Committee

our conclusions from a two-month study of the Administration's

proposal to sell the BPA to private investors.

The executive committee of the Pun-it Power Council

at its regular monthly Meeting yeaterday in Portland; Oregon,

adopted the following resolution:
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"Resolved, that the Public Power Council vigorously

opposes any sale, tLansfer, exchange, lease or other disposition

Of the BonneVille POWer Admi.niStLation."

The study which led to this conclusion was conducted

by a special Task Force on Defederalization of the EPA,

uhich the executive committee established by a resolution

adopted at its meeting on January 9, 1986 in Seattle;

The task force established five suL-omMittees, four of which

were assigned substantive study duties: Institutional Options,

Financial Issues, Less]. Issues, and Technical and Operational

Issues. The fifth subcommittee, on Information, has the

task of acquainting our member utilities, other associations,

the rederaI, state, and lOcal governments and the general

pUblic with our findings and conclusions.

The Subcommttee on Institutional Options early developed

a set of overall goals which were submitted by the task

force to the executive committee at its February 13 Meeting.

These goals were adopted by the executive committee to guide

the work of the task force and its subcommittees in their

further studies. I append a copy of them to this statement

as Exhibit 1.
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The overall goals greatly narrowed the field of inquiry

for they expressly excluded from further consideration several

options which the Administration has advocated. I therefore

wish to explain several of these goals briefly.

First, the overall goals reject any form of private

owhetship of the Federal COIUmbia River Power System (FCRPS).

We are not willing even to discuss privatization of thiS

major public energy resource. As far as we are concerned,

there is no compromise possible on the principle of public

ownership of the Columbia River and of the multiple purpose

projects which the federal government has constructed on

it to serve the needs of the people of our tegion

Second, the FCRPS must be preserved intact. We will

not consider piecemeal disposition of the FCRPS or of the

Bonneville regional power grid or the interregional intertie.

Third, any transfer, intact, to a regional public agency

must not further increase the cost of power. We have redently

achieved a degree of rate stability after a period of 7ive

years in which rates doubled and redoubled by nearly 600

percent. The shock has left our region's industry severely

crippled and economic recovery has been very difficult.

The entire region is United in itS belief that We dannOt

absorb additional rate shocks at this time.
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Fourth, the FCRPS must not be placed at auction to

the highest bidder. Any transfer must be at a negotiated

price which is seen as fair both to the people of the United

States and t0 the people of the Pacific N,,rthwest.

Fifth, preference for public bodies and cooperatives

in access to the power produced by the FCRPS must be preserved

in any regional institution;

These are only five of the 13 overall goals.

In reporting our conclusions today, I have been asked

to focus my attention on our findings about the cost tO

the region and the economic impacts upon the region of the

Administration's proposal, rather than to describe the many

institutional, legal, and technical and operational problems

which we encountered with every alternative we explored.

I think it is important to note, however; that Our

task force and its subcommittees found analyzing the isaue

very difficult because the proponents of selling SPA have

not agreed on the goal theY -seek, what they are willing

to sell, nOr upon the conditions of any sale.
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The different goals we have heard expressed to date

are actually contradictory. Some advocates of the sale

of BpA appear to be seeking a large sum of money with which

to reduce the projected federal deficits in the next few

years. Some advocates of sale want to "dismantle the State"

and seem anxious to divest the federal government of its

assets at any price; Mr; Weaver, by contrast, wants to

"bring Bonneville home" -- that is, to place the FCRPS under

a regional public institution and to end further proposals

to increase rates by the Office of Management and Budget.

We therefore were forced to examine several different

possible goals and to assume certain sale conditions and

alternative inStitutionaI patterns for a regional entity

to replace BPA. The task force conducted as thorough a

preliminary analysis of the sell BPA proposals as it could

manage, given the time and resources available, the confusion

among goals of the advocates of sale, the lack of a specific

PrOposal, and the major uncertainties about whether power

or property Might be Offered for sale and under what conditions.

I therefore feel it is necessary to place in perspective

the information I can provide. To do that, I need to offer

a brief explanation of the process we followed to structure

the issues so that we could ask meaningful questions of

our technical, finandial, and legal people.
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Acting within the overall goals supplied by the executive

committee, the Subcommittee :3,1 Institutional Options developed

a decision tree which started with five possible patterns

of agency organizationi then branched to options of an elected

or appointed leadershipi then branched to options of a bOard

or a single executive, then branched to total or partial

acquisition of the FCRPS, and then branched to alternative

patterns of generation and transmission facilities. They

believed that the decision tree embraced all practical possible

combinations of structure short of a "mixed bag" arrangement

in which part of the FCRPS would remain in federal Ownetship.

(See Exhibit 2).

The Institutional Options Subcommittee then applied

the decision tree to its institutional options assignment.

It eliminated patterns which were inconsistent with the

overall goals, reducing detailed analysis to three plausible

patterns: an interstate compact, such as Representative

James Weaver has proposed in H.R. 3215, but with an appointed

board which would acquire the entire FCRPS; a cooperative

association composed of preference customers, or, alternatively,

of an wholesale customers of EPA, with a board elected

by the customer utilities which would acquire the entire

FCPPS; and a federal corporation with a board appointed

by the President which would retain the entire FCRPS.

3 0
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The decision tree was made available to the other subcommittees

to assist them in evaluating the legal, financial, and technical

and operations problems.

The Subcommittee on Technical and Opetationt Issues

identified special areas of concern such as the coordination

agreement for management of the Columbia River and coordination

with Canada and the Federal agencies responsible for multiple-use

aspects of river management which would be encountered in

ahy of the alternative institutional patternt.

The Legal Subcommittee similarly found concerns with

the Canadian treaty, existing multi-party operating contracts,

specific statutory rights and obligations of other matters

which would require dedidated ektentiVe legal and financial

retources to resolve.

In summary, let me say that all of the subcommittees

encountered problems of such severity in an three of the

alternative patterns that it became apparent that the ekiSting

institutional arrangements, despite the continuing problems

we have with them, are clearly superior to any practical

alternative we could devise.
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Findirgs on the Financial AspectS Of the Proposed Sale

The research of the Financial Issues Subcommittee,

the findings of the task force, and the conclusions of the

executive committee on the financial aspects of the proposal

fall into two broad categories: the cost of financing any

transfer of the FCRPS and the economic impact of such a

transfer.

The cost of financ-ingan The

Financial Issues Subcommittee contracted with Economic and

Engineering Services, Inc., of Bellevue, Washington, to

develop a financial and economic impact model which could

be used to test the consequences of various assumptions

about a sale of BPA. The model uses the existing BPA repayment

system and rate structure as the base case. The contractor

then was able to run scenarios of possible buyout patterns.

Four aifferent scenarios were analyzed to determine the

sensitivity on BPA revenue requirements and BPA rates Of

various buyout option: Each scenario also reported the

impact of each option on employment and federal, state,

and local tax revenues and unemployment expenditures.

For purposes of the study, we assumed that taxable

bonds with 30-year maturity periods would carry an interest
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rate of 10.2 percent and that tax-exempt bonds with 30-year

maturity periods would carry an interest rate of 7.75 percent.

The task force felt that it was unlikely that any buyout

proposal would authorize the acquiring ene.ty to issue tax

exempt bonds. No local public body marketing power, aS

SPA does now, to non-exempt entities, including rural electric

cooperatives, direct service industries, and investor-owned

Otilitiét bOth inside and outside the region-, wonld qualify

for tax exempt status under present rules. The changes

proposed in H.R. 3838, the Tax Reform Act, are far more

restrictive. We therefore doubted, given Tree-Jury's

long-standing desire to eliminate tax-exempt financing

Altogether, that any relaxation of the existing limits is

even remotely PoStible pOlitidally.

The first scenario assumed a $4.5 billion purchase

price, an amount which represents the present value of the

_-
capital assets invested at current interests rates for

the payout patiod. The stream of revenue the federal government

will receive Under the existing repayment system could be

reproduced by the investment of that amount of capital at

current interest rates for the same period of time. Of

course, if interest rates drop dramatically, as they hive

been doing recently, the amount of capital required will

increase accordingly. In this scenario we also assumed
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that tax-exempt bonds could be issued for a 40-year repayment

period and that a levelized combinAtion of interest and

principal payments would he made in debt retirement.

The second scenario tested the $4.5 billion sale price

against conditions which we found more plausible, taxable

bonds with a 30-year repayment schedule and levelized debt

service.

The third scenario teSted the $8;85 billion dale price,

which represents the amount of unrepaid debt of the FCRPS

which the Office of Management and Budget predicts will

be on the books at the end of Fiscal 1987. For this scenario

we also assumed taxable bonds with a 30-year repayment schedule

and levelized debt service.

The fourth scenario tested a buyout price of $22 billion,

BPA's estimate of replacement cost in its 1985 rate and

repayment study. We again assumed taxable bonds with a

30-year repayment schedule and levelized debt service.

We did not attempt to run scenario,7 for the proposal

by the American Heritage Foundation that BPA should be priced

at a replacement cost of $36 billion, as^uming new hydroelectric

construction would cost about $2 million per megawatt of

3 4
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capacity today and that BPA markets slightly over 19,000

megawatts of hydroelec ic capacity.

Revenue and rate Adjustment impacts. Our analysis

of these four scenarios found that both of the $4.5 billion

buyout scenarios would have only a negligible impact upon

revenue requirements for the FCRPS and thus would require

little or no change in rates.

The $8;85 billion price level suggested in the President's

budget would require an increase in BPA revenues of $521

million a year, almost as much as the Administration's proposed

changes in the repayment system last year. So large an

increase would require an initial wholesale rate increase

of 33 per cent.

The $22 billion "replacement" price level would increase

BPA's annual revenue requirrAents by $2.7 billion, a 218

percent increase i rates. The data for these scenarios

is presented as Exhibit 3.

Economic impact of the sale proposal. The economic

impact of both of the $4.5 billion buyout proposals was

negligible. Neither employment level nor tax revenues

would be greatly affected since the stream of revenues and

the rates would remain at approximately present levels.
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The current debt price of $8.85 billion would cost

an immediate loss of 15,000 jobs with an attendant IOss

of $78 minion per year in state and locdl taxes and increased

unemployment payments ane a $1/2 million los in federal

tax revenues.

The replacement cost price of $22 billion would bring

economic disaster to the region. We estimate that the region

would lose 98,000 jobs immediately; state and local governments

WOUId 10Se $490 Million annually in tax riwenues and increased

unemployment costs while the federal government would lose

$1 billion in revenues each year. Indeed, the income which

the federal government could hope to eLrn from investing

the $22 billion would barely exceed the loss in tax revenue

which the federali state, and local governmentr would suffer.

The proposal, on its face, would be seIf-defeating.

We received this anal/sis just yesterday from our

contractor. At that time we asked for some additional runs

to test some plausible alternatives. We have had only

a limited opportunity to explore the findings and ramifications.

We win want to examine them further and especially may

Want to verify further some of the economic impact conclusions.
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We also may wish to test other combinations; We win be

happy to share with the Committee any further findings and

conclusions we reach.

After examining the reports of the task force and its

subcommittees, the executive committee found that the FCRPS

cannot be acquired at the price which the Administration

has proposed or at the "replacement cost" of the system

without creating undue economic dislocation in the Pacific

Northwest. They also found that acquisition at the $4.5

billion price offers little economic advantage either to

the region or to the nation. They therefore concluded that

the best and fairest solution both for the nation and the

region would appear to be simply to meet the eXisting repayment

obligations on the existing plan, as the Public Power Council

has repeatedly pledged to do. They therefore adopted the

resolution vigorously opposing any sale, transferi exchange,

lease or other disposition of the Bonneville Power

Administration. Accordingly, we strongly urge the Congress

to abandon any further consideration of the proposal. Indeed,

we would welcome an amendment to the Appropriations Act

forbidding the use of public funds from the FY 1987 Cnergy

and Water Development Appropriations Act or any other Act

of the Congress for the purpose of studying or promoting

the sale, disposal, lease, transfer or othet disposition
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of the FCRPS, the BPA; the TVA, Or the other p6wer marketing

administrations.

I will be glad to answer any questions the Committee

may have to the best of my ability.

3 8
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PUBLIC POWER COUNCIL

Executive Committee

Over-all-Goalm
All -of-t4h-i-c-_,P-ItustBe-14-e-t-in- kny--p-roposal

To Defederallze-tiw-Bonnewille Power Administration

Adopted in Portland,Oregon
February 13,1986

1. Stabilize repayment obligations at close to current
revenue stream

2. Maintain preference

3; EstatIish greater influence over BPA (or altErnative)

4. No private industry ownership

S. Avoid state government control; (state control leads
to control by IOU's)

6. Maintain stable rates for SPA and Northwest utilities
at reasonable levels

7. Preserve coordinated_management of CoIumbia_River_on
a functional basis (flood control, navigation, fish
and wildlife, irrigation, powe:)

8; seep FCRPS generation and transmission system intact

9. Maintain the public benefits of a consumer-owned utility
system

10. Protect the regional economy

11. Minimize OMB controls

12; Minimize-disruption and costs of institutional change,
especially:

A. Minimize contract changes
b. Minimize litigation
C. Minimize legislation

13. If sale is contemplated:

a. No piecemeal sale
b. Avoid sale tO highest bidder

Ekhibit 1
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PUBLIC POWER COUNCIL

Task Force on Defederalization of BPA

Institutional options SubCommittee

Analysis of Institutional Options

Identification of Categories

I. Institutional Patterns

a. Interstate Compact - four Northwest States
b. Cooperative - G 4 T
c. Private Corporation - majority of stock privately

held
d. Federal Corporation - defederalization of debt,

out_of_DOE
e. status_Quo
f. Joint Operating Agency--, probably both public

and investor-owned utilitiet

2. COntreil Mechanisms

a. Elected Board
b. Appointed Board
P. Elected Singie_Administrator
d. Appointed Single Administrator

3. Type mf shle

Single purchase - only one object entity
b. Multiple purchasers - two or more object entities

4. Extent of Acquisition

a. All - object entity (s) purchases entire rcRPs
b. Part - object entity (s) purchases part of rcRps

S. Generation Acquisition

a. G1 - A71 physical assets plus the output of net
billed and contract facilities such as WPPSS 02.

b. G2 - Just output, including net billed and contract
facilities. No acquisition of hydro plants.

6. Transmission Acquisition

a. TI - BPA Regional Grid, wheeling rights, and Intertie
B. T2 - EPA Grid and wheeling lighto (no intertie)

Exhibit 2
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-An-a-1-4sis Tree of Institutional Optirns

Gl + TI
All G2 + T1

Elected Single
Board Part G1 + T2

G2 + T2

Appointed Single (same as above)
Board

222E Elected
Board

Tr-i-Vate EleCted
Board

Single

MultiOle

Single

Multiple

Federal AppOinted Single
TUFF7-- Board

G1 + Tl
AII G2 + TI

Part GI + T2
G2 + T2

G1 + 11
AII G2 + TI

Part GI + T2
G2 + T2

Gl + Tl
All G2 + Tl

Part G1 + T2
G2 + T2

G1 + Tl
A2I G2 + TI

Part GI + T2
G2 + T2

Gl.+ Tl
A11 G2 + T1

Part G1 + T1
G2 + TI
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Gl + T1
All G2 + TI

Single
JOint Elected Part G1 + W
5737Titin4 BOard G2 + T2
Agency

G1 + Tl
All G2 + Tl

Multiple
Gl + 72

Part G2 + 72

42
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PUBLIC POWER COUNCIL

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

March 13, 1986

Presented by:

Defederalization Task Force
Financial Management Subcommittee

Exhibit 3
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Overview of Financial/Economic Models

Mode 1 - BPA Revenue Requirement from 1989-2009

o Resource Planning
Exchange costs _

Net-billed plants
Resource Acquisition
Other

Energy C:,nservation

System Planning & Construction

o Operating Programs
Operations
Maintenance__
Fish fi Wildlife
Regional Council
Corp/Bureau

Interest & Amortization
Existing debt service
Refinancing costs
Future capitalized costs
Investment service coverage

o Nonfirm Revenue

o Surplus Revenues

o Balance from PF/IP Revenues

Adjustment to Loads and Surplut

o Final PF/IP Rate

Mbde 2 - Economic Impacts-from-1989-2009-

Change in PF/IP

o Change in Direct Manufacturing Jobs

o Change in Indirect Jobs

o Change in Regional Employment

o Change in State and Local Taxes

o Change in Regional Federal Taxes
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MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS

InflatlomiE-s-calation-AssumptIons

1. Inflation rates of 4.4% - 5.8%/year.

Resource Assumptions

2; Preservation of WNP 1 & 3.

3. COrrent level Of resource acquisitions.

4. Resource acquisition Of 100 MWA/year after 2003 at
40 mills/kWh (1985$)

5. Energy conservation activities at current levels.

System-PlannIng-am4 Construct/on

6. System planning and construction to continue at current
and planned levels.

Operating Programs

7. Operating programs assumed to be maintained at current
levels of actiVity.

8. Fish and wildlife programs assumed to continue at current
program activity.

9. Regional council will continue at current funding levelt.

10. Bureau/Corp O&M escalated from current levels.

Debt Service Assumptions

11. Assumes that purchase of EPA and associated rollover
of existing debt occurs at one time in 1989;

12. Assumes a 10% adder to bonding amount-for financing,
engineering, and reserve requirement fees.

13. Assumed tax exempt bonds will be available in 1989
at a rate ranging from 7-10%.

14. Assumed taxable bonds will be available from 10-14%
in 1989.

15. Additional financing subsequent to first issue on consistent
basis.
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16. Investment service coverage is equal to 7.5% of capital
additions for each year. No additional coverage required.

Kiscellanectu-s-Revenue-Sourees

17. Assumed nonfirm revenues from BPA variable-rate study
lapproximately 18 mills). Market-based pricing for
nonfirm and surplus firm.

18; Assumed surplus power sold based on load-resourCe balance.
Rates from the BPA variable rate study.

19. New resource revenues assumed to maintain,constant_
fOr period in review (approximately $5 million/year).

20. Firm capacity revenues assumed to increase at the rate
of inflation.

21. Other revenues assumed to remain constant over time;

Load Data/Rate-Assumptions

22. Source of PF sales projections was from BPA Load and
Resources Documentation.

23 SOUrde 0f IP saIes_projections_was_the variable rate
study; ASSUMed sales under the standard rate.

24. IP/PF link ASSUMed tO be 102%, i.e., effective IP rate
is 102% of PF rate.

25. AFaumed short-term elasticity adjustment of -.3 fOr
PF loads and -.5 for IP loads. This incorporates some
long-term elasticity impacts.

Macroeconomic Analysis

26. Multipliers_and employment elasticities consistent
with Bonneville Decision Analysis Model.

27. Tax effect adders consistent With PNOCC and Batelle
study.
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Scenarios -Rev ie-wed

Base Case

Scenario $1

- BPA business as Usual

- $4.5 billion, tax exempt financing for
40 years

Scenario $2 - $4.5 billion,
years

taxable financing for 30

Scenario $3 - $8.8 billion,
years

taxable financing for 30

Sconatio #4 - $22 billion;
years

taxable financing for 30



RESULTS SUMMARY FOR 1989

FIRST YEAR EFFECTS

SCENARIO NUMBER 1 2 3 4

SCENARIO NAME WEAVER K. WEAVER OMB LOW REPLACEMENT

PURCHASt PRICE $4.5 BILLION $4.5 BILLION $8.8 BILLION $22 BILLION

INTEREST RATE AND TERM 7.75% - 40 YEARS 10.2% 30 YEARS 10.2% - 30 YEARS 10.2Z - 30 YEARS

PF UNDER PREMNI BPA CIRCUMSTANCES 23.34 23.34 23.34 23.14

(NOMINAL PF)

PF UNDER SCENARIO 20.84 22.68 31.05 74.34

(NOMINAL PF)

PERCENT DIFFRENCE -10.7X -2.8Z 33.0% 213.5Z

ADOITIONAL Rr"EhlUE REOUIREAENT (184.5) (48.8) 521.0 2,676.3

(NONINAL IN $ MILLIONS)

ENPLOYHENT CHASSE INCLUDING INDIRECT EFFECT 5,257 1,376 (15,68W (98,333)

LOCAL i STATE TAX CHANGE 26,297 6,879 (78,424.7) (491,664)

($ 1,000 1995)

REGIONAL FEDERAL TAX CHANGE 57,854 15,133 (172,534.3) (1,081,661)

(4 1,000 1985)

48



SUMMARY OF RESOLT3

FIRST FIVE TEARS

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

SCENARIO:

1. 4.5 BILLION A 7.75 - 40 YEARS (11EAVER)

PE_ UNDER_ PRESENT BPA CIRCUMSTANCES 23.34 23.89 23.92 25.05 26.38
(NONIIK PE)

PFANDEITSCENARIO 2084. 21.79 21.85 23.10 24.36
(NOMINAL PF)

PERCENT DIFFRENCE -10.72 -8.82 -8.62 -7.81 -7.72

ADOITIONAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT

(NDAINAL IN $ AILLIENS) (184.5) (200.5) (189.3) (194.0) (193.3)

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE INCLUDING INDIRECT EFFECT 5,259 4,577 4,601 4,155 4,116

LOCAL I STATE TAX CHANGE 26,297 22,884 23,004 20,776 20,581
($ 1,000 1985)

REGIOWL FEDERAL TAX CHANGE 57,854 50,345 50,608 45,708 45,279
($ 1.000 1985)

r
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

FIRST FIVE YEARS

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

SCENARIO:

2. 84.5 BILLION e 10.21 - 30 YEARS (MOD. HEAVER)

PFANDER_ PRESENT BPA CIRCUMSTANCES 23.34 23.89 23.92 25.05 26.38

(NOMINAL PF)

PF UNDER SCEN2010 22.13 23.35 23.42 24.57 25.87

(NOPINAL Pf)

PERCENT DIFFRENCE -2.81 -2.31 -2.11 -1.91 -2.01
4a
al

ADOITIONAL REVENUE REPUIREMENT

(NOMINAL IN 8 MILLIO(S) (48.8) (50.3) '46.3) (47.1) (48.3)

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE INCLUDiNG INDIRECT EFFECT 1.376 1,179 1,124 1,019 1,041

LOCAL & STATE TAX CHANGE 6,879 5,894 5,619 5,095 5,207

($ 1.00 1985)

REGIONNL FEDERa TAX CHANGE 15,133 12,967 12,361 11,210 11.456

(8 1,000 1985)



SCENARIO:

3. 111.85 BILLION e 10.22 - 30 YEARS (OMB)

1989

strmRy of REsuiTs
FIRsT FIVE YEARS

1990 1991 1992 1993

PF UNDER PRESENT BPA CIRCUNSTANCES 23.34 23.69 23.92 25.05 26.38
(NORINAL PF)

Pf 1111411 SttNARIO 31.05 30.79 30.6A 31.40 3.71
(NOMINAL PF)

PERCENT DIFFRENCE 33.02 28.92 28.12 25.32 24.02

ADOITIONALREVENUE REDUIRENENT

(NOMINAL IN $ MILLIONS) 521.0 579.6 581.8 580.8 575;9

EMPLOYMENT CHANGE INCLUDING INDIRECT EFFECT (15,685) (14488) (14,522) (13,270) (12;629)

LOCAL t_STATE_TAX CHANGE (78.424.7) 173,438.6) (72411.51 (66,349.0) (63446.1)
($ MOO 1985)

FEDERAL TAX CHAIM (172434.3) (161664.8) (159,745.3) (145467.7) (138421.4)
1000 1985)



SMART OF RESULTS

FIRST FIVE YEARS

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

SCENARIO:

4. $22 BILLION e 10.21 - 30 YEARS (LOU REPLACE)

PF_UNDER_PRESENT BPA CIRCUMSTANCES 23.34 23.89 23.92 25.05 26.38

(NOMINAL PF)

PFAMER SCENARIO -4..4 86.31 85.81 01.96 80.38

(NOMICLPF)

PERCENT DIFFREME 218.51 261.21 258.71 227.21 204.71

ADDITIONAL REVENUE REBUIREMENY

(NOMINAL IN $ MILLIONS) 2,676.3 3,651.9 4,056.5 4,032.5 3,910.4

EMPLOYMENT CliV.GE INCLUDING INDIRECT EFFECT (98,333) (114,565) (110,074) (94,869) (84,318)

LOCAL & STATE TAX CHANGE (491,664) (574,327) (550,368) (474,343) (421,590)

($ 1,000 1985)

FEDERAL TAX CHANGE (1,091,661) (1,263,520) (1,210,809) (1,043,555) (927,497)

($ 1,000 1985)



NOMINAL PF RATE
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Katsilometes.

STATEMENT OF TOM KATSILOMETES, CHAIRMA N, BANNOCK
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, POCATELLO, ID, ON BEHALF OF
THE IDAHO ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES AND THE ASSOCIA-
TION OF CITIES OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
Mr. KATSILOMETES. Thank you; Mr; Chairman.
Chairman Gray, members of the House Budget Committee, I

want to thank you for the opportunity to speak to you on the ef-
fects that the deficit reduction plan will have on local government
in the State of Idaho; specifically loss of revenue sharing. Part of
that deficit reduction plan. I really appreciate your coming out to
our neck of tin woods and hearing the firsthand effects of this
plan. I think that it really shows a concern and a dedicated
thoughtfulness that this committee has for local government and
the deficit picture as a whole for our country.

I am here speaking for the idaho_Association of Counties and the
ASsociation of Idaho Cities of the State of Idaho. I also have writ-
ten testimony that I have submitted to the committee from these
organizations.

I am the chairman of the board of Bannock County commission-
ers, Pocatello, ID. I have been a commissioner for 3 3ears now. In
each of the 44 counties in the State of Idaho, there are three
county commissioners, just to give you an idea of the structure of
county government. In total, we, the county commissioners are a
fairly conservative group in the State of Idaho. We appreciate the
fiscal problems that the Federal Government has in wrestling with
and trying to control the deficit problem that, of course, affects all
of our lives.

Mr. Chairman, I will get right to the point, and the point is that
the Idaho Association of Counties and the Association of Idaho
Cities strongly supports the reenactment of the General Revenue
Sharing Program.

What are general revenue sharing dollars? Revenue sharing dol-
lars are simply recycled income tax dollars that are generated in
our local communitites.

Annually, cities and counties in Idaho receive over $19 million in
general revenue sharing. What would the loss of this $19 million
mean to Idaho cities and connties? It would mean the annual loss
of $30 worth of services for every man, woman and child in the
cities and counties. It would mean the loss of approximately 8 per-
cent of the operating budgets for cities and counties. It would mean
that if Idaho cities and counties had the ability to make up this
shortfall through property tax increases, property taxes would
have to be increased bTabout 15 percent.

In Idaho, the vast majority of general revenue sharing dollars
are committed to the operating budget. These dollars are instru-
mental in supporting the cities and counties' basic services: Police
prothction, fire protection, street maintenance, health and welfare.
Even with today's Federal revenue sharing dollars in their budgets,
many of our cities and counties are severely strapped financially
and have difficulty in providing these basic city and county serv-
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ices. The immediate withdrawal of these very signifkant dollars
will undoubtedly mean a sharp reduction in basic services for
Idaho citizens.

Idaho cities and counties are- ranked by the U.S. Advisory Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations as being dead last in local
discretionary authority, most of that ranking due to our inability
to raise revenues at the local level. Our State legislature won't
even let our constituency vote on local option "identity problem."
Idaho also labors under a 1 percent property tax initiative, the so-
called son of California's proposition 13; The replacement of lost
Federal revenue sharing dollars is clearly an impossibility of local
government in Idaho.

At a minimum, general revenue sharing_ should be phased out
over a period of several years. Ideally; the program should be con-
tinued in its current form on an ongoing basis.

We in Idaho view general revenue sharing as the most efficient
and effective program that the Congress and the administration
has ever offered to cities and counties. Its basically "no strings at-
tached" approach to Federal assistance has prov en to be the most
efficient, effective means to continue the city-county-Federal part-
nership.

Let me give you an example that is typical of the efficiency ratio
of how we are_using the revenua sharing dollars in city and county
government. The city of Pocatello and Bannock County each fund
tha Meals_on Wheels Program in our county with $25,000 each,
making a $50,000 contribution to the program's existence. This pro-
gram feeds 40 elderly people in their homes once a day and each
meal is a nutritious meal that these individuals would otherwise
not receive; Nearly all of_these individuals would be considered in-
digent and without the Meals on Wheels Program that is being
paid for with revenue sharing dollars; the likelihood that these in-
dividuals would end up on the indigent rolls and be indigent nurs-
ing home patients is extremely high; In Bannock County; our daily
rate for indigent nursing home patient§ is $40 a day. That trans-
lates out to from $12;000 to $15,000 per year per person; If all 40 of
these individuals were institutionalized in nursing homes because
the Meals on Wheels Program had been eliminated, it would cost
our county taxpayers about $500,000 in additional property taxes,
and that is_if there were no catastrophic medical bills incurred;

So what I am saying is the efficiency ratio is the $50,000 that the
city and county is now paying presently from revenue sharing dol-
lars -to fund the Meals on Wheels Program as compared to a possi-
ble $500,000 we would have to levy property taxes for to pay the
nursing home bills. That is a 10 to 1 efficiency ratio and a pretty
typical example of how efficiently we are using the revenue shar-
ing dollars that the local governments have received from the Fed-
eral Government t.o keep from taxing our property taxpayers addi-
tionally_ in Bannock County.

The General Revenue Sharing Program has not contributed $1 to
the increase in the current Federal deficit, On the other hand, the
cost of complying with Federal mandates, have made it more diffi-
cult for cities and counties to balance their budgets in Idaho, If
Federal revenue sharing were to be eliminated, we would hope that
most, if not all, of the costly Federal mandates that so complicate
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our ability to deliver basic services to our citizens would be simul-
taneousb: repealed.

In closing, I want to emphasize as strongly as I can that the Rev-
enue Sharing Program is the most efficiently operated program on
the county-city-Federal level and the most equitably distributed
program that the Federal Government is probably presentl in-
volved with. The elimination of the Revenue Sharing Program
would be catastropohic to local government in terms of the loss of
infrastructure, liabilities in our jail facilities, major indigent prop-
erty tax increases, and many other negative imwicts on our con-
stituencies that will be felt first hand by every man, woman and
child that we local officials are to be providing services to. Through
the elimination of this program, we would be tLing a giant step
backward in local government in trying to provide the services that
we are trying to provide _and it will be an absolute devastation to
local government if the Revenue Sharing Program is not contin-
ued. We realize that the deficit must be addressed, and also realize
that funding of this important program has not been increased
over the last several years, even though other Federal programs
have seen-significant increases. However, we cannot attempt to bal-
ance the Federal Government's deficit problem on the backs of our
local property taxpayers. The fmal analysis is, if the Revenue Shar-
ing Program is not continued, property taxes will have to be in-
creased. A vota to eliminate the Revenue Sharing Program is a
vote to raise property taxes. Our fiscal welfare and the fiscal wel-
fare of our constituency and your constituency is truly in your
hands.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members of the House
Budget Committee. I appreciate your time and willingness to come
out to our part of the country and hope I have given you a little
insight as to how the deficit reduction plan will affect county gov-
ernment in the State of Idaho. I will try to answer any questiong
that you have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Katsilometes follows:]
PFtEPARED STATEMENT OF Tom KATERLOMETES

Chairman William H. Gray, III, and members of the House Budget Committee, I
certainly reel it an honor co be able to be here and present our testimony today. I
want to thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today -on the eff"tcth that the
deficit reduction plan Will have on local government in the State of Idaho. I really
appreciate your coming out to our neck of the woods and hearing our first-hand ef .
fecta of thiS plan. I think that it really shows a concern and dedicated thoLghtful-
ness that this committee has for lacal government and the deficit picture as a whole
for our country.

I am-here speaking for the Idaho Atia6ciation of Counties and the ASSOciation of
Idaho Cities of the State of Idaho. I also have written testimony that I *ill be sub-
nutting to the committee from these organizations. I am the chairman of the Hoard
of Bannock County Commissioners. I haVe been a commissioner for 3 years now. In
each of the 44 counties in the State of Idaho, there are three count, "-ommissioners,
just to give you an idea of the structure of county government. lii -ttä1, we, the
county commissioners are a fairly -conservation group in the State of Idaho. We ap-
preciate the fistal problems that the federal government has in wrestling with and
trymg th control thp deficit prublem that, of course, affects all of our lives.

Mr. Chairman, 1 will get right to the point, and the point is that the Idaho Asab-
elation of Counties and the Ass7.ciation of Idaho Cities strongly supporth the reined.-
ment of the General !ter:mu. Sharing Program.

Annually, cities and -counties in Idaho receive over $16 million in general revenue
sharing. What would the loss of this $16 million mean to Idaho cities and countiee
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It would mean the annual loss of $30 worth of services fbr every man, woma
child in our cities and counties.

It would mean the loss of approximately 8 percent of the operating budge: -1!cities and counties.
It would mean that if Idaho cities _and counties had the ability to make ..tp t...s

shortfall through property tax increases, property taxes would have to be ir creased
by about 15 percent.

In Idaho the vast majority of_the general revenue sharing dollars are comr.iit'-rtd
to the operating budget. These dollars are instrumental in supporting the citia; id
counties' basic services: police protection, fire protection, street maintenance, r: alth
and welfare. Even with today's Federal revenue sharing dollars m their budget&
many of our cities and counties are severely strapped financially and have difficulty
providing these basic city and county service& The immediate withdrawal of these
very significant dollars will undoubtedly me= a sharp reduction m babic services
for Idaho citizens.

Idaho cities and counties are _ranked by the U.S: Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations a& being dead _last in local discretionau authority, most of
that ranking due to our inability to_raise revenues at the local level. Idaho- lab-ors
under a one percent_property_tax initiative, the so-cWled son of California's Proposi-
tion 13. The replacement of lost Federal revenue sharing dollars is clearlyan impos-sibility.

At a minimum_generea revenue sharing should he phased out over a period of
several years. Ideally, the program should be continued in its current form on anongoing basis.

We, in Idaho, view generaLrevenue sharing as the most efficient and effective
program that the Congrass and the administration has ever offered to cities and
counties. Its basically _"no-strings-attached" approach to Federal assistance has
proven to be the most efficient, effective means to continue the city-county-Federal
partnershiR.

Let me givnyou an example that th typiciA of the efficiency ratio- of how we are
using the reve_nue sharing dollars in city and county government. The city of Poca-
tello and Bannock County each fund the_ Meals on Wheels Program in our county
with $35,000, making a gum contribution tO the program's existence. This pro-
gram feeds_40 elderly people in their homes two tunes a day and each meal is a
nutritious meal that these intlividuals would otherwise not receive. Nearly all of
these individuals would be cormidered "indigent"- and without the Meath on Wheels
Program that_is being paid for with revenue sharmg dollars, the likeliliciod that
these indtvichials would end up _on the indigent rolls am be indigent nursing home
padantainextremely high. In Bannock County, our daily rate for indigent nurshig
home wittents is $40 per day. That translated Out to from $12,000 to $15,000 a year

rpernoii. If all 40 of these tndividuals were institutionalthed in a nursing home,
because the Meals_on Wheels Program had been elimmated, it would cost our
county taxpayeraabont $500;000 in additional property taxesand that is if there
were no catastrophic ramlicalbills incurred. So what I am saymg is that the efficien-
cy ratio is the $50,000 _that the city and county is paying presently from revenue
sharing dollars to fund_ the Meals on Wheels Program as compared to a possible
$500,000 we would lave tolevy property tnxes for to pay the nursirg home bills.
That is a 10 to 1 efficiency_ratioand Dismay typicIA example of how efficiently we
Ftre using the revenue _sharing dollars that the local governments receive from the
Federal Government to keep from taxing our property taxpayers additionally in
Bannock County.

The general revenue sharing program_has not contributed one dollar to the in-
crease in the current Federal defica. On the other _hand; the costh of complying with
Federal mandates have made it mornslifficult_for cities nnd counties to balance
their budgets in Idaho. If Federal revanue sharingwere to be eliminated, we would
hope that most, if not all, of the costly Federal mandates that so complicate our
ability to deliver basic services to our citizens weuldbe simultaneously repealed.

In closing, I want to emphasize as stronglyas_l_possiblv can, the revenue sharing
program is the most efficiently operateA_prograni_on the county-city-Federal level
and the most equitably distributed program thatthe_Federal Government is prob-
ably presently involved with. The elimination_of the_revenue sharing program
would be catastrophic to local government in terms of theloss of infrithtructure, li-
abilities in our jail facilities, major indigent property tax increases and many other
negative impacts on our constituencies that will he felt_ first hand by evory man,
woman, and child that we local officials are to be providingservices to. Through the
elimination of this program, we would be taking a giant step backwards in local gov-
ernment in trying to provide the services that we are trying to provide and it will
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be_anabsolute devastation tolocal government if the revenue sharing program is
not continued. We need the FederaLRevenuaSharing Program to continue in Idaho.
We realize that the deficit must be addressed and_ alao realize the funding of_this
important program has not been increased over the last several years, even_ though
other Federal programs have seen significant increase& Idaho cities and counties
have shouldered the burden of the deficit We cannot afford to let the sacrifices of
thesecent years go unrecognized. However, we cannot attempt to balance the Feder-
al Government's deficit problem on the backs of our local property ..xpayers. The
final analysis is, if the revenue sharing program is _not continued, property truces
Will have to be increased. Our fiacal welfare Ind the fiscal welfare of our constituen-
cy-and your constituency is truly in your har ds.

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, members of the House Budget Committee. I
appreciate your time and willingness to come out to our part of the country and
hope I have given you a little insight as to how the deficit reduction plan will affect
county government in the State of Idaho. I will try to answer any questions that you
have.

__Mr. WILLIAMS [presiding]; Thank you very much. Commissioner
Horsley.

STATEMENT OF JOHN HORSLEY, COMMISSIONER; KITSAP
COUNTY; WA, AND FIRST VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF COUNTIES
Mr; HORSLEY. Thankyou very much; Mr; Chairman.
My name is John Horsley and I'm a county commissioner in

Kitsap County, WA, which is just west of Seattle, out there in the
middle of Puget Sound. This July 1 will be elected as president of
the National Association of Counties and I will have the privilege
of representing countios all over the State of Montana and each of
the other States tl at you members of the committee represent.

When Jon Weintraub of your staff called me, I was a little hesi-
tant to come out here, all the way back here to Helena, but Mike
Lowry got on the phone and convinced me that he could deliver
seven sure votes on reenactment of revenue sharing, so I decided to
come back.

Mr. Williams, my father was born and raised here in Montana
and went to college here in Helena. He tells me that very near the
site that this hearing is being held today was called Last Chance
Gulch. I think that's a very appropriate site for you to bring your
committee to today. [Laughter.]

Mr. Chairman, as you are awarei over this last 5_years county
government_across America has consistently supported measures to
reduce the Federal deficit. As you are also aware, over this last 5
years, programs to aid State and local government have been cut
23 percent We have stepped up to the line and we have done our
part to balance the budget. To our dismay; and to the dismay of the
citizens we represent, it's a drop in the bucket that has been far
more than offset by the increase in defense spencing and _the
Kemp-Roth tax cutback in 1981. So here we are stuck again. The
President and COngress are saying, "Guess what, folks? You're
going to take it in the shorts again."

You know, it's a political year, so let's talk politics. What we're
tired of seeing happen back there in WashingtonI was back there
Wit week and Senator Wendell Ford described Washington, Dc, as
72 acres surrounded by reality. I'm glad you could come out here
and hear our testimony from the WeOt today.

6 1
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What has been_going on back there is a political shell game. And
the name of thrd game is "shift the shaft." You know, you can
learn a lot from song titles. Aretha Franklin has a song out,
"Who's Zooming Who?" And there's an-old country and western fa-
vorite we're all aware of back here, "She got the gold mine, I got
the shaft." [Laughter.] Well, that's what has been going on.

There are those back in Washington who want to take credit for
cutting taxes and now want to take credit for reducing the deficit,
but they want us to take the blame. They want us to take the
blame for cutting services to our citizens and raising taxes locally.
Well, I don't think those kinds of games will work. I don't think
those kind of games are something our citizens can tolerate and it's
time for some straight talk and some fiscal honesty.

So the message I would like to suggest to the committee today is
that if Members of Congress feel there are truly Federal prwrarns
that America no longer needs, that your citizens c ui do without,
then vote against them. Cut them. Eliminate them. And then you
corne home and tell the citizens, who previously used those pro-
grams and depended on them, that you didn't think they needed
them any more and you're going to stand up for your vote. But
what we would hate to see is for you to cut those programs in the
expectation that you can dump them on us down at the State and
local level. And whether the issue is senior citizens or education or
transportation, or infrastructure, we can't get there from here if
you dump additional burdens our way.

As I mentioned in my testimony, we have slready taken $80 bil-
lion in cuts in Federal programs, and to ask us now to pick up the
slack is not in the cards.

I'm a witness here from Washington State so let me talk for a
second about the situation in Washington. Mr. Lowry, I think you
would like to tune in on this.

Our estimate of the combined impact of the Gramm-Rudman
1987 cutbacks, and the elimination of general revenue sharing in
the State of Washington, would cost us about $250 million in reduc-
tion in services. The choice is either raise taxes to pick up the
slack, or to cut service& I suspectand, Mr. Lowry,_you can lend
your own judgmorit on thiswe're not in a position to pick up that
slack. Because what has happened is the most conservative legisla-
ture in Washington State's history raised our taxes in the 1982-83
period $1.1 billion, They also cut services $464 million because back
in the doldrums of the most recent recession Washington was hurt-
ing

Now we have come back, but the residue of that tax raising has
used up the political capital that's there for State legislators to
raise taxes any further. And the taxes that we raised at the city
and county level_back in that same timeframe have used up our
political capitaL We can't go back to the taxpayers and hit them
again. So if those cutbacks do, indeed, come, they will be passed on
to our citizens in the form of cut&

There is one other reason that I think is illustrative as to why it
is difficult for us to pick up t le slack; it is our economy is not all
the greatest, I went through the unemployment statisticsand
they're attached to the testimony I provided you. In our State, out
of 39 counties, 80 counties have unemnrment rates of over 10 per-
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cent; 12 of our counties have unemployments in excess of 15 per-
cent, and A of our counties have unemployment rates in exceSS bf
20 percent.

Our timber economy is flat on its back. Agriculture is hurting,
and our resource-based economy throughout the Northwest_cannot
pick itself up by_its own bootstraps easily and very soon. That is
the reason Atherica has consistently said we ha ve a steke in Mon-
tana from Washington; Massachusetts has a stake in the comeback
of the West When they suffer 12-percent unemployment back in
MeSSachus7etts, the secret to their reresuscitation was Federal as-
sistance to get them on their feet again. Now that MassachuSetta
haS Unemployment rates under 4 percent, I think they have a
stake in helping us. That's what Fecieral programs were designed
to do and I think those that would slash these programs or elimi-
nate them don't have the big picture. Not only do we face a major
deficit in Federal spending, we're looking at this massive trade def.;
icit.

Let_me wind up my testimony, Mr. Chairman, with one other
ple4. You all want to get reelected this fallI'm not up for reelec-
tion and I've got a couple more years to go. But we'll help you get
through this difficult process. We'll look the other way ifyou want
ta _play some games and _r.edefme the extent of the problem. But
don't just look at the 1987 situation and try to get back. The long7
term 5year course of Gramm-Rudman is what I describe as sliding
slowly down the razor blade of life.

If we allow ourselves to accept the_prernise that we are in the
process of eliminating domestic programs in the Nationand that's
what the premise of Gramm-Rudynan is, that we're going to cut
about $100 million out of domestic programs, Pnd there's only
about $106 billion thereI question whether America will be the
Sallie, have the same quality of life 5 years from now. So work with
us. Work with Governor Schwinden and his colleagues, work with
counties, work with cities, to make a sorting out of the process.

There are many things we can do more efficiently at the county
level than you can at the Federal level. If there is a sorting out
proceSs that can more rationally deliver services to America, let's
take a look.

Finally, I agree totally with Mr. Katsilometes. Now, more than
ever, we can't afford to lose general revenue sharing. If yOu're
going to cut many of our categorical programsas I'm sure you're
going to have tonow more than ever we need the flexibility, the
cushion of general reveoue sharing, to abSorb the trantition in
making those cuts.

Thank you very much.
[Testimony resumes on p. 68.1
[The prepared statement of Mr. Horsley, with attachments, fol-

lows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN HORSLEY

Chairman Gray and distinguished members of the Committee, I wait to

thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today as a

witness from Washington State. My name is John Horsley. I am a

County Commissiorer from Kitsap County a community of 170;000 just

west of Seattle and home of the Trident Submarine Base. I am also

1st Vice President of the National Association of Counties.

When I was in the capital last week; I heard Washington, D.C.

described as 72 acres surrounded by reality. Thank you for coming

West to visit us out here in the real world.

My father was born and raised ir Montana and attended college

here in Helena. He tells me that this hearing is being hEld in

what was once known as "Last Chance Gulch". That strikes me as a

very appropriate site for what we are here to discuss.

Mr. Chairman, as you are aware; over this last five years federal

aid to state and local governments has been cut by 23%i a total in

excess of $80 billion. We have 'lone our share to help reduce

the federal deficit. Unfortunately, as you are more aware than

even we, the deficits created by the Kemp-Rath tax cut and increased

defense spending have more thAn off-set What was gained through the

sacrifice of domestic programs.
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Now we are being asked to gee our programs slashed still further.

What is going on here is a political shell game, and the name of

the game is "shift the shaft". Many at the federal level want

to take credit or bOth cutting taxes and reducing the defiCit

and see us at the local level take the blame for either cutting

services or raising taxes at home. I don't think our people can

afford to see us play games right now. I think what they need is

straight .7alk and fiscal honesty.

As I understand it, one of the questions you want us to address

is whether we in Washington State are in a position to pick up the

burden which additional domestic cutbacks would shift our way.

$250 Million is our estimate of the dollar loss we would face from

FY'87 Gramm-Rudman cutbacks and the elimination of Revenue Sharing.

The answer is no. And the reason for that "no" is that we have

already used up most of the political capital available to us

to raise taxes. Have no doubt; out here the tax revolt is alive

and well. Despite thati since 1981, the State has increased taxes

by $1.1 billion to help balance a biennial budget of approximately

$10 billion. Spending cutbacks co the tune Of $464 minion were

made in the same period.

Tax rates were increased in part to make up for revenue lost due

to a slumping economy, in part to pick up a cut-back of $200 million

in federal aid, and in part to respond to a court mandate to fully

fund basic education.
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Our sales tax was increased 50% to between 7% and 8% deptz'ang on

local option.

Our gas tax was increased 30% from I2 to I8 per gallon.

A 7% surcharge was placed on most major taxes.

And our taxes on liquor and cigare-tes are some of the highest ih

the country.

A funding crisis at the local level has forced counties and

cities to raise taxes as wen. Our problems arose for two basic

reasons; First, a 106% Iid on property taxes imposed In 1973

(five years before California's Proposition 13) kept our revenues

from keeping pace with inflation. And second, the 1981-83 recession

hurt our revenues just as it did the state's.

From 1980 through 1982, our 39 counties reduced county employment

from roughly 15,000 to 12,500, a reduction of 17%. Basic services

were reduced. Federal revenues fell from $120 million in 1980

tO $90 million in 1982.

The resulting crisis led the Legislature to grant counties an

additional .5% sales tax and a .25% tax on real estate sales.

Similar options were given the State's cities. Neither counties

nor cities have the options to increase their property taxes.
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In my own county, in the 1980 to 1983 period we were forced to

cut back our employment by 92 positiors from a total of 600.

Since I was firtt elected in 1976, Kitsap County has grown by

50,000 residents. We are the fastest growning county in the

State. Yet we have fewer employees today than when I took office.

Our taxes are at the maximum rates allowable. In terms of revenues

per capita, we rank dead last. We take in 8201 per capita compared

to the State average of $582. If we lose General Revenue Sharing

we expect to cut approximately 40 employees and eliminate our

contributions to five social service agencies: Rape Relief-, our ALIVE

Battered Women'd Sheltcr, Mental Health, Senior Citizen's Program,

and Tourism Bureau.

With the revenues available to us today, we can't satitfactorily

meet our obligations to provide basic uervices now let alone take

OH additional responsibilities. And we are a County with a thriving

economy.

Many of our counties whose economics are b...sed on the depressed

tiMber industry or depressed agriculture industry are not as

fortunate.

In Whitman County, the home of Washington e University, 12% of

its general fund budget comes from Revenue Sharing. This is

proposed for elimination.



The unemployment rate in Skamania County is over 30%. Of its total

revenues, 50% comes from federal forest receipts. The President's

budget proposed to cut this program by 73%.

On the coast in counties like Grays Harbor and Pacific Counties,

lumber mills are virtually shut down. Programs like EDA, CDBG

and 3TPA are just what they need tc, launch new avenues of economic

development. Yet these programs are to be cut or eliminated.

The combined impact of meeting the Gramm-Rudman 1987 target and the

elimination of Revenue Sharing on Washington State would be a loss

of $240 Million. And that is our share of reducing the deficit

from $180 to $144 billion. If domestic spencing cutbacks are the

solution to reducing the deficit over the four remaining years of

Gramm-Rudman, the loss of federal revenues to our State could be an

additional $200 to $500 million.

Assuming the Congress chose to dump this burden on us at the State

and local level in this way, I doubt that even 25% of the load

could be picked up by raising State or local taxes.

If Congress is serious about reducing the federal deficit, and we

earnestly hope you are, then indeed eliminate programs you believe

the country no longer needs. Cut back on programs that are no

longer essential. Then come home and explain those decisions to

those citizens affected. But don't cut programs in the expectation

that they Will be picked up at the state Or lba1 leVel;
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If ybd belietre pro§ramS Can be run more efficiently at the state

or IOCaI level, as we are confident is the case in many instances,

then transfer them to us but together with the resources to fund

them. Join with us in the sorting out process. We share With yO5

the desire to make government as efficient as it can possibly be.

Federalism can work if we act as honest partners.

At our National Association of Counties Legislative Conferende

March 4, we had a record attendance. Our Board of Directors adopted

hOW pOlidy regardinq this year's budget crun-a which was remark

able i- respects. First, it called on Congress to increase

federal revenues as a part of the deficit reduction process.

Second, it stated that if the solution included redUCtiOnt in

spending that they be appIiec across the board and that domestic

prOgrams be cut no more than our defense programs.

Reenactment of General Revenue Sharing continues to be our highest

priority. This is especially needed in our State of Washington. We

feel the ptesettratioh Of Revenue Sharing is justified now more than

over because of the reductions in categorical programs that have

been made and realistically will, in all likelyhood, be cut still

further. We need the flexibility of r'venue sharin§ in order to

absorb these cuts.
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Beyond this, we ask that Congress not just focus on the program

cutbacks it will take to meet the $144 billion target for FY87, but

take a look at the long-term. Should there be a continuing role

for the federal government in domestic policies? Are you going to

pull out of our federalism partnership? Can state and local

governments pick up the burden if the federal government abandons

domestic programs? We look forward to working with you to provide

answers to these questions in the long-term best interest of the

citizens and nation we both represent;

Thank you.
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A MESSAGE TO THE STEERING COMMITTEES AND

SUBCOMMITTEES FROM THE NAC0 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

____At the Meeting-between the Executive Committee and_the Steering
Committee_Chairs; Significant consensus was reached_on the prOdess
by which_NACO CPI reath effective and articulate national_policy
on pending budget-related matters. We encourage you to consider
in your deliberations the following principles:

o The_maintenance of due dbmeitic Partnership with the_
Federal government; at defined by the General Revenue
Sharing program; continues to be our number one
legislative priority.

o NACo has historically_supported effdrtt to cut the
Federal deficit. This_support has been-donsistently
demonstrated,in NACo_policies_and positidht: NACo's
policies must recognize the continued defidit=reduction
requirements of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings:

o Effeirts to-reduce the Federal deficit and_balande the
budget will require revenue increases at the Federal
level._ Congressional "tax reform"_measures_must
recogditA this-need without jeopardizing local
economic adtiVity.

o To_the extent_that Spending reductions are a part of
the_solution_to the defidit problem, domestic and
defense_reductions must be treated equitably. The
reductions should_apply adrost the bOard; domestic
programs should be cut no mord than defense programs.

o Because of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings; the Federal-domestic
partnership is threatened with_extinctiOn: NACo should
emphasize the native social_and_fiscal iMpadt-Of
fUrther reductions in specific_domestic_prograMt; In
so_doing, committees should_identify both immediate
(FY '87) programmatic impacts as well as long-term
societal effects.
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_Mr. WILLIAMS; Thank you; Mr. Horsley; and our thanks to each
of the witnesses.

Mr; Horsley; I think you have the notion of federalism exactly
right You also seern to understand what's going on with these
budget cuts; and that is simply a shifting of the tax burden to the
local property takpayer and also a shifting of the responsibility of
the programs and efforts which traditionally have been Federal re-
sponsibilities to the county commissioners and Governors. Of
course, that would be the ,.:nd of federalism as we've known it tra-
ditionally in America.

That, in fact, is what the budget is all about. The budget is not a
fiscal document. The budget really is a political document, a road-
map of the future. It shows us how we progress from here to that
shining place on the hill that's the great promise of America.
Therefore, I think you have it exactly right.

Each of you hE asked us not to_make cuts; There is a chart
behind you -.-vhich shows that the deficit is now almost out of con-
trol. We Lave !: his country stacked up more deficit in_the last 6
years thar w accumulated with all the _previous PresidentS,
George "7-. Yngton through Jimmy Carter combined. You now pay
more as ral:pa-.ers to _just pay the interest on the debt than it cost
to run the Vatnam war, the Great Society; and all other Federal
spending combined under the big spending era of Lyndon Johnson,
1965;

Now, we have got to do soniet'aing about the deficit People say
to me; "Pat; you're on the Budget Committee. You fellows write
the check% you and Appropt 414-inns. You spend the money, not the
President The deficit isn't his tault: E..tt what county commission-
er& public power council people, 91-1':: citLens haw to understand is
that the Congress writes checks iC. 1,,izs money; less money than
the President asks us for.

Last year the Congress spent $18 billion less than Ronald Reagan
asked us to. Each year since he's been President, less money was
spent than he asked us to spend. So while we can take some re-
sponsibility for this deficit, we need to understand it's a shared li-
ability.

Now, having said that, gentlemen, the fact remains that the red
ink is almost out of control. Let me be unfair and ask you to
answer a luestioir in 29 seconds,Aust because we're running
behind, ant: ask that of e!ich of you. We have got to cut the budget,
so_where do you want us to cut it?

Mr. Ogden.
Mr; OGDEN; I think we've had an extravagant defense buildup

which is not justified or necessary, way beyond any peace-time jus-
tification; We know there has been waste and extravagance; I
think that's where you should look, and a real big_one.

Interest rates will come downthey are coming down77-and we
ought to be able to save considerable there I think Governor
Schwinden is right. If that doesn't make the difference, then you've
got to look at that 1981 tax cut, which was unfair and which has
devastated the Federal revenue picture.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Horsley.
Mr; HORSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I'm sure you meant to say how do

we cut the deficit rather than how we cut the budget, because we
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don't accept the premise that we've simply got to cut spending. The
Kemp-Roth tax cut; as you_ recall, for the last 5 years has reduced
Federal revenues at about $650 billion. If, in your wisdom, you now
recognize that Congress may have cut your revenues too far, there
are many options on the table for restoring revenues without rais-
ing taxes this year. Long term, you may also have to raise taxes as
part of the solution.

Our National Association of Counties, a week ago, for the first
time in its history, came out forcefully saying revenue increase hal
got to be a part of the solution to deficit reduction.

Two other things we said; If you're going to cut usand we
exRect to take some of the cuts, and we are not dumb enough to
step up to the line, put our necks on the line; and say hit us here,
here and here. But we're expecting you to make some programmat-
ic reduction& We're saying cut us no more than you cut defense.

That's another remarkable statement,that you have never heard
before from. relatively conservative county officials who want
America to be strong. But we say yes, we want you to reduce the
deficit We're again willing to do our part, but don't cut us any fur-
ther than you cut defense.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Katsilometes.
Mr. KATSILOMETES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My consideration would be that I think we've fi,ot some m*r

loopholes for corporate taxes that they're not paymg and I think
that's a real area that should be looked at in terms of trying to
reduce the deficit I aiso agree with these gentlemen on the defense
budget. But I think that corporate tax situation, where they've
been given tax loopholes, tax _credits, for years and years; just in
the last few years especially, has really contributed to the deficit
problem. That% my feeling;

I think without some of these programs, specifically revenue
sharing; J think it's going to contribute to the deficit problem. I see
in our courtty a lot of people not being able to pay property taxes
right now. Our farmers are just at the edge of not being able to pay
anything and are losing their farms, and I see that as more money
that's mit going to come to the Government, more money that the
corporations are continuing to not have to pay taxes for. I see that
as a real area that we need to look at.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina; Mr; Der-
rick.

Mr; DERRICK; Mr; Katellometes, you mentioned justa moment
ago about all sorta of revenue sources without taxes. If you have
come up with some new scheme for financing here that _rm not
aware of, I would like to hear about it. Maybe it was Mr. Horsley.
i'..a_sorry: I beg your pardom

You mentioned all sorta of revenue sources without raising taxes,
Mr.-Horsley. I don't

Mr. HORSLEY. There are a couple of ideas that I have heard re-
cently. This tax amnesty concept, of getting taxes--

Mr. DERRICK. Tax amnesty, at its best, will raise $1 billion.
Mr. HORSLEY. Well, I've heard estimates anywhere from 12 to 50,but
Mr. DERRICK. Let me assure you that they are incorrect.

7 4 .
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Mr. HORSLEY. Well, that's one good option I hope your committee
is taking a hard look at. The loopholes, where corporate America
pays far less than their fair share of what we believe is reasonable
and possible, is another area.

It seems ironic to us that the tax reform bill, that pa -*42.1 out of
the House and is now being considered in the Senate, contains in it
taic reductions, I understand, of around $175 billion in a year in
which we_have a $180 billion deficit I think as we take a look at
the Tax Code we're going to have to look at which of those loop-
holes we can afford; There may be other options; Congressman;
that your committee is aware of.

Mr; DERRICK. Do you have any loopholes particularly in mind
this morningthat we can close?

Mr; HORSLEY. No; I couldn't go into that;
Mr. DERRICK. You know, I don't want to go on too long, but I

want to tell you that I was in the State legislature about 15 or 16
years ago,and one of my county officials came in the office one
morning; my law office; and he was raising a _check. He said, "Look
what I've got." He was holding a check for $300,000. I come from a
small county. He said; "What do I do with it?" I said, "Well; that's
your first installment on revenue sharing. Go put it in the bank."
About 6 months latex he called me and said, "You know, I got an-
other one of those things in the mail." I said, "Well, go put it ih
the bank."

I'm not going to tell you that there hasn't been a lot of good that
has been done by revenue sharing, but I also know that I have a
town in my district that has a police car with riot equipment and
all this fancy stuff on it; the only problem is, they don't have a po-
liceman. I've seen it used like that.

You know, my theory has always beenand I'm sure you would
have to agree with methat tax dollars are best spent by those
who collect them. That ha5 been one of the major problems in the
federal system as it is now. We collect it, and somebody way down
the road, who has no responsibility, who his no answer to those
who he has collected it from, is spending it It seems to me that
revenue sharing is a perfect of thia.

I can tell you of another town in my district that has a beautiful;
yellow firetruck. It's a diesel. It has ladders that go up four stories,
never mind that the highest building in town is two stories; and
never mind that they're _probably going to save, over the life time
of that truck; $2 because it's a diesel. You know; they may have
needed a new firetruck, but that firetruck was bought with reve-
nue sharing; If they had had to buy it with local tax dollars and
had to go down to the coffee club in the morning and sit down and
justify to the people of that town how they were spending that
money, they would have never bought it. This is my problem with
so many oi these grants and revenue sharing and so forth.

Mr. HORSLEY. Congressman, I'm sure we're not going to agree on
everything we discuss here today, but you raised a point with Gov-
ernor Schwinden that I would like to touch on, Mr. Chairman, if
you have just a second.

You made an excellent point about some of the functions of State
government that are off budget. I think it's high time your Budget
Committee, Mr. Chairman, took a look at making more rational
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your Federal budgeting process. What troubles us and troubles all
Americans is to see you borrowing about $1 out of every $4 or 0
you spend, but that obscures some of the gliches in the Federal
budgeting process. Many of the capital expenditures and the debt
amortization paymentS that you have _to make, whether it's for
housing programs or long-term infrastructure programs, should
indeed be taken off budget and be seen as what they arelong-
term investments in America. _It is appropriate to borrow and go
into _deficit for those functions. What we would like to sée you get a
handle on is the deficit spending for actual maintenance and oper-
ations;_

But I think there is a lot you can achieve by revamping the Fed-
eral budgeting process that would reduce the apparent deficit and
make more rational your Federal spunding processes

Mr. DERRICK; Lthink your key word is 'apparent." You kno*, I
will tell you the_Federal Government in our budget is a much more
truthful layout of what's going on than what the Stath of Mentand
hag, bei.....uSe the State of Montana is running just as much a deficit
as the Federal Government is. But you're hiding it over here on Off
budget. Why not let t te !eople see what it is and let them make
their own judgments? money and it's got to be paid back by the
taxpayers.

If we started doing that; we could probably double the deficit
that we have now and probably fool the people for a little whila
But I certainly don't want to do that and I'm sure you don't. Thank
you.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me respond to the quesCon, also.
Several years ago we did operate the Federal budget that way.

There were many items that were not a part of the Federal budget,
therefore, when your Gengressrnan and your Senator voted, you
only saw them voting on a portion of what the Government actual-

did.
A lOt of good Government folk and reform-minded people who

wanted the process improved said, "When our Congreesman and
Senator votes, and when the President puts together a budget to
present to the people, we want to see everYthing. ' That reSulted in
everything being put into a unified budget We didn't have some
things_over here, some things over there, and some thingS herd.

AS Congressman Derrick points out, if the State and local com-
munities budgets were calculated the same way ours is, they Would
not be balanced.

We often forget the fundamental cause of how we got here. You
have to remember that when you vote for people, you're voting for
policies; Unfortunately; I think sometimes in America we haVe for=
gotten that There are three policies put out thereand I'm going
to repeat them: "I'm going to strengthen our national defen8e, I'm
going to lower_your takes; and I'm going to balance the budget."
I'm going to repeat that "I'm going to strengthen your national de=
fense, lower your taxes, and balance the budget."

Forget how you feel about either one of these individually, be=
cau86 I want a strong defense, I want my taxes lowered, and I want
a balanced budget; But if anybody thinks you can do the first two
and reach the third, I want to meet them. Because, as a Baptist
preacher, they've got to be God. [Laughterj
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Why? Because in order to strengthen the national defense;
you've got to pay for it You don't get a 600-ship Navy from GOOd=
will InthiStries. You don't _get F-16's from the Salvation Army: You
have to buy them; If you make a decision that you want tb do thiS;
that means spending. You then say we want to lower taxesand
I'm for lowering taxes, God knows I want to lower my taXeSbut
you're lowering the revenues to do what? Pay for this spending
here; FMally; you say you're going to get a balanced budget.

I would say to our local officials, explain to your county constitu-
ents the facts of economic life. Then when they go tO the p011s to
VOte, they will be informed and thus they will be looking at all
things. TI As, we have a hard time, when the constituency of Mon-
tana Says, as they said overwhelmingly; along with 48 other States,
"this is the person and these are the policies," and then they com-
plain when the policies occur%

The gentleman from Washingten, Mr. Lowry.
Mr. Lowitv. Thank you; Mr; Chairman;
Just briefly, because I know we're now behind schedule, I think

you can see why we're very proud _in the State of Washington. John
Horsley is the next president of the National Association of Coun-
ties. Also; I wanted to bring hhn here because I wanted somebody
who could tell StorieS like Pat Williams. I thought that made good
sense.

I think the testimony was excellent by all three. I only have time
for one question; Mr. Ogden; I would like to ask you a question on
BPA

I really think we may have a real problem here_ where they're
crying out privatization and selling BPA--and everything, knowing
that will uever go. And then they say, "Well, here we tlid that for
yon. We'll take that away. We won't privatize you to sell BPA; but
we're going to give you this 10 percent wholesale rate increaSe.
Contrabilationg." It's like sort of a compromise; Now; I kind of
think that might be happening toils.

What Will be the effect of a 10-percent wholesale rate increase
and; No; 2and you have to be very brief because of Our timeare
the interest rates of BPA subsidized in any way by the Government
budget; or do we pay in BPA the market rate?

Mr. OODEN. Let me answer the second question first
The interest rates for all the Federal Power Marketing Program

Were set according to the rules that Congress laid down. That was
that at the time construction started, the interest rate that the
Government paid for money, at the time the money was borrowed
to build the facility; would be the interest rate we would use. Now;
that is what everybody does when they buy a house; that's what
everybody does when they buy a car. Those principles have been
well established for aver the last 70 years. So Bonneville is paying
the interest rate as of the time that construction took place:

Mr. LOWRY; For instance; we paid 16% pereent?
Mr OGDE14. That's right And on the money that Bonneville-bor-

rows, they are paying actually a premium. There's about $2.5 bil=
lion of Bonneville's debt that is on a premium basis under the 1974
act. So no; our answer is that Bonneville is not subsidized. Bonne-
ville, and the people who use Bonneville power; are paying the
Government the full cost of that power, returning it with interest,
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and returning the capital as well as covering all the operating
costs, and supporting irrigation, and supporting fish and wildlife,
and supporting other aspects of running the river. So no, there is
not a subsidy.

What would a 10-percent increase do? Well, it would add an addi-
tional 2 mils to the wholesale price. It would further dampen eco-
nomic activity in the 2acific Northwest It would probably still fur-
ther reduce the number of jobs. Our estimates are that it would
probably have a minor impact on the number of jobsyou're talk-
ing 5,000-10,000 regionwide. Ten percent isn't that big an economic
blow. But every blow is _going to make it more difficult.

At the moment, the aluminum companies are operating on an in-
centive rate, as you know, Mr. Lowry. We have cut them 5 mils
bei,-,w the current recovery of costs in order to keep them running.
The aluminum company at Columbia Falls came asking for an
even additional special consideration so that they could keep run-
ning with their tolling operation. We really can't afford an addi-
tional hit to the aluminum industry or we shut them down. That
means 23,000 jobs. That means we don't sell our pawer and that
means the rates go up, and then we're talking 50,000-60,000 jobs
and we!re talking that th Government can't even recover thefl rev-
enue, the additional monay it gets, it loses in taxes. So it's a loser
alL the_way around.

Mr. Lowitv. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAntmAN. The gentleman from California, Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. I just briefly want to have a little dialog with Mr.

Ogden, too. I share the attitudes that Mr. Williams and Mr. Lowry
have about public power, as you know.

Mr. OGDEN. I know, Mr. Fazio. We worked together for many
years.

Mr. FAZIO. Yes, we have. AI Swift, another colleague of ours, and
classmate,has been a real champion on these issues a.s well.

I certainly am going to oppose the defederalization, as 1 think
you know. Those of us who sit on the Energy and Wathr Subcom-
mittee that you cite in your written testimony, hopefully will take
the action that you ask for, which is to say that we're not going to
provide the funds to carry out this sale.

But I do want to make one discord note,perhaps a note of cau-
tion, and that is that those of us in California have been working
very hard to develop avenues by which you can get some assistance
in paying for Bonneville's costs. Senator Hatfield and I worked to
get an upgraded and new interchange, a new way of getting non-
firm power down to our area. I think it may come togethe:, al-
though we have some problems in the tax bill and we have some
concerns that relate to the charges that you want to levy on ,,s.
You've got WPPS problems and you want to da more in conser -

ti,1;1, and we want to help you. But you can't kill the goose that
the golden_egg.

Mr. OGDEN. Exactly.
FAZIO. I think you're charging your customers 3 _to 7 mils in

the Northwest, and are talking about charging 25 to 15 mils down
in California.

Now, I would be derelict in my responsibilities as a representa-
tive of that State if I didn't think there was some ir equities in
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that. So let's work together to find a rate that we :;an afford, that
will let us come up with private, not Federal capital anymore, to
pay for these facilities, to help you out for the good of the taxp:w-
ers of the Nation.

Mr. OGDEN. I certainly share that feeling, Mr. Fazio, and thank
you very much: As a _matter of fact, Bonneville has just now pro-
posed to reopen the 1985 ROD, the record of decision,with a view
to trying to devise an 18-mil rate for the surplus energy for Califor-
nia, which would make a very significant difference. I think we
want to work together We've got surplus energy and it shouabe
available to you at a price you can afford, and it will help us. We
don't want that water going over the dams and going down to the
sea, either. It doesn't do any good that way.

Mr. FAZIO. I certainly appreciate your response. Thank you;
The CHAIRMAN. We want to than'2: -.7se witnesses for their in

sight and their testimony today. Thank .1 ou; Mr. Ogden, Mr Hors-
ley, and Mr. Katailometes.

At this time the Chair will 7.all to the witness table Hom Gene
Donaldson, vice chairman, House Committee on Appropriations of
the Montana State_ Legislature;_ Marie McAlear, commissioner;
Madison County, MT; and Alex Hensen GI* the Montana League of
Cities and Towns.

We would like to ask the three witnesses if they would move to
the witness table. We would also aF;k that they keep in mind our
instruction that they give us a 5-minute or less summary of their
views, and remember that their total testimony will be inserted in
the record.

Representative Donaldson, Ms. McAlear, and Mr: Hensen; we
welcome you. If you will proceed in that order, thank you very
much.

STATEMEW_ _OF_ HON. _GENE DONALDSON, VICE CHAIRMAN,
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, MONTANA STATE
LEGISLATURE
Mr. DONALDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

--For the record, I am Gene Donaldson; a member of the Montana
House and member of the Appropriations Committee, so I _guess I
understand to some degree the di ,7..xnrria you perhaps face because
in Montana we have a similar situation.

Congressman Williams I think understands that we are part-
time legislators and the time was rather short for the preparation
of this meeting: I was asked_ the other day if 1 had thoroughly read
and understood the various budget proposalS, and I indicated that I
probably couldn% even lift them; let alone understand them;

At any rate, I will try tb eve you my _perspective as I see the
problems confronting the Federal Government and their attempts
to solve them and how they might impact Montana.

I think as we talk about thavarious budget proposals it doesn't
really make a whole lot of difference whether we talk about the
President's proposal, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings situation; or
perhaps a compromise, which we hope Will come out of the congres-
sional committees. I think we're all fully aware that we must first
of all address the deficit situation. I think that is one of the highest
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priorities that Montana pi....sple have. I don't think it's necessarily a
political battle. I think the Montana peopleand I think I repre-
sent their philosophieshold 3rou as Congressmen and the Presi-
dent equally responsible for the deficit that we have, and equally
responsible for finding some solutions, hopefully that we can arrive
at some solutions in the near future.

I think we also recognize on the Montana scene, and I think even
on the county scene, that with the type of cuts that probably will
have to be made there will be some pain invoived, and that prob-
ably we're all going to have to share in this. It is not something
that someone is going to shift off to the other _person, whether it be
in tdfc increases or in cuta in the budget. Therefore, I think we rec-
ognize that; or at least most of us do.

I guess there were a couple or three areas that I would like to
just very quickly address relative to potential cuts to the State. The
first one that I think you asked about in your letter was what the
State's response might be relative to cuts; as to whether or not we
would probably cut programs or whether we would increase taxes.

I think that the Governor this morning has _probably outlined
the economic situation in Montana rather well. We have some seri-
ous problems. Oil and gas are not the only problems we have. We
have a declining employment rate, we have a situation where our
personal income is not coming into the State as it has been. Virtu-
ally every aspect of our revenues in the State of Montana are
either level or declining, and this has caused us some considerable
problems.

I think, to be realistic, it would be virtually impossible to assume
that any of the Federal cuts would be picked up by the State. I
think I can also make the assumption it would not be picked up by
local governments, I think we've got about as much chance of that
happening as maybe Montana State beating St; John's today in the
NCAA tournament [Laughter.]

We're still rooting, but I don't think--
The CHAIRMAN; As a former basketball player myself, who Iften

played on losing teams, hold on, they may do it. [Laughter.]
There was a team called Villanova, that no one ever heard of. So

there is hope.
Mr. DONALDSON; We're still rooting, Mr. Chairman, and very

hopeful, I would suggest. I see we're ncw 100,000 to 1, and we're all
looking for someone to match that bet;_i guess, at this point.

At any rate, I don't see the possibility of the State picking up
substantial reductions in the Federal programs. I think there will
have to be some program cuta.

There are three basic areas ;lat I would just like to address this
morning--there are some others, but I'm sure my colleagues here
this morning will touch on those; One of the major concerns I
think is in the Medicaid and social services area and those poten-
tial cuts. I think there is no question, if those come to pass; we will
probably have to make some program cuts.

Our problemand I think it AS not uniqueis substantial; in
that we see on the one hand the President and the Congress saying
we don't have the money and, therefore, program cuts will have to
be made, and on the other hand we see the bureaucracy coming out
with inspection teams and so forth to our institutions and, in
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effect, asking that we make substantial increases in those pro-
grams and in the cost of them.
__Representative Williams indicated that the budget is a road to
Utopia. I think sometimes the bureaucracy thinks we have arrived.
Certainly you don't have to go far in the communities in Montana
to realize that we're a long ways from the ideal, that a lot of people
are bearing up under some very difficult situations.

I recognize it is not your problem to write the rules and regula-
tions of the various agencies, but certainly there is an incompatibil-
ity. I think certainly a lot of the cuth could be absorbed a lot more
effectively and efficiently if; indeed; there was greater cooperation
and a great deal more realism in the role and scope that we can
actually accomplish; Certainly we would like to accomplish all of
the things that were suggested, but in the real world outhide the
area of Washington, DC; perhaps; the money is not there; obvious-
ly.

The second area that I think has a great concern to a lot of
people in the State of Montana, being a rural State, is the impact
upon the Extension Service. I think these particular proposals and
cuts would eliminate close to one-third of those people. In a rather
sparsely populated State like Montana, we are basically one-deep
in most of our positions, so the result would be that those people
would be eliminated and those programs would be eliminated.

I would hasten to add that over the last several years we have
worked a great deal with the people involve& with the leadership
in that area, in attempting to bring greater efficiency and greater
effectiveness to this particular area. But if those cuts are going to
thke place, I think that we perhaps need a little time in order to
make the adjustments, and I think there is no question that those
program cuts will be difficult to deal with.

The third one is one that I think Representative Williams will
probably agree onsometimes we do not; but this is probably one
area where we will agree. I am genuinely concerned about the area
of budget cuts in the higher education area; in loans and Pell
grants, in that area. This does not impact local government, but I
think it ;mpact one of our greatest resources in the Nation. I
think it ..)nal resource, not just a State resource, and, there-
fore, is_ E ,nal responsibility;

In Moi Lana, for instance, about 20 percent of our students are
receiving some type of aid; either a loan or Pell grant or something
of that nature. Some of those are State. AS all other States,I think
we are faced with a situation of rising tuition costs; Our tuition has
gone up 20 percent this last biennium. And yet we find we prob=
ably are not any higher than many of our isk,ts.r States;

What we are systematically doing, I'm afraid, and particularly if
those moneys and loans and so forth are not made available to stu-
dents, that we are perhaps eliminating the middle class from the
opportunity of higher edmation. Certainly I think this would be
devastating to the future of this Nation.

I think that from the standpoint of Montana we are prepared to
take our share of the cuth. We are very concerned about the budget
deficit. We know it has to be resolved. We don't envy you in your
task, and certainly we are going to cooperate as much as we can in
that process. But I do think those are three particular areas of
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gr-eat concern amongst the people in this State and I would hope
that_you would give them some consideration as you proceed.

I don't think; quite honestly, that you can ha in this process
maybe some "sacred cows." Also, I don't think you can do across-
the-board type cuts: I think you hare to be selective and I think
you nave to look to the future as to what the needs might be for
the State and the Nation. But I don't think you can set aside great
portions of the budget and say that's an untouchable, because it is
going to impact the remainder of the budget too greatly in order to
accomplish the purposes we're all setting out to do, and that is try
to_reach a balanced budget

With that, Mi. Chairman, I would 7-)e pleased to answer any ques-
tions that you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Donaldson follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GENE DONALDSON

Firsts& all_may I extend my welcome to the committee and hope that their rather
brief stay in Montana will be an enjoyable one:

I do appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you the very important issues of
Federal, State and local relationships and how they iiiay be impacted by the deci-
sions that will be made by your committee and the Congress of the United States.

Unfortunately, the tirne allowed for preparation and the complexity of the issues
have not allowed me to address the i7ssues with the degree of thoroughness that they
perhaps deserve:

Be that as it may; I would like to make a few general comments relative to the
Federal budget and its impact on Montana and perhaps other States as well. It mat-
ters little whether we dismiss the President's proposed budget, the Gramm-Rudman
possibilities or perhaps variations of the pending Congressional budget, the botthm
line generally remains the same.

One, it is imperative the Congress and the President seriously address the issue of
the budget deficit The trend in budget _deficits over the past severalyears is such
that it cannot be allowed to continue. The task of servicing the debt is detrimental

the economk and social well being of the Nation. We hold Congress and the
President equally accountable fbr the problems and equally responsible for the solu-
tions.

Secondly, any measure; budget proposal or balance budget law is going to be pain-
ful and will carry a cerWri amount of negative political fallout The problem has
become too _expansive to find a perfect solution and perhaps even seemingly impossi-
ble_to_find a workable answer. Nevertheless the budget deficit Iznims as possibly the
meat pressing _national 1;..ab1ern and many of' our personal wishes and desires will
need _to be setaside to assure a hoting resolution:

In your letter of March_7,1986,_Mr. Chairman; you indicated a desire to have tes-
timony_thatmould address the impact of the_President's proposed budget on_the eca-
nornic and fiscaLliealth _of theState and local governments. I will attempt to give
you_rnyperceptionof _those impacts but would first wish to point out that I feel the
proposed budget resluctions arnnot nearly asaignificant a factor on State and local
governments aa the continual growing budget deficit will be if we reftuse to address
it in a responsible manner_

Now to comply withyour specificsequest as to how such cuts may affect Montana
and our counties, cities, and school districts.

Generally, any cuts of the mriitude suggested in the Psesident's proposals,
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, or Congressional budge onto that_w_auld be_equa1lyaffec7
tive in deficit reduction would cause a loss of program or service ta Montana and its
local governments. Current economic condition would dictate that_ tax increases
cculd not be implemented to compensate for the cuts contemplate& iVehaveena
trend in Montana where existing revenues are unable to meet normal cast increases
of government. This is partly attributable to drought, downturn of mining and oil
activity and even a State public policy that has been suggested to be anti-busineas
or at least not encouraging to business expansion. We have seen a loss ofjob oppor-
tunities and resulting flat economy which leaves little room for significant tax in-
creases that might replace lost Federal monies.

As a result, Federal cuts would in almost all cases result in a reduction of pro-
grams now offered to Montana citizenry. The effect of such reduction of programs
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of:-P to a significant degree by an improved cooperative effort and more
r". y .1 the manner in which remaining monies are spent. Often it, seems laws,
z . regulations are written that virtually- ignore the-unique problems of a

Inca] government. We are also guilty of this on a State-local government
miationship but the prob' .rn seems to tie compounded by our distance from Wash-
ington.

Our greatest concerns relative to budget cuts must come in the area of social serv-
ices. If Medicaid is reduced, we in Montana would by necessity first cut those op-
tional services now offerea,-but beyond that an actual change in programs would be
needed. The whole area of our commitment to the needy would be impacted by
losses in AFDC and even the totally federally funded programs proposed for reduc-
tion would cause greater dependence on General Assistance which is currently a
State-local governmental effort.

If the Congress deems it necessary to reduce the Federal contribution to these
programs, and I believe they must,-then it is imperative that they also reevr.luate
the level of service necessary and affordable. No one is suggesting that the uniortu-
nate not be cared for but some-Federal mandates go beyond the realm of mason and
beyond realistic resources. in Montana many of the people paying the bill are sub-
ject to situation that are considerably less than ideal, specifically farmers and
ranchers and small business people faced with economic shortfall.

Of great concern to our agYicultural- state is-the proposed loss of Federal revenue
for the Extension Service. This is a Federal, State and county cooperative project
and has been a significant contributor to rural Montana. As a low population State
we are only one deep in personnel in many of the Extension prcgrams and have
only one person per-county in 23 of our 56 counties. The proposed cutback would
seriously affect the Extension effort, however we are currently exploring ways of
continuing service at a more efficient cost and 1 think we will find success in this
area.

Also the issue of loss in student aid to young people in higher education is a genu-
ine concern. Nearly 20 percent of our Montana students receive aid in some manner
and with rising costs of tuition and other costs many of our middle class _young
people may have to forego university training. Citizens education to their gret-
capability is a national treasure and a commitment by the Federal Governmet.
necessary if we are to meet the competition of Japan and others that _place such a
high priority on education in this high-tech world. I have included in my testimony
a copy of a memorandum from the office of the Commissioner of Higher Education
which relates his concern relative to the attitude of lenders if their earnings are
decreased.

Also of concern of Montana's is the management of Federal lands which consti-
tute about 30 percent of our land area.

In conclusion, we need to address the Federal budget deficit and we recoize it is
going to require some rather painful decisions. However much can be accomplished
if greater flexibility and more realistic standards are applied with compromising the
goals and needs of all of us.

Thank you for this time and I extend my best wishes and cooperation in this diffi-
cult task that faces you.

THE MONTANA UNWERSITIt SYSTEM,
COMMISSIONER OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

Helena. MT.

MEMORANDUM

To: Carrol Krause,-Commissioner of Higher Rducation.
From: Ed Nelson, Director, Montana Guaranteed Student Loan Program
Date:- Mimi, 10, 1986.
Re:-Effect of Gramm, Rudman, Hollings as it relates to-Student Loans.

The cost to the student tiorrower is an increase of five-tenths of one percent
(.5%) of origination fees. This equates to an increaSed cost of $12.50 per $2,500.00 of
loan amount,

2. The lenders earnings will decrease by four-tenthS of one percent (.4%) on loans
made March 1, 1986 through September-30, 1986. On a medium gized Montana
lender,- this will run approximately $2,500.00 less in earnings per quarter or
$10,000.00 per year. The loans must be separately tracked for the quarters in which
they are -disbursed plus three (B) additional quarters. If future sequester orders are
issued this will become a recordkeeping nightmare.

Even more than loss of earnings, the recordkeeping problem Will, in my view,
drive many lender.; out of the student loan progyam.
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_Last _year, October I; 1984 through September 30. 1985, the Montana Program
guaranteed $33 million in student loans. This represents approximately 16,000
loans.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Commissioner McAlear.

STATEMENT OF MARIE Mc.ALEAR; COMMISSIONER, MADISO,7
COUNTY, MT

Ms. MCALEAR. Weicome to Montana; Thank you for asking me to
speak to you.

I appreciated the comment that was made by one ofyou congres-
sional people that this is a partnership. We have money problems
and we need to discuss them. When people demand services that
get too large_and complicated for local governmentS to handle, we
turn to the State and Federal Governments to handle them. Na-
tional problems need national solutions. When you decide you want
to cut back in these national problems, what happens is that the
localities pay the bill.

Unfortunately, your financial cutback does not always take with
it the elimination of the laws and regulations that mandate these
services. I perbonally have had to pay for Federal laws in solid
waste regulations; road standards, welfare rights, building rehab
for handicapped, court defense, and jail and medical costs. You
write the laws; but you give us the bill.

Now we support reducing the deficit, and we also believe that
you need to increase your revenuesand you've heard comments
about the talc reform proposal f losing loopholes. It is estab-
lished that $120 billion were not p, .1 in income taxes by large cor-
porations last year. This is double the fimount of the Gramm-
Rudman cuts for the coming year:

We ask that you restrain spending in all arsas. We are willing to
take our cuts, but we want to see other areas take their cuts, too.
In the last 5 years, local government assistance from the Federal
level has been on the decline, while in the Federal budget 18 of the
20 budgeted areas have been on the increase. We Already have had
our cuts. We're willing to take more. but only our sllare.

I would like to tell you about some of the Federal fiscal programs
with which my county is involved. General revenue sharing, of
course, involves about 5 percent of my budget. I have tried desper-
ately to keep general revenue sharing in a capital improvement
area, but within the last couple of years it has crept into operating
expenses. It will be difficult to wean ourselves from that.

Highway funding is most important in Montana. We have miles
and miles of roads. In my county, I have 1,200 miles of roads and
200 miles of Federal and State highways. If that type of funding is
cut back, the county taX base and the population, of which there
are only 5;000 in my county; will have to pay for those.

I used my community development block grant to put in a solid
waste management system based on the very complicated and so-
phisticated regulations that were written at the Federal level. Lo-
cally; we did not feel those were necessary, but they were mandat-
ed by you lawmakers.

When considering the Gramm-Rudman cuts, Montana individ-
uals rank third highest in this Nation for the effects of those cut-
backs; We are taking more than our share per person.

8 4
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How are we going to pay for these cutbacks locally? Montana
laws limit what I can levy for tax income. We in Montana do not
have a sales tax, so we do not have thP.t avenue of income. I will
have to start perhaps a fee system ov eliminate services that you
have told us we need, or that the local people have told us we need.

I see your responsibility as balancing the budget and -riding at
an amount that will decrease the deficit. I think it's wr for you
to stop programs so that you can lower your tax income tc expect
us_to keep providing those services-and raise our taxes to do it.

I ask you to let me do my job. I will consider, and approve and
disapprove locally asked for services and fund them. I ask you to
consider, approve and disapprove national programs and fund them
at_a national level.

Thank you for letting me talk to you.
[The prepared statement of Ms; McAlear followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARIE MCALEAR

As a whole, -I see the President's budget proposal as a shift of philosophy from a
partnership of Federal, State and local governments providing services to our
people, to separate levels of government doing their own thing.

Originally, our governments were set up to do for our people what-ue couth
do for ourselves. Areas such as defense, transportation, health and welfare, and edu-
cation beOame so developed and complicated that the National Government began
operating these services.

The huge numbers of people needing these services demanded a nationwide strat-
egy. This nationwide problem needed nationwide solutions. Now, we see cutbacks in
the funding, which would shift nationwide services back to the local governments,
but keeping federally mandated and costly regulation& for the localities to bear in
their thx base. (By mandated regulations, I personally have had to administer solid
waste reguthtions, road standards, welfare rights, building rehabilitation to fit
handicapped standards, and others.)

I think we should keep nationally regulathd programs at the Federal level, then
perhaps we can handle cutbacics to local programs with our local decisionmaking.

I support reducing the Federal budget and the Federal deficit; but not by tsitig
that 10 percent of the Federal budept which goes to local governments: I support
cutbacks at all programs of the Federal Government. Generay I would see three
areza; of importance in your deliberations:

(/) You will have to increase revenue sources in order to balance your
budget.
_ (2) Spending restraints in all a, 411 lessen the need for more revenues. Dome
tic_ spending_ cutbacks _have bee- 7ring since 1980. l_do _not think that domestic
cutbacks should be the _only ar ,Ored in _your new budget. For _example. in _this
booklet,_"The US-Budget in_E " these charts_demonstrate how the_plan
is to use onlylwal assistance,_-grams_ :.'halance your expenditures-Ferinstance:

National_defense budget increasminternatiory-' ,Iffairs_budget increases;eneral
lence, space_and technology increases; Agrim t:_increwes;_Trtuasporta*.an_in-
eases;_alucation_ maintains;_ Training and emp; rrrnent main_tairks; Heai:.: _pro-
rams inc_reaso;_Mediatra increases; Social Security increases; Veterans_ benefits_in7

se; Administration of _justice increases; Federal general government increases;
and interest payments increase.

The only areas slated for decreases are: energy development, community develop-
ment, andgeneral purpose fiscal assistance to local governments. Somethin-- seems
wrong to me. You are tuing to cut your expenses (your tax bill) by shifting costs to
local_governments. Your tax bill may go down, but the local tax bills will increase
and no tax relief is realized.

I protest increased spending in all these areas, to be done at the expense of main-
taining local necessities, like roads, schools, and local 1-; ..wernment services. I notice
today that this invited gathering of speakers does not include the municipal view-
point. The highest percentage of population lives in towns and cities, yet they have
the smallest tax base of all with which to continue the federally mandated pro-
grams for which you plan to cut out financial support.

(3) Tax reform, the final area which you are considering, is indeed a valiant effort.
One area which I encourage- you to rectify are the corporate tax loopholes, which
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have allowed the equivalent of two thnes the 1987 cutback proposals to bf Ject-
ed in taxes. This correction alone could provide enough tax income t( ie the
Gramm-Rudman mandate.

My local uses of Federal revenue sources in Madison county are:
The Community Development Block Grant, which we used to develop a solid

waste management system at a more sophisticated level than we felt we needed, but
which was mandated by foederal regulations;

General Revenue Sharing, which is abuut F. percent of my total budget. We have
tried to use this money source for cv.pital iinprovements, but during the last 2 years
we have been using it for supplies and general office operations;

Payment-in-lieu of taxes;
Community &rvices Block Grants;
Federal Highway aid . . . we have 1,200 miles of ccanty roads, and approximately

200 miles of State and Federal roads in my county. The county portion is supported
by 5,000 people. We need outside financial support to continue the se-,vices for
people traveling to and through our county;

Forest service receipts and mineral leasing;
Job Training Partnership;
Low Income Energy Assistance;
Agriculture assistance and extension services;
Disaster relief. I would comment, however, that our use of this last funding source

has been remarkably complicated and unsatisfactory. Two years ago we had a disas-
trous flood, and many of our agricultural people applied for low interest farm loans
to help them rebuild. That is as far as assistance has come. They have applied, noth-
ing has happened.

In order for us to continue the activities for which we use these Federal sources of
money, we must start charging fees, because our State laws prohibit my county
from levying more taxes. We have reached our maximum levy capacity. If we do not
begin a fee-for-service system, then the services mnst be stopped.

Your responsibility is to develop a balanced budget . . . but do not do it with the
10 percent of the totai Federal budget that supports you,- national mandates at the
local level. Let me do my jobfund local services . . . you do 3 oursfund national
programs and regulations.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Alec Hensen, the Montana League of Cities and Towns. Wel-

come.

STATEMENT OF ALEC HENLEN,MONTANA LEAGUE OF CITIES
AND TOWNS

Mr. HENSEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I ap-
preciate this opportunity to discuss general revenue sharing on
behalf of the 125 cities and towns that are a member of our organi-
zation.

We prepared a treatise on the issue of revenue sharing yesterday
in the office, and I summarize that So what you're going to get
today is a synopsis oL that summary. But I do want to reiterate
what the people from Washington and Idaho said.

Federal revenue sharing is critically important to the State of
Montanai_particularly to the cities and towns. The cities and towns
of this State received about $7 million in Federal revenue sharing
money last year. Now, I know tlaat doesn't sound like a lot of
money, particularly when you deal with the numbers that come
across_your desk every day in Washington. But $7 million to the
cities and towns of Montana is more thah 15 percent of total mu-
nicipal _property tax collections in 1985. If thrt money is gone,
we're going to have a tough time making up 15 percent.

I think we've got two ways of doing_ it We can reduce spending
or we can raise property taw. I don't think either of these alter-
natives at this time is practical, workable, or acceptable. We have
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in the cities and towns in Montana increased our budgets over the
last 10 years at a rate which_ is one-third the rate of inflation.
We're losing the race with inflation in municipal government in
the State of Montana by 67 percent: There is no place in most of
those budgets for additional cuts without getting into programs
that people nced and deserve;

On the other hand, if we are required to increase property taxes
15 percent to compensate for the loss of Federal revenue sharing,
I'm not sure we won't have a revolt on our hands. Montana has
among the highest property taxes in the United States. We have
tried and have done everything that we could. We have not been
able to keep _the tax rates down. They are high compared with
other States. How are we going to go to people in the State of Mon-
tana and ask them to pay more property taxes to make up for the
loss of Federal revenue sharing?

I would hope that this committee and the Congress could find a
way in the entire context of the Federal budgetand I understand
the tremendous pressure to reduce the deficitbut I would hope,
on behalf of the cities and towns in Montana; and the people that
live there, and all across this countu, that there is a way to main-
tain Federal revenue sharing because it's a program that _works. It
does the job and delivers the services, I think as efficiently and as
economically as possible: Thank you; _

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I want to thank the wit-
nesses for their testimony;

I am going to submit in writing to you some questions that I
would like each of you to respond to. I won't do it now because of
the limitation of time. But you have been very, very pointed and
very clear with regard to your testimony.

Mr. Weber.
Mr: WEBER. I will_follow the chairman's good example.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Williams.
Mr; WILL/A Ms-._ Just to say thanks to Mr. Donaldson, Ms. Mc=

Alear, and Mr. Hensen for coming here and giving the members of
this committee a clear Montana vantage point view on th3 difficul-
tias that will happen here if we slash spending upon which Mon-
tana cities, towns and counties have relied. The message from you
and the other witnesses, both Montanans and non,Mo '.-nnans; has
been very clear and I appreciate your being here with

The CHADWAN. Mr. Derrick 1:rom South Caroliim
Mr. DERRICK. I add my thank§ to you for being hero, and thank

you P.,,r your very interesting and thoughtful testimony. I look for-
ward to maybe giving you some questions in writing at a later date,
if that wor.' e OK Thank you;

The CHAnt.MAN. Mr. Lowry from Washington.
Mr. LOWRY; Well; Mr: Chairman; it was excellent testimony. I

appreciate it.
The CHAIRMAN; Mr: Fazio,the gentleman from California.
Mr. FAZIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would simply like to

thank these witnesses and-all the others who have come before us
today, and our host, Pat Williams, for bringing us out here. It has
been a very beneficial day.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wolpe of Michigan.
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Mr. WOLPE. Thank you; Mr. Chairman. 1, too, have been very im-
pressed by the quality of the testimony. I was simply struck by the
similiarity of_the people_in this part of the country and that of my
own State of Michigan. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me again thank this final panel for their tes-
timony. More mportantly, let me thank all of the witnesses who
hav appeared before the House Budget Committee as we have
held field hearings for the second time this year; as we look at the
1987 budget.

I want to thank all of them for their testimony. I think clearly;
we are leaving with a better view of how the Federal budget im-
pacts upon the citizens of this great State of Montana. Even behind
that, how it impacts upon those in the region, how it affects power,
electricity and industrial _growth, how it affects the educational
needs of this State has been clearly pointed out. At least this
Iti:mber has learned several things. One, that education is a high
priority in Montana: Two; as we go to deficit reduction; if we can
only do it through spending cuts, I hear commissioners and State
representatives and the Governor saying make it equitable, make
it fair. Don't do unto us what you're not willing to do unto every-
body else. Finally, I hear you saying there are some special needs
in power, some special needs in agriculture; some special needs in
highways that affect you much more so than other areas of the
country.

This testimony will become a part of our record. As we begin to
fashion an alternative budget to that which was defeated yester-
day; the President's budget; we will take into consideration these
things that you have shared with us You are good citiz is not
simply of Montana; but thnt which joins all_of us together; ,,nether
we are from Montana, Washington, North or South Dakota, or
Pennsylvania, New York, Florida, Texas, Alabnma, Mississippi, we
are Americans.

Thank you. This hearing stands adjourned.
[The following additic,nal material was submitted for the revc,lei.
PREPARED rATEMENT OF JOHN BUFF-ArADRORN; PRESIDENT; NORTHERN CHF':

TRIBE

My name is John Buffelohm-n. I was recently elected as the President oi ti
Northern Cheyenne Tribe.

This position statement is somewhat general in nature. I did net have an opportu-
nity to disuss the statement with the tribal council due to the lack of time.

Even though specific information is lacking at this time, the austerity of the re-
ductions in Federal funding have already herl aprofound and adverse economic and
social impact on my Cheyennepeople. Some examples are:

(1) Our patients who depend upcn _tej ddnay dialysis machines will have to be
transported to Billings, Montana from the reservaions; a distance of 105 miles one
way. We presently have dialysis machines in Lame Deer, but with the anticipated
budget cuts; we will no longer provide the service. The long journey to Billings, on
the average of three times a week for each patient, is very hard on the patients. The
patients dread the long trip to Billings. Some are discouraged wid do not want to
make-the long trips.

(2) The unemploymel.t. rate is increasing rapidly. Although I do not know the sth-
tistics, it is very obvious that many more people are out of work. College graduates
and some of our people who have acquired specialized training are unemployed. The
unemployment rate has a severe social adverse impact on our people. Idleness per-
petuates the use of alcohol and drugs.
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(3/ Financial aid to the studenth is being reduced. Some of the studenth will not
graduate because of the budget cuts. We continue to emphasize the need for good
quality education and yet our financial assistance to the students is being reduced.

(4) The Elderly Food Program is being affeoted adversely; our elders are only re-
ceiving one meal a day and the quality of food is minimal.

(5) We will not be able to finance our summer recreational programs for our
youth

(6) The Housing Program for our low-income people will suffer greatly.
These are just a few of the programs that are_going to suffer most severely from

the budget cuts. We cannot tolerate further budget reductions. Our access to the pri-
vath sector is almost nonexistent. The proposed five percent reduction will create
more hardships that we cannot cope with.

Honorable Pat Williams, on behalf of the Cheyenne people, I am asking for your
fun support. is keeping our programs in operation and for your help to find in-
creased funding to improve our economic situation.

I appreciate the opportunity to submit this brief position statement.

PREPARED STATEMENT Or JIM CAMPBELL, COMMISSIONER, LEWIEAND CARK COUNTY
AND URBAN REAIESENTATIYE, MONTANA ASSOCIAnON OF COUNTIES

As_the MAGI _Montana Association of Counties) Urban Representative I would
like_th present_ to you the findings of our short survey. The six largest counties in
Montana_participated in this survey. The county _commissioners who responded rep-
resent a_majority_of the people who live in the State of Montana. This survey con-
cluded that the Federal deficit must be reduced. That was the easy question. How it
should he/educed generated a lively response. All but one county commissioner
agreed that spending must be cut The majority strongly urged reduction in military
spending with some reduction in foreign aid and only one commissioner felt that a
balanced budget could come at the expense of domestic programs,

As for increasnd revenue, almost all commissioners felt that there was a need to
increase taxes to help reduce the Federal deficit. The majority of the commissioners
indicated that corporate income taxes should be increased and that the personal
income tax structure should be looked at th increase revenue. In short, we want the
Federal deficit reduced. v-ih a majority of the reduction to come from military and
foreign aid, and with Government revenue increased through corporate income
taxes and to a lesser extent personal income taites.

You may say we don't understand the complexity of military-expenditures or the
vital role foreign aid plays to maintain a dominant role for US. interests in world
affairs. You are correct. WE don't. But as county commissioners we certainly do
know about suicides, homicides, and birth defecta We know about rodents, mosqui-
toes, and weeds. We know about rape, jails, and nursing homes. We know about
rickets, German measles, and AIDS. We know about dust, potholes, and unsafe
public facilities. We know about Child abuse and elder abuse.

We also know about the Fair Labor Standards Act Federal jail standardS, and
Executive Order 11246. And we know about well-run programs that offer our people
decent housing, good transportAticn systems to move people and products, and we
know the benefits of a healthy ece-^my and a healthy environment We work daily
with public safety, public wn- ic health, parks and recreation, housing and
community deve prrenf t. s., a and natural resources. They all take money.
What we need : a ot-thive 1. v....re] fiscal policy that acts in partnership with
local officials to . ...nob COITIITIUMty in these linied States a liveable place for
you, vt.ur family , .... friends to live, work and die.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE MONTANA WHEAT RESEARCH ANLIMARKETING
COMMITTEE, PRESENTED BY WIWAM BIUNKEL, JR., CHAIRMAN

_ The_Montana Wheat Research and Marceting Committee is an official agency of
the stath of Montana; represents_ approximately 18,000 voluntary farmer members;
and is involved primarily in research and marketing activities relathd to Wheat and
barley. This agency is directed by seven commissionersall active grain producers
who are appointed by the Governor They are fixed with the responsibility of pro-
moting programs to enhance the value of grain in Monthna and fund numerous pro-
grams annually to that end.

The administration's budget proposal for fiscal year 1987 threatens the k 'y
niarket development programs foi 67 cooperator organizations. If tam budget wer..
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to be adopted, funding for the Foreign Agricultural Service Cooperator Programs
would be effectively cut by 50 percent.
_for wheat, corn barley and sorghum, this recommendation would have a dramati-

cally negative impact on U.S. Wheat ASSociates, Inc. and the U.S. Feed Grains
Council. These two organizations are the vanguards of cooperator_programs. For a
quarter of a century, through groups subh as these, farmers, with their check-off
dollars, have joined with government to build foreign markets foii U.S. agricultural
production. And, the success of this joint effort has been outstanding. _

A cut in funding of the magnitucie being suggested by the administration would
result in a scramble by the State commissions such as ours to make up the shortfall
by increasing producer funding of overseas activities. But, even the least pragmatic
among us realizes that it would be_impossible to completely offset the loss of FAS
funding. The result would, then, be to reduce the international effort; cut foreign
offices reduce staff;_curtail programs. In effect, severely handicapping efforts that
have been carefully developed for many years.

And, this couldn't happen at a worse time. After years of struggle in the 1980's,
the U.S. farmer is rapidly _coming inte a position in rhich he can be, once more,
price-competitive with his foreign competition and is in a position to win back a
major portion of the market Share which he lost in the last three years. But, what
does it mean to be competitive if the% are no markets to absorb the productZ What
kind of signal are we sending to the competitioncountrier Luch as Canada :.nd
Australia, as tl*rw begin to imitate the United States with their own market devel-
opment acti.cot.....73? At the same time are we pulling away from doing what we have
always done best, they will be movingforward.

The United States Congress through the Food Security Act of 1985 gave a clear
mandate to increasing the export competitiveness of U.S. agricultUral product§ For
this ressonjoan rates for rnrior l.ommodities were cut drastically and additional
authoraies were provided in the bill for enhanced export credit facilities and other
i.rograrns designee, to improve American competitiveness.

The Congress, in another settion of the bill, signaled its intent to maintain a
viable government/private overseas market development porograrn. Section 1126(a)
sthtes; "It is the sense of Congress that the cooperator market development program
of the Foreign Agricultural &I-vice should be continued to help develop new mar-
ket§ and expand and maintain exi-;t,ing markets for United States agricultural com-
modities, using nonprofit agricultural Lade associations to the maximum extentpracticable."

When the U.S. b-lance of trade deficit has reached record highs and when U.S.
agriculture is reeling from_ overproduction and sharp dechneb in exportS, it is the
time to expand our commitment to market development and not to cut our
by half. We wish to call on the administration and the Congress to reco-
vital importance of exports to the cgi,ctiltural community and to the count
storing the FAS cooperater funding te $51.1 million ($49.1 million fiscal
level plus $2 million of expansion.)

[Whereupon, at 11:03 a.m., the committee adjourned:j
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HOUSE OF R ZPRLSENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE OIST _THE BUDGET,

Worthington, MN.
The committee met_ pursuant to notice, at 2:35 _p.m., in the Me-

morial Auditorium, Worthington, MN, Hon; William H. Gray III
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

The CHAIEMAN. The committee will now come to order%
Thank you; Mr% Mayor. Goca afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. It

iS A pleaure for the Budget Committee of the House of Representa-
tives to be in Worthington; MN, today. As chairman, I want to wel-
come Hon. Jim Nichols, the State commissioner of agriculture: and
the other distinguished citizens of Minnesota wile will be present-
ing testimony to us.

Joining me today-are Congressman Vin Weber, wire invited Os to
WorthingtOn, and fcur other members of the House Budget _Com-
mittee; They are: Congressman Mike Lowry of the State of Wash-
ington; Congressman Butler Derrick of South Carolina; Congress-
man Howard Wolpe lf Michigan; and Gongressmaa Vic Fazio of
California. In additi ,a, sitting with_ us is Congressman Tim Penny
of the neighboring First District of Minnesota. [ApPlauSel

CongreSSman Penny sits on the Agriculture; Veterans' Affairs,
and Education and Labor Committees of the HouSe of Representa-
tiVea.

This hearing is the seventh in a series of field hearingS held in
different regions of the country. These field hearings have given
the committee an opportunity to hear the comment§ of a broad
1-tinge of witnesses on the 1987 Federal budget;

Our hearing this afternoon will focus on the economic ConditiOn
of agriculture and the impact of the twiget proposals on rural
America; You; the citizens of Worthinon and southern Minneso-
ta, krib* nll too well the condition of agriculture; Farm income-con-
tinues to stagnate; In 1985_the-total net farm income, adjusted for
inflation, Was $12 billion. The USDA estimates that net real farm
income wiP fall to $10 billion this year. If that occurs, 1986 will be
the 86cor i poorest_year for farm income during the 1970's and the
1980's. f!Ji 1983 we had the worst year, with net real farm inconie Of
only $7 billion.

Farm exports also continue to- decline. In 1985, farm ekpört§
were $31.2 billion, a 29:percent decline from the record year of
1981, when our Nation exported $43.8 billion of farm commoditieS.

(87)
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The USDA proects another decline in exportG in 1986 down to_$29
billion. I believe these export declines reflect the impact Jf _record
Federal deficits c,ver the last 5 years which have contributed to an
overvalued dollar.

Against this backdrop, Congress will have to consider propoSela
that reduce Federal programs assisting agriculture and rural
America by $7.2 billion, or 20.5 percent below the current pohry
level. Among them are proposals to .phase out REA loans, to elimi-
nate Farn:s Home rural housing loans, to terminate rural water
.ind waste disposal_grants, to privatize Federal crop insurance, and
to reduce the USDA Extension Service by 57 percent below the cur-
rent 1986 level.

However, the State of Minnesota is not interested in rural pro-
grams alone. Minneeota's citizens are also concerned about Medi-
care, student loans; vocational training; law enforcement assist-
ance, aid to education, and the national defense.

All of us want to reduce the large deficits projected for the next
few years. Deficits of $200 billion threaten the stability of our 6o:th-
orny and affect the ability of all Americans to achieve many of
their personal goals. We are also committed to maintaining a
strong national defense and good international relations; The ques-
tion is how we do go about achieving these diverse goal§ within the
limits of the national debt.

The witnesses today can help us determine which budget prior:.
ities will allow rural AmericaLas well as cities and individual &mi.-
lies, to achieve and zmuntain the fiscal strength and the individual
independence required to sustain a strong national recovery.

This is your hearing. We are here in Worthington to learn your
priorities and your views oyi how to deal with the Federal deficit.
Unfortunately, we cannot stay for several days like we would like
to. Therefore, we have had to be selective in putting together the
witnesses. However, anyone who would like to submit to your
testimony, your views on the budget, and the choices we (melt to
make as we try to deal with deficit reduction; we urge you to do FO.
If you will submit your written testimony within the_next 5 work;
ing dayS, it will gc: into the official record of these proceAings.

At this_time I would like to recognize a member of the HouSe
Budget Committee, the distinguished Congressman from this
region; Congressman Weber. He a few rpening retharkS before
we turn to our first witness.

Mr. WEBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be brief be:
cause wt, are late.

I would like tc thank every bo..ly on the committhe for being here
today, and I especially want to tpark the maay pewle who have
Come here to show the committee how importszt our work is to
what goes on in rural America and how senous th riis is that
we face in rural America.

Let me say that we came from Helena, MT this morning, Where
We heard testimony from that part of the country-,-some of it also
relating to agriculture. It has been a real pleasure for me traveling
and, eveli though I'm the only Republican in this seven,man dele-
gation that's been flying around over the weekend, I did aSk the
chairmin why they hal only r' parachutes. But he -sured me
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that was a Gramm-Rudman cut and not anything political. [Laugh-ter.1
Let me say; Mr. Chairman, that the witnesses that we're going to

hear today are going to be able to speak better than any of us on
this committee could. But the committee should know that you are
today in the very heart of American agriculture and the very heart
of the American agricultural crisis. We nave had eight bank fail
ures in this congressional district; and in this part of the State of
Minnesota land values have fallen 60 to 70 percent and continue to
decline. Prices have been depressed for several years and farm
bankruptcies are at record levels.

Yesterday the Congress of the United States voted down Pr...
dent Reagan's bUdget. That is now behind us. Now we face an el
more ominous cloud on the horizon, and that is the cloud of tnt:
automatic, ac;:oss-the-board budget cuts of Gramm-Rudman that
will go into effect if our_ committ," does not find an alternative
means of reducing the deficit tn ilion

Everybody in agriculture um. Is and suppor+s the need to
reduce the budget deficit becal - at it does to interest rates
and the strength of the dollar effect that has on agricul-
ture. But we will hear today fru, ,,le that will make clear that
those budget cuts cannot come at ..11 expense of the programs that
are vital for the survival of our way of life in the upper Midwest.

Agaiiv Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for coming to the
Second District of Minnesota; I want to thank my colleagues for
joining me, ane look forward to the testimony from oui witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Mr; Weber follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. VIN WEBER

I'd like to thank the members of the Budget Committee, especially Chairman Bill
Gray, for attending this important hearing. Being here today reflects your concern
for rural America and the problems it faces. I know this hearing will provide all of
us with important insights as we work on the 1987 bud ;et.

As Federal-deficits have continued to mount the Budget Committee has movod to
the center of congressional action. This year, as we work to reduoe the deficit to
$144 billion, the Budget Committee will be facing extremely importantand ex-tremely difficultdecisions.

At the same time that Congress must deal with the deficit_ rural America desper-
ately needs effective Federal_policies. A flood of econom:c prohlems_haveolevastated
the agricultural economy. Land values are plummeting, Commodity prices ire far
below the coat of preduction. Farmers are trapped under_an_ unmanageable debt
burden. All of thCe factors stand as signposts of the gravest economic crisis since
the- Depression.

Responding to the desperate needs of the agricultural economywithin the
budget constraints we faceposes a great challenge. This hearing will pinpoint
some of the greatest needs and indicate where the best solutions lie.

Our panels reflect a broad spectrum of agricultural leadera Panel one is a goner-
al overview of the agricultural economy. The wgnesseaon this panel include Agri-
culture Commissioner Jim Nichols, recognized as an influential voice for farmers
not only in this state but also around the country. Other _members of the panel in-
elude leaders from farm organizations and an economist from the University of
Minnesota.

The seconclpanel, made up of '-'oth agriculturallenders and borrowers, focuses on
the credit needs of rural America The third panellooks at some critical programs
for our part of the country, including the Minnesota Extension Service, rural elec-
tric coops, and Farmers Home Adrniniatration.

Yesterday, the House voted on President Reagan's budget I joined the vast major-
ity of -_':e House in voting against_that budget and the proposals it included. It is
clear ti):: this budget does not reflect the priorities of Congress. The challenge

9 3
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before us now is to build our own budget and our gm e to establish prior-
ities that recognize the importance of the programs wcL on today.

We_ know for certain that Congress will not adopt the President's budget. Howev-
er, another possibility looms that will be just as disastrous to rural Amerim as the
Presidenespraposals; the automatic cuts of Gramm-Rudman that take effect only if
Congress fails ta enact art effective budge.

The automaticouts of aramm-Rudraan will hit rural America just as hardand
harder in some casesAhan the pmp 1in tho PresidenCs budget. That's what
awaits usif we don't make the slecisions_aurselvesAt_for instance, we hal to_slash
the deficit by $40 billion through automatic reductions, programs that are vital w
rural America would take a stiff 16 percent cut.

For example; funding for deficiency payments, croplaans, and milk purcliwes
would be cut to well below the level in the PresiJent's budget. Aaanother _example,
the administration calls for unacceptable reductionsin REA,_and the automatic_cnts
would be equally as severe: From the _Farmers Home Administration to the_Agricul-
tural Extension Service; key programs far rural America would face andindi&
criminate reductions if we allow the automatic cuts to kick in not enacting an
effective budget ourselves.

That reality mWtes this hearing today even inoraimportant. There are intelligent
and effective ways to reduce the deficit To avoid mindless cutsCangressm2st estab-
lish firm priorities in federal policy, leading to a budget that funds critical programs
and eliminates unjustifiable spending.

An important part of th iproceai s the need for cooperation between Democrats
and Republicans. I am encouraged by the openness_my Democratic colleagues have
shown in attending this hearing in Worthington. As we gc hack to Washington and
take up our work on the budget again; I hope a spirit of bipartisanship will prevail
If we don't begin to work together now; the resulting stalemate will lead to disaster.

Success in meeting this challenge depends on congressional initiative. If_Congress
takes action, we can _reduce the deficit intelligently and effectively. ff_Congress_ fails
to act, we will get disastrous policies by default Congrxss inust not fail to act. I
hope this hearing will be an important step; as those of us on the Budget Committee
work to establish a bipartis ;,; 7onsensus on the budget.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank youi_Con_gressman Weber.
Before we begin with our testimony, I would like to urge all of

the witnesses to summarize your testnnony in 5 m;.nutes. This will
allow us to proceed with indepth questioning and have an opportu-
nity tb raise many issues with you. We have your full testimony
which will be entered into the record in its entirety Therefore, if
those witnesses who are waiting to appear before us would_please
review your _testimony so that you can summarize it Thus; it
would allow for greater questioning by the members of the commit-
tee.

The first panel that we will hear will be Eugene Paul, legislative
coordinator-, Minnesota National_Farmers Organization; Merlyn Lo-
kensgard, the president of the Minnesota Farm Bureau Federation;
and an agricultural economist from the University of Minnesota;
Dr. Michael Boehlje. They will be giving a general agricultural
overview-.

We welcome you gentlemen to this hearing and i urge you to
begin in the order you were called: Please proceed in summarizing
your testimony.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE F. PAUL, LEGISLATIVE COORDINATOR,
MINNESOTA NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, Congress-
man Penny: I am Gene Paul, representing the Minnesota National
Farmers Organization.

_First of all let ma than:- you for taking the time to comf.,' to rural
Minnesota to hear first hand an account of the situation which

9 4
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exists in these areas today. I extend a special thanks to Congress-
man Weber for arrangMg this hearing

I am confident that many facts and figures Will be presented to
you today which will reflect the seriousness of the situation; I urge
you to study those facts that will be presented, and I trust your de-
cisions will be based on a clear understanding of the ramifications
of _that decision.

Rather than repeat many of the numbers; I will take my thne to
focus on two particular reasons why it is important not only for
farmers but also for (...)nsumr.trs, people in the cities, and, indeed, all
Americans, to fund the credit programs which will make it possible
to maintain strong rural communities:

The -roblem which exists taday is not just nuinbers of farmers,
dollars cd debt, or bushels of production: It involves f od and it in-
volves people. First of all, let's deal with the food issue.

A transition is taking place across rural America, and thb86
people wt ) are facing financial stress are the individual owner/op-
erator farmer& These are the farmers who have provided thiS
country with an abundant supply of reasonably priced food; As
these farmers find themselves in a situation where they can no
longer obtain credit,_ they are losing control of ti ownership of
land and; as that trend is allowed to continue, the J,.vnership of the
land Will fall into fewer and fewer hands. Whoevet owns the land
controls the supply of food.

Those who do smt view the present situation w alarm seem to
conclude that our present farming system Will replaced with
some sort of desirable industrial agriculture. Tlu- iefinition has as
many variations a.-4 there arc people considering The evidence at
hand in the case of broiler production and cattic Ledrng clearly in-
dicates, however, that very large corporate f- ming operations
have little regard for public welfare. With hun,-..;:-T in our cities a
growing problem, with a rapidl3r growing_ elderly population, and
with a good number of our school age_children now living in pover-
ty, what happens if our past system of easy a...:cess to an abundance
of food is replaced with a system centrally operated purely for
profit and based on controlled supply, with no access to abun-
dance f society's needs?_In addition, we only need look to our
neighbc:y in central and South America to understand what hap-
piPus land is owned_ by a few. So our American citizens need
..o ask themselves, Who do I want to control tIle supply ,vf food in
the future?

The second issue, of course, is paople. In this fifth year of dec1M-
ing net farm income, we are now concerned about the survival of
the balance of producers who rely primarily on farming and ranch-
ing for their family incom& These families who live there care for
the land and support the rural businesses in their communities.

consist of husband& wives, and children who want to make a
In.;ing and want to suppo ',hemselves and their farms; They want
to send their children to the local schools, they want to attend the
local churches, and the:- want to support the businessmen in their
neighboring towns. If t.hey do not receive the credit hvlp they need
this spring, they will not just disappear; they will seek employment
and competh for jobs in our cities where unemployment is already
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high. If they t. a unsuccessful, they will find themselves on the wel-
fare rolls.

The point , making is this: Society and our economy will
have to deal with these people at one time or another, in one fash-
ion or another. It would be far better to keep them employed and
supporting themselves on their farms. If not, we will have the
ripple effect of rural townspeople following them th the cities.

In summary, I believe there are two issues we have to deal with.
Who do we want to control the land and ultimately our food
supply, and what is the best way to deal with and help the people
involved?

In closing, let me say that credit alone is not the answer. Farm-
ers must have a price which will enable them to retire debt, pay
operating costs, and support their families. We ,vill continue to
work for the enactment of good, sound farm legislation, but the Na-
tional Farmers Organization believes that ultimately it is the right
and responsibility of farmers to join together in the marketing of
their production so that fair farm pr4cek: 7n be negotiated in the
marketplace.

In that regard, let me just ..-13 that 10:: he seen a good example
of this just recently when " '!inne earmers Union and the
National Farmers Organia I:arted a joint iivastock marketing
program. We believe this progrwn will be highly successful, and we
believe that if farmers are not willing to help themselves, we have
no right to ask anyone else for help, either.

We urge you to approve the money that is needed to make long-
term credit available to our farmers, with the opportuni to re-
structure debt. This will buy us time; as we believe the farm econo-
my can be turned around. When that occurs, we would like to
think that those who will control the land and the small businesses
in rural America will be people with longstanding inthrest in those
communities. We built those communities, we want to keep them;
and we think it is in the country's best interest to do so.

Mi. Chairman, again I thank you and the members of the corn .
inittee for this opportunity to present our views. Congressman
Weber, I thank you again for your efforts in making this hearing
possible.

[The prepan?.d statement of Mr. Paul followsd
PREPARED STATEMENT OF EUGENE F. PAUL

_ Mr- Chairman and members of the_comtrittee;_ first let me thank you for taking
the time to come _to rural Minnesota to hei p. first hand_ nn_ account of the situation
which_ erists_in_rural_areas today: I extend P soecial thanks to Congressman Wc..-.)er
for_ arranping thinhearing.
__As _a_ perann _who is_ indaily communication _with farmers _and business people _who
deal with farmernot_only_in Minnewta, but the surrounding States as well; I am
here_ with _Mile_ understanding_ of the crisis which _ does exist-

I am confident_that_many facts aud_figures _wili be_presented to you_today _which
will reflect_the seriousness of_thenituation_l_urgnyou_to _study The _facts_ presented
aruttrust your decisions will be based on a clear understanding of the ramifications
of that decision.

Rather_than reneat_many t/f_the _.tutm_bers"_1 will _take _my_allotrd time tr ;ocus
on_tw_o_ particular reasons wly it isimportant, not_only for farmer
sume_rsi_peuple in the cities_ and,indeedll_Arnericuasia fund_t_
which will_zrudte_it_ possible_ to_ rnaintLn_strong_rural _communities

The _problerriy:hich_exists is_ nnt_justinualbers of fanners. dollar-
els of production; it involves food and people.
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First of all, iet us deal with the food issue. A transition is taking place across the
rural America, in that those people who are facing financial stress are the individ-
ual owner-operator farmers. These are the farmers who have provided this country
with an & undant supply of reasonably priced food. As these farmers find them-
selves in a situation where they can no longer obtain credit, they are losing control
of the ownership of land, and as that trend is allowed to continue, the ownership of
the land will fall into fewer and fewer hands. Whoever owns the land controls the
supply of food. Those who do not view the present situation with alarm seem to con-
clude that our present farming_ system will be replaced with a desirable "industrial
agriculture." That definition or interwetation has aa many variations as there ate
people considering_it Tnith is, we simply do not know what_structure or_modeaf
operation_will follow, The evidence at hand in the caseafbroilerproductionand
cattle feeding clearly_indicates, however, that very large corporate farming oper-
ations have little regard forlhepublic_welfare

_We do know that our_presentemieties needs involve a continuing_ access to an
abundance of food _beyond that normally purchased _by the consuming public. Caring
for our elderly, meeting_the needs of the impoverished and long-term unemployed,
and providing a diet supplement for needy children in school, are but a few.

With hunger in our cities a rowing problem, with a rapidly growing elderly pop-
ulation, with more tlum 20 percent of our school-aged children now living in pover-
ty, what happens if our plud system of etwy access to an abundance of food is re-
placed with a system centrMly operated purely for profit and based on controlled
supply, with no access to abundance for societies needs?

In addition, we only need to look to our neighbors in Central and South America
th understand what happens when land is owned by a few. And so American citi-
zens need to ask themselves, who do I want to control the supply of food in the
future? We have seen what happens to the cost when a few control any commodity,
do we want our food supply placed in that situation?

I question if we can produce the big grain crops, livestock and milk at prices the
country can afford if the whole system is changed to one of absentee land ownership
and the use of hired labor.

The second issue of course, is people. In this fifth year of declining net farm
income we are now concerned about the survival of the balance of producers who
rely primarily on farming and ranching for their family income. These units and
the families who live there, care for the land, and support the rural businesses in
the community. These are husbands, wives and childern who want to make a living
and support themselves on their farms. They want to send their children to the
local schools, they want to attend the local churches; they want to support the busi-
nessmen in their neighboring towns.

If they do not receive the credit help they need, they will not just disappear. They
will seek employment and compete for jobs in our overcrowded cities where unem-
ployment is already high. It thr are unsuccessfuL they will find themselves on the
welfare rolls-The _point I am making is this; sx:ociety and tbe economy will have to
deal_with these people_at one time or another in one fwhion oranother. It would be
far betterlo keep them employed and supporting_themselves on their farms. If nat
we will also have the ripple effectaf rural town people following thernto thacities,

In summary, I believe the _two:tissues we have th deal with and are really the gut
issues we are facing are these; who do we want to control the land and ultimately
our food supply? And, what is the best way to deal with and help the people in-
volved?

In closing let me say that credit alone is not the answer. Farmers must have a
price which will enable them to retire debt, pay operating costs and support their
families. We will continue to work for the enactment of good, sound farm legisla-
tion, but the National Farmers Organization believes that ultimately it is the right
and responsibility of farmers to join together in the marketing of their production
so that fair farm prices can be negotiated in the marketplace. Certainly, if we as
farmers are not willing to help ourselves, we have no right to ask others for help.

I urge you th approve the money needed to make credit available to our farmers.
This will buy us time as we believe this farm economy can be turned around.

When that occurs, we would like to think that those who will control the land,
and the -small businesses in rural America, will be people with longstanding inter-
esth in these communities. We have little faith in a total system based upon absen-
tee ownership and a large floating-tenant population whose commitments can only
be of a short term nature. Most of our ancestors came here to get away from the
system. AS an organization, we resent that okl system following us here and now
destroying the very communities that are such an important part of America. We
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built themwe want to keep themand we think it is in the country's interest to
do so.

Mr. Chairman, again we thank you and the members of this committee for the
opportunity to present our views.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lokensgard.

STATEMENT OF MERLYN LOKENSGARD, PRESIDENT, MINNESOTA
FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. LOKENSGARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee; Congressman _Weber;

I serve as_president of the Minnesota Farm Bureau and I'm a
member of the American Farm Bureau Board of Directors.-I farm
near St Peter, MT, where I raise cash crops and livestock. I really
appreciate this opportunity to share the farm bureau's views this
afternoon.

In our view, deficit spending by the US: Government has con-
tributed significantly to the problems facing_ agriculture today.
Government borrowing has resulted in high interest rates for_all
Americans, rates that have been crippling to many farmers. Deficit
spending has also contributed to the high valuation of the U.S:
dollar relative to foreign currencies, really making our farm com-
modities abput as expensive as twice as much as a few years ago.
With the tremendous- capacity of American farmers to produce,
wMch is much more than just our domestic need, we need healthy
export markets to make agriculture profitable.

The farm bureau was urging responsible congressional action on
the growing Federal- deficit long before it became popular. Swift re-
sponsible action in dealing with it is a top priority for us this year.
Our miswer to addressing the deficit is based on three parts:

First, we need a fair reduction in Federal spending on all Gov-
ernment program& Second,_we should place a 3-year freeze on cost-
of=living adjustments for all Federal entitlement programs. Third,
Congress should enact a constitutional amendment requiring a bal-
anced Federal budget.

The farm bureau supports the concept of reduced spending, but
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation fails to address the most
urgent budget crisis, that of the continued growth of Federal enti-
tlement prouarns. Most of these entitlement§ are protected by

ramm-Rudman. We believe that agriculture's shar ? in those
nding cuts, which amounts to $1.3 billion, represents about 22

percent of our total domestic cuts and it is a disproportionate
share.

If the Court rulings do not come out and say that Gramm-
Rudman is unconstitutional, the farm bureau will ask Congress to
amend the law to make cuts truly across the board; with no excep-
tions except interest payments on the national debt. The best way
for Congress to balance the budget is by reducing the growth in
Federal spending and avoid an increase in takes. The farm bureau
will support spending cuts for agriculture; as long as those cuts are
made across the board and agriculture programs do not take a dis-
proportionate share of the cuts.

You- have my testimony so I will try to skip in the essence of
time. I wanted to have a statement on the President's budget, but
since that did not pass, we'll skip over it.
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We urge that Congress impose a spending freeze rather than
mandating reductions in extension, conservation, and other activi-
ties that have a direct bearing on production agriculture. We want
the highest _priority given to the development of marketing com-
modities and livestock and the preservation of soil and water re-
sources.

We oppose the proposed elimination of conservation cost sharing
in 1987 and the rescission of 1986 funds. We support the reductions
and the termination and transfer of programs such as FmHA com-
munity development that have no direct bearing on production agi-
riculture and are low priority items to farmers during the budget
crisis.

Before I conclude my statement, I would like to take a few min-
utes to address another issue of immediate concern to farmers, not
only in Minnesota but throughout the Nation.

For the past 5 years agricultural finance policy has been driven
by the one-more-year syndrome. The goal is then to keep borrowers
and lenders solvent for one more year, in the hope that the debt
income situation would correct itself. Since farm operators and
lenders are partners and cannot survive without each other, ac-
tions were taken on the assumption that anything we could do to
help one will help the other.

This one-more-year policy was based on the idea that the debt
problems of agriculture were caused primarily by forces beyond the
control of the farm operator. Once these outaide forceslike high
interest rates, the strong dollar, low exports, declining land prices,
and high production costswent back to normal, everything would
be OK

These outside forces ere not the root of the debt problems and
changes in these forces will not relieve debt pressures. Agriculture
basically has run out of one more year. These short-term lenders,
who have loaned money on equipment and livestock to pay interest
and principal on land, have said no more. Most operators are reluc-
tant to further mortgage land to cover unpaid operating expenses.
Operators with the greatest debt problems have substantial
amounts of nonworking debt that require the servicing of principal
and interest but provide little cash-flow to the business.

For 1986, the agricultural finance policy debate will be focused
on the immediate problems of one-third of commercial agricultural
operators that hold two-thirds of the debt. About half of this group
are at a point where it may be difficult to do anything to help
them survive. However, a substantial reduction in debt load, or a
reduction in the debt that has to be serviced out of current income,
is absolutely necessary. Only this will bring longlasting financial
relief to distressed farm operators.

Just how much debt reduction assistance will be availnble will
depend on the resolution of some broad agricultural finance struc-
ture issues. How bank§ are forced to classify loans, and how long
they are allowed to write off loan losses, will determine how much
debt restructuring they can provide farm operators. Commercial
banks currently face substantial regulatory impediments, that if
they want to help farm operators with debt difficulties, any debt
restructuring that takes a portion a the loan and makes it a non-
earning asset for the bank results in a nonearning portion of the
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loan immediately being written off apinst capital. And even if the
loan could be repaid at some time in the future, banks have in-
creased pressure to require that loans be fully collateralized based
on liquidation value of assets, even though the borrower has never
missed a payment and continues to have a positive cash-f1ow. This
results from a mistake in focusing on asset value lending rather
than profit and loss. The focus is on the liquidated value of the
assets rather than on the earning pcwer of the debt.

Our goal is to develop a debt restructuring plan to aid financially
distressed farmers, under the right 'rcumstances, who have a
chance to survive; The American Farm Bureau is proposing a two-
tiered debt restructuring program to deal with long-term financing
problem& The program would start by having the farm operator
and the lender together analyze the individual operation to deter-
mine how much debt could be paid under normal circumstances.
That would become tier 1 debt.

On this tier 1 portion of the debt, the farmer would pay the regu-
lar interest and principal payments over from 10 to 20 years, what-
ever they decided on. The remainder of the debt would be put into
the second tier, where it could carry an interest rate of 3 percent
with no principal payments. As a portion of the tier 1 debt is paid
off annually, the debt would shift from tier 2 to tier 1, until all the
tier 2 debt is paid.

To give you a quick example, if you have $300,000 -of debt and,
after analysis, the banker and the borrower decide $200,000 can
probably be serviced, that bect nes the tier 1 level that the farmer
pays on. The remaining $100 J00 becomes tier 2. As the tier 1 is
paid off, the tier 2 moves up. So all of the-debt is paid. The key in
debt restructuring is not debt forgiveness. Financial institutions do
not have enough capital base to forgive substantial amounts of
debt. Most farmers want to pay off their debt. Some steps are nec-
essary to make the program work. Tier 2 debt must be monitored
separately by the regulatory authorities so that it is not discrimi-
nated against or classified against the capital of the financial insti-
tution. This will require approval of proper regulatory authorities
such as FDIC; the Comptroller of the Currency for _commercial
bank& and the Farm Credit Administration for the Farm Credit
System.

While we believe our two-tiered debt can be accomplished by
changes in regulations; we are prepared and are in the process of
drafting legislation to accomplish this_goal.

In addition to the two-tiered debt restructure program; we also
support S. 1943, introduced by Senator Dixon, that allows banks to
change thway_they write off their capital losses from 1 year up to
10_years. This flexibility on the part of bankers is critical in deal-
ingwith the present farm financial crisis.

Through the restructuring _process, we encourage farm borrow-
ers; lenders; and the regulatory agencies to shift their emphasis
from asset value toward a greater emphasis on profit and loss or
cash-flow; In our judgment, such a plan presents a realistic ap-
proach to turning the debt problems around. This plan can create
more winners than we could expect from any other area. Asset
values will stabilize, fewer farmers will be forced out of business,
and banks will benefit from stronger loan holdings.

o
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This concludes my remarks. Thank you
opportunity.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr: Lokensg
Dr. Boehlje, an agricultural economist

Minnesota. Welcome.

again for giving us this

a rd
with the University of

STATEMENT OF MICHAELBOEHLIE,AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMIST, UNIVERSITY (OF MINNESOTA

Mr. BOEHLJE. Thank you very much. It is a pleasure to be here.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would like to

comment on three areas: One, just briefly, a description of the fi-
nancial characteristics on the condition of agriculture;_ two, why
this is important beyond agriculture; and three; what kind of
public sector intervention we might want to consider.

Point No. 1. We know that we have approximately; depending
upon the region of the country, between 15 and 30 percent of our
farmers that are suffering very severe financial stress, and the re-
maining farm population are clearly encountering some financial
difficulties, We know that these farmers who are severely stressed
3n many cases will have to mal-e major adjustments, inciuding exit-
ing from the industry and selling assets aver the next 2 to 3 years.

This adjustment on their part has significant implications for the
agribusiness sector. We have lost one out of four machinery dealers
since 1981. Approximately one-third of our input supply businesses
are in similar financial condition as the farm sector, meaning that
with potential bankruptcies or nonpayment on accounts receivable,
they also will be financially vulnerable. Rural communities, there-
fore, are suffering significantly from financial stress, bank failures
are an example, and there is evidence of reduced economic activity
and reduced employment opportunity in these rural communities.

Compounding all of the income problems in agriculture is the de-
cline in asset values. In the State of Minnesota alone there was a
26-percent decline in land values statewide this past year, and an
almost 30-percent decline in this particular part of the State of
Minnesota in la-td values. -Those types of statistics indicate the
kind of financial problems that we have in the agricultural sector.

Now, one of the perspectives I think it's important to recognize is
that the financial problems of those highly leveraged farmers
cannot be_ resolved without affecting the remaining farm popula-
tion, rural communities, and, as a matter of fact, the citizenry of
the United States. _There seems to be a misperception that we can
wall all those people off and they can solve their problems and the
rest of the farmers, or, as a matter of fact, the rest of the U.S. citi=
zenry, will not pay the price.

I think it is important to recognize that we have a four-stage ad-
justment process. The first wave of adjustments will be financially
stressed farmers, who will have to exit or who will have to make
other major and significant adjustments in their operations be-
cause of the excessive debt load. As they solve their problems, solve
those problems through either having the lending community write
off that debt and suffer losses, or through declining_ land values
and the lending community reducing_on the value of land as collat-
eral for loana, the problem of the financially stressed farmers is

1 0 1
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transferred to the remaining farm population. Interest rates in
rural areas are somewhere between 11/2 and 2 percentage points
higher than they would have to be if it were not for the high loan
losses we're seeing in agriculture. So the problem is transferred to
the remaining farm population througli higher interest rates, as
well as decreased creditworthiness.

But the transfer doesn't stop there, as we have already indicated.
It has been transferred on to the rural community and rural busi-
nesses; and those rural businesses are suffering reduced economic
activity as well. And yet the transfer still doesn't stop in rural com-
munities. There is a study; there are a number of studies, but one
specifically that shows that the loan losses that we might encoun-
ter in the agricultural sector, loan losses that could amount to
somewhere in excess of $25 billion, could result in interest rates in-
creasing by as much as 75 to 125 basis points; not _just interest
rates for farmers but interest rates for all consumers. Undoubtedly,
interest rates would not stay at that high level for a very long
period of time, but because of the default potential on the part of
some farm borrowers, and the risk in the financial markets associ-
ated with that, there is the potential of this problem being trans-
ferred beyond the farm gate, beyond the rural community; beyond
the agricultural sector, to consumers in generalnot through
higher food prices necessarily but through higher interest rates.

What can the public do? Clearly, it seems to me there are three
potential responses that the public should consider. All of these
have budget implications. My argument is that we should consider
reallocation of budgets and assist agriculture, rather than cutting
the budget for agriculture, and reallocation may involve adjust-
ments in other components of the budget.
___One is that it's clear we need to have a safety net for agriculture.
Whether we felt it was an adequate safety net or not, the 1985
farm bill did provide some safety net Unfortunately, Gramm-
Rudman and other provisions currently being implemented by the
administration are punching holes in the _safety net; and this
punching of holes in the safety net has added increased uncertain-
ty in the agricultural sector; showing up very explicitly; in my
judgment, in terms of continued downward pressure on land
values. There is no one very interested in buying land when we've
got increased uncertainty with respect to what kind of Federal as-
sistance we will have for agriculture. Some ldnd of price and
income support _program is needed, and it is not clear to me that
we have the kind of support for agriculture that is needecL

The second policy response would be specifically oriented to the
financial stress problem. As a matter of fact, as we have argued in
testimony before, the Farm Price and Income Support Program
will not solve the financial stress problem Some farmers are suffi-
ciently excessively leveraged that they will still have to sell mit in
spite of a very strong Farm Price and Income Support Program.
We need to target programs specifically to those farmers.

One possibility is a debt reduction and restructuring program, as
has been proposed and is in place, to a limited degreeand I say
limited degreein the Farmers Home Administration program.

A second possibility is an interest rate buydown program. A
third adjustment which we ought to seriously consider is a policy
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adjustment to facilitate the private sector in solving some of its
own problems. Currently there is a high tax burden to try to adjust
debt :oads in the agricultural sector. You have to pay increased
taxes to get out of the problem. Those types of increased taxes
seem to me to be a penalty which should not be imposed on those
who are wanting to _adjust their debt burden. And we need to, in
my judgmeritgive the lending community more time to write off
loan losses; rather than expecting thern_to absorb those loan losses
in the year in which they're incurred. There should be more time
so they could write the loan losses off, so they don't have to reflect
those loan losses in higher rates or in terms of reducing the capital
structure of the lending institution.

The third component of an assistance program is the assistance
that_ is already supposedly in place for the Farm Credit System. I
would challenge you that that particular proposal, which was
passed by Congress in December 1985, is, as a matter of fact, not a
very effective solution. It seems to me that in spite of who: some of
our people are arguing, the Farm Credit System does ne Ai finan-
cial assistance, not just a new structure. Moving money from one
component oc the System to another component of the System does
very little to solve their fundamental problems. It did result in the
financial markets becoming more confident, but it did nothing to
improve the quality of the Fes portfolio, when the financial mar-
kets find out that the portfolio still remains weak, I am not con-
vinced that they will continue to allow Farm Credit System bonds
to be sold at the small premium that they are now allowing. I
think we need to_ consider seriously providing Federal gssistance
for that System. That requires an appropriation, and that requires
a congressional decision.

Thankyou very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me ask a couple of short questions, first to Mr. Paul. Mr.

Paul, do you have any count of how many farmers lost their farms
in the last year in Minnesota?

Mr. PAUL. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a figure as far as that is
concerned. I have heard figures that vary all the way from just a
few thousand to several thousand. I couldn't tell you for sure.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lokensgard, do you have a count of farmers
who have lost their farms because of the crisis?

Mr. LORENSGARD. I don't have a count, either; per se. We have a
survey that was conducted by the Department of Agriculture, but
it may be that Mr. Boehlje would be more qualified to answer that.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Boehlje.
Mr. BOEHLJE. There is a number that suggests 5,000 farmers

exited in the State of Minnesota last year. It is not clear how many
of those were a function of financial stress or other reasons. I think
it is safe to say that a large portion of those was because of finan-
cial stress.

The CH:.,:RMAN. Mr. Boehlje, would you answer another question?
The interest_rates have been dropping rather drastically in the last
few weeks. What is your view of that drop having a positive impact
on the farm crisis in America? If it is going to have a positive
impact, when do you think it may be felt?

10 3
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Mr. BomzE. Interest rates have dropped dramatically in urban
areas. Interest rates in rural areas have not dropped significantly
at all.

One of the concerns we have is that_ with the high loan losses
being_ encountered by the lending community; it has become diffi-
cult for them to drop their interest rates and still maintain any
reasonable types of margin& So until we work through these loan
losses, I am concerned that, in spite of declining costs of money, in-
terest rates in the rural areas will continue relatively high.

The CHAIRMAN. Therefore, despite all the rhetoric that we some-
times hear from forces on high, about how great things are, that's
not occurring evenly; is that it?

Mr. BOEHWE. That's exactly the case.
I should note that lower interest rates in general would have

)me marginal benefits to agriculture as they are reflected in
terms of a declining value of the dollar, and that is; I think; benefi-
cial for agriculture in the longer run. However, we are not optimis-
tic about that showing up in the short run with respect to in-
creased exports, in large part because we have a very, very signifi-
cant overhang of surplus commodities worldwide that have to be
worked off before that will result.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Weber.
Mr. WEBER. I will try to be brief, Mr. Chairman, so that other

members can_ask question&
I want to first of all dispute or clarify a figure that you men-

tioned, Mr, Boehlje You indicated that, in this part of the country
there had been a 30-percent decline in land values. My spot checks
say-that's more like 60 to_ 70 percent, (Applause.]

Mr. BOEHLJE. Let me clarify and make sure. I may have not indi-
cated that was for the year 1985 that we had that--

Mr. WEBER. Well, over the last 2 or 3 years it has been in the
neighborhood of 60 to 70 percent.

Mr. BOEHLJE. We have had somewhere in excess of a 50-percent
decline, in some cases well over a 50-percent decline in land values,
since the peak in 1981. I'm sorry to have not made that clea

Mr. WEBER. I think it is important for people to understand that.
Mr. BOEHLJE. Yes;, ver3r much so.
Mr. WEBER. Let me take that a step further. In other parts of the

country, where we were this morning in Montana; agricultural
areas of the East and the South, where I went ta a hearing like this
last year, the land decline has not been nearly that great; even up
to now, perhaps less than 20 percent in many agriculture regions.

Isn't it reasonable to say that land is not going to fall 70 percent
in the best farming areas of the ccuntry while it holds its value in
the rest of the country? Aren't those other agricultural areas going
to follow?

Mr. BOEHLJE. I think _that in some cases the other agricultural
areas are not up to speed, if you will, have not adjusted as much in
land values as_we have in this part of the country--

Mr. WEBER. But they will.
Mr. BOEHLJE. Well; they will adjust more. However, in many

parts of the country other than the Midwest, land values didn't
rise as much. So there is, in a sense, less to take off percentagewise
during the fall.

1 0 4
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There is also an indication, for example, in some parts of the
United StatesTexas is a classic examplewhere land values
haven't come down very much but it's because of a major urban
impact; In rural parts of Texas land-values have declined almost as
much as they have here. But what I'm suggesting is we need to be
careful with those statistics because once you take out the urban
impact, you find that in many rural areas, whether they be in the
East, West; North; or South; land values have declined very pre-
cipitously.

Mr. WEBER. Let me ask you one more question;
Part of the budget process this time is talking about increased

revenues, that we may have to consider increased revenues; Be-
cause of the decline in oil prices, which in my judgment is just the
same thing that's happened to agriculture over the last few years;
we are now hearing substantial talk about an oil import fee,partly
because it would raise the revenues and partly to protect the do-
mestic oil industry.

That, first of all, strikes me as a little unfair. Nobody is talking
about protecting domestic agricultural prices in that way. But
more specifically, what would be the impact on the agricultural in-
dustry of an oil import fee as opposed to another form of tax in-
creases?

BOEHLJE. Well, an oil import fee, obviously, would not allow
the kin& of reductions in costs of inputs that are energy based in
agriculture_to come through. In other words, we now are getting
some significant reductions in petroleum prices, also some indica-.
'tions of fertilizer prices declining because of lower oil prices, and
maybe some slight decline in some of our chemicals. If we impose
an import tax; those kinds _of potential declines will obviously not
occur because they'll be taken back in the form of tax revenues.

One of the significant beneficial things that is happening in agri-
culture today is the lower cost of purchased inputs. What we're
saying is that an oil import tax would negate part of that benefit.

Mr. WEBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LOWRY [presiding]; Thank you; Mr. Weber.
The gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Derrick.
Mr. DERRICK; Thank you, Mr; Chairman;
Mr. Boehlje, I come from a rural area in South Carolina and we

have suffered almost as much decline in land values as you have.
What was an acre of land around here, good farming land, worth
in 1.281?

Mr. BOEHLJE. I'm going to defer to one of our other speakers. I
just came to this State about 6 months ago. I would prefer they
give you a more explicit number for that.

Mr. LOKENSGARE. I would take a shot at that. I think across
southern Minnesota it would probably range somewhere from
$2,500 an acre up to about $3,000. In some areas in south-central,
even above that.

Mr. DERRICK. What's it worth now?
Mr. LOKENSGARD. There isn't much movement. But I think a

valuation, I would say well under $1,000.
Mr. DERRICK. Can you pay $2,500 for an acre of land ;..nd in any

way justify that as an investment to farm? Can you get your
money back out of it at $2,500?

1 0 5
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Mr. LOKENSGARD. I don't think so. I think we went through a
process during the seventies where it wasagain, I touched on it
it was the philosophy Lhat we could use the accumulation of prop-
erty or wealth or whatever, land and machinery, and we could fi-
nance on it and operate. The fact is it was inflationary costs be-
sides a psychological effect that boosted it way above. I think that
as farmers and other people began to look at purchases of land;
they fcfgot the payback and it was "there's no more land so we
had better get it.'

Mr. DERRICK. The point that I'm getting around to, of course& is
that as elected officials, your Government; we are also charged
with seeing what we can do to help the farm situation. But we are
also charged in wisely distributing or spending your tax dollars.

Now, I have a member of my family who 5 years ago had a net
worth of $2 million. I'm trying to save his__house and a couple of
acres of land for him today. I don't think I'll be able to do it. Now,
he's a good farmer, but that isn't why he got in the shape he's in.
He got in the shape he's in because he bought a lot of high-prieed
land back in the 1970's. _

The_point that I'm making is, I would tell you, whatever we have
done in the past, we've got to do something differently because that
didn't work and that contributed to getting us where we are now;
However, I_ am not-interested in taking tax dollars and propping up
land speculators. You know, I don't know how you differentiate be-
tween the two; though, is the problem. If a man, who is truly a
farmer, and has had problems with weather; prices; or whatever
the case may be, then I certainly think they deserve the help of
their Government. However; when someone buys land, if there is
no way they can possibly justify it for farming, I *ill have to
assume that they were sp,culating; So that sort of situation I don't
think is a wise expenditure of tax dollars.

I would be glad; Mr; Boehlje; if you would address yourself to
that.

Mr. BOEHLJE. I always feel somewhat uncomfortable challenging
a Congressman, but let me at least indicate

Mr. DERRICK. I get challenged all the time. Go right ahead.
[Laughterj

Mr; BOEHLIE. A lot of farmersand I think if you leok at who
was buying farmland, it was farmers; it was not the outside specu-
lator that was buying farmlanda lot of farmers during the 1970'S
bought farmland for its income-generation capacity, today and in
the future: That income-generating capacity was rising during a
large part of the 19707, and so they thought "Well; gee; it's going
to be generating more i Icome 23rears from now than it is today, so
I'll bid that into today's value. That's a fairly classic thing that
goes on in the stock market all the time, and it was going on in
agriculture. So that's kind of why land values kind of got out of
line.

Mr; DEnatetc. That may be trde; but we can't help those people
who were losing in the stock market.

Mr; BOEHIAM No; and I wouldn't suggest that_ I am trying to ex-
plain why, in fact, land values maybe moved above their income-
generating capacity.
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The second thing is there is some evidenceand I would be
happy to ,are a study with youthat indicates there may be a
major explanation for why land values are going down. It is not so
much because of declining incornes, although that has contributed.
It is because of rising interest rates, and that rising interest rate is
something clearly that, you can't blame on the farm sector. [Ap-
plause4

Mr. DERRICK. Doctor, thank you very much.
Mr. LOWRY; The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Wolpe.
Mr. WOLPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My district is in southwest Michigan, and while we are not in as

difficult a shape yet, we're not far behind. We have a lot of farmers
that are really in difficult straits.

There was a tremendous division among farmers in my area as
we were debating the farm bill not long ago, and i would like to get
the reactions of the panel as to the basic issue that was_ focused
upon. On the one hand you had_people argkung, basically from the
farm bureau's vantage point, to put emphasis upon export markets.
The basic theory has been that lowering price supports to make
goods more competitive would advance our export sales. And that,
incidentally, is sort of the way the bill was structured, and the
farm bureau point of view in the end prevailed.

The other point of view was that the export market, as a pana-
cea; is illusory; that we're not going to, given the fact that so many
nations that formerly used to be food importers are now exporting
themselves, that that's not going to be the panacea it was held out
to be, and that the only real answer to the farm problem is to raise
farm prices.

That would mean a very different approach. It would mean an
approach that puts the emphasis upon pulling land out of cultiva-
tion through the referendum approach that was being suggested
and so on.

I would be interested in the reactions of the panelists as to which
of those two basic points of view we followbecause we can't do
both. Essentially, we are embarked Lipton a point of view that I;
frankly, am skeptical about. But I would be interested in the reac-
tion of our paneL

Mr. PAUL. Congressman, it has been our position that we defi-
nitely; as a country; are not going to export our way into prosperi-
ty. We feel very strongly that we are going to need a good, strong
supply management program and we're going to need higher prices
for that production which is consumed here in this country. Con-
sumers may have to pay slightly more for their food, but if we're
going to maintain the economy and maintain the standard of living
we have, and maintain our rural communities, we feel definitely
supply manatTement and higher farm prices are the answer.

Mr. LOKEMEGARD. Mr. Congressman, I appreciate the opportunity
to share our beliefs. I guess I won't surprise youand you seem to
understand the farm bureau's position. The farm bureau says that
the loan rate does not have the function to set the price as a
market price but, rather, as a marketing tool for me and agricul-
ture. When I harvest my crop in the fall, I can go in, get a loan
from the Government, and then some time during that year, as
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prices hopefully gravitate above that, I can make a decision to sell
it

In the past we have had loan rates high enough so that the
market never did activate itself. The consumption of the product
did not get involved. The only commodity that it seemed to work in
was soybeans; In the 1985 farm bill; the target price concept was
frozen at the present levels for 2 _years, and that is an income
transfer to the farmers during the period that the lower loan rate
affects a lowering of the market.

Supply management; I think, will work, providing we could get
worldwide participation. But we fear that as we reduce our crop-
pingand I have heard several times that we would have to
reduce, in the case of wheat, above 50 percent of our production
that other areas in the world pick up their production. Now, they
don't go about it in necessarily plowing up new ground. They go
about it in some additional production costs, like fertilizer, addi-
tional fertilizer, some new seeds that they couldn't afford other-
wise, irrigation.

This past summer there was a group of farm bureau presidents
that went to the Pacific Rim. They talked to a farmer in Australia
who said the best thing that could happen to him in his wheat pro-
gram would be for the United States to raise its loan rate, because
then he could do more than simply seed and harvest. He said, "I
can put on fertilizer and I'll guarantee you I'll double the produc-
tion of my acreage without any expansion."

This is what I think we face and this is why I come back to say,
if we could get everybody in the world to practice supply manage-
ment, we would have it made. But right now, when we do it alone,
we will simply shrink. Some yearif not next year; it would be the
year afterwe would have to go to 60 percent production, unless
you put up walls to prevent anything from coming into this coun-
try. I'm afraid _protectionism is not a_good way to go.

If you will bear with me; I've got a neighbor who said he had
heard that two wrongs never make a right, so he says "Why don't
we try three." That's what we're saying. I think the wrong may be
worse in the long run than a lower loan rate presently, with the
income protection of the target prices.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from California,Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. Thank you; Mr. Chairman. I want to be very brief 13e.

cause we're so far behind and have so many other people to hear
from;

I simply would like to say to this audience that California, where
I come from, is a State that you may not think of as a farm State.
But agriculture is our biggest industry, bigger than entertainment,
high technology, and bigger than tourism or aerospace. I come
from the Sacramento Valley and for the first time in my memory
my farmers are just as upset and just as troubledmaybe not quite
as bad off economically, but getting thereas people in other parts
of the country, certainly as people in the Midwest.

You may think you're isolated and ignored, but I don't think it's
possible for you to have that impression when you see people here
today who want to understand and want to be helpful. We're not
going to be able to walk away from agriculture. It is too central to
the basic economics of this country. We are going to have to stay
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involved, certainly in farm credit, and I think it is important for
you to realize that from my perspective it isn't just the farmers
who are in price supported crops that are in trouble; it's all farm-
erS.

There are some basic problems that are going to have to be dealt
with, that can't be handled overnight, and we're going to lose some
people. But I want you to know that for a number of us, and cer-
tainly for this Congressman, it is not a problem we're going to
ignore. I say that in the context of the priorities of this budget that
we're going to put together. We have rejected one that I believe did
walk away from you. We're going to put one together that's going
to keep you in focus.

Thank you. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. The genthman from Minnesota, Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to start by asking this crowd the same question I have

asked all over my district in the last couple of months. Thàti for
you to raise your hand if you think the Congress just passed a
pretty_good farm bill. [No response.]

That's exactly the reaction I get all over my district, and that's
the reaction you're going to get all over the Midwest A number of
us, especially those of us who represent the Farm Belt, voted
against the farm bill because we didn't see anything in this bill
that would lead to a rethiction in the surplus or an improvement in
market prices.

The farm bureau president just testified that it is not the pur-
pose of loan rates to set the market price. Dr. Boehlje, can you tell
me, in your best judgment, what is going to happen to market
prices with the new loan rate at $1.92 nationally and about $1.75
here in southern Minnesota?

Mr. BOEHLJE. I think we're going to see market prices declining
below the loan rate. They are already reflecting that now. I think
that is something that is going to happen fundamentally because
we have basically a burdensome supply. We have over a 50-percent
surplus compared to _utilization _of corn. The highest we've ever
had, historically, is 55 percent It is pretty hard to not have low
prices when you've got a 50-percent_surplus and you've got a poten-
tial of a crop coming on, in spite of the farm program, that might
actually add to that surplus.

Mr. PENNY. Under this farm program, with the low loan rate,
you retain deficiencies at $3.03. It will be less than that again here
in the Midwest, but that's the national rate. If you're right, and
the market price drops dramatically because the loan rate has been
dropped, it really increases our payments under the deficiency pro-
gram.
_ I would argue that farmers are simply going to get their incomes
from the Government under this new farm bill. They're not _going
to get a dime from the marketplace. They're going to get it through
loans because the_price is going to be below the loan rate and most
of it is going _to get turned over to the Government, and they're
going to get that huge $1.20 deficiency payment on every buthel
they grow. It's a huge expense to the Government, but at $3.03
maximum, it's still not a decent price for the farmer.
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IS it fair to say that under this approach of low loans, with a big
deficiency payment, that in a sense we are subsidizing exports
through that deficiency payment?

Mr; BOEHLJE. I think the major reason the adjustment in the
loan rate was made was to try to increase the amount of exports
and still; by not lowering the target price, to try to protect farmers'
incomes in the process. So in that context, you're right.

Mr; PENNY. SO we are paying, in a sense, a subsidy on every
bushel grown, Which costs the Government billions of dollars,
simply to support a lower price to get some of that grain, maybe 25
percent of our corn, into the world market. I'm not positive. It may
be 25 or 30 percent: But that's about how much of our corn moves
into the world market.

From the standpoint of the farmers, well as from the stand-
point of the Federal budget, since we have already admitted that
Were subsidizing these exports, wouldn't it be cheaper to give the
farmers a price up front and subsidize only the part we're sending
overseas, and maybe even subsidize it with the surplus that already
exists? Wouldn't that be a far better program, to give the farmers
the price up front and save some Treasury dollars by subsidizing
only the exports? [Applause.]

Mr. Bokawk. Well, I can't answer that explicitly because I have
not done an analysis of that. I think it could very well be cheaper
in the long run, in terms of Government budget exposure.

I do think we have; though, as was debated in the last farm bill,
a fundamental question to ask, and that is, Are we going to, in the
longer run, remain internationally linked in this agricultural mar:
ket or not? I think that's a fundamental question to ask:

We could, as was debated, raise prices and produce only for the
domestic market. But we need to recognize the consequences of
that. That would result in a significant reduction in the amount of
land in production, the amount of inputs purchased, and it would
have a significant impact on rural communities; et cetera. We
would have to develop a system for protecting our domestic produc-
ers from foreign competition. We have not been able to do that in
the automobile industry, the steel industry, the textile industry, or
any Other industry. I am not sure how we're going to do it in the
food industry.

Mr. PkinAr. The key is we're eubsidizing these exports now. Ws
just that we're paying the subsidy to the farmers through a defi-
ciency at a level that still leaves them with less income than they
need to come out ahead. The point I'm making is that, if a subsidY
is a subsidy, why are we spending that much money and doing ab-
solutely no good?

I thank you for your answer. 'Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Let me thank Mr; Boehlje, Mr. Lokensgard, and

Mr. Paul for their testimony.
At this time the Chair calls to the witness table John Ryan; di-

rector of the St, Paul District Farm Credit System; Ron Johnson,
preSident, First National Independent Bank,Jackson, MN; Pau! So-
bocinski, representing Groundswell; and Milan Wisniewski, State=
appointed advocate for farmers facing forceclosure. Please forgive
me if I did not pronounce your name correctlY.
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Welcome, gentlemen. Again we apologize for our lateness in ar-
riving from Montana; where we had a hearing this morning. It is
good to be here.

We would ask you; in the interest of time, to briefly summarize
in 5 minutes or less so that we can get right into some questions.
We will start with Mr. Ryan and move right across, from left to
right. Mr. Ryan.

STATEMENT OF JOHN RYAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ST. PAUL
DISTRICT FARM CREDIT SYSTEM, ACCOMPANIED BY KEN KIT-
TELSON, FARM CREDIT SERVICES DIRECTOR, MILAN, MN
Mr. RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-

tee. Thank you and good afternoon.
My name is John Ryan and I'm a member of the board of direc-

tors of the St. Paul District Farm Credit System. I'm a farmer near
Springfield, which is about 60 miles northeast of here, and also
with me today is Ken Kittelson, a grain and sugarbeet farmer from
Milan, MN, and also a local farm credit services director.

We appreciate the opportunity to visit with you today and hope
what you hear in field hearings like this will help you when you
move forward in your deliberations on the 1987 budget.

I would also like to thank Congressman Weber for his influence
in bringing the committee out here, and also Congressman Weber
and Congressman Penny for their concern about the agriculture
problems we have here in southern Minnesota.

The Farm Credit System is a national ariculture lending cooper-
ative which is owned by farmers and their cooperatives. The insti-
tutions which make up the Farm Credit System exist for one pur-
pose; to collectively raise money in the Nation's money market and
lend that money to farmers, ranchers, and cooperative& The Sev-
enth Farm Credit District, which is composed of North Dakota,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan, is the largest in the System's
12 districts.

In the brief time I have, I would like to comment on several
issues this afternoon; including the current agriculture situation,
financial help in the seventh district, and the user fee proposal,
and some of the things we are doing in the seventh district to help
farmers survive the current financial crisis that we are facing
today.

Mr. Chairman, while there are some encouraging signs on the
horizon for farmers, such as lower input prices, for many producers
the change is too little or too late. Serious problems remain in agri-
culture; and because the Farm Credit System lends solely to agri-
culture producers and their cooperatives, the health of the agricul-
ture economy is reflected directly in the Farm Credit System.

Last year was a particularly tough time for the Farm Credit
System. Not only were nonaccrual loans increasing, but so, too,
were the cost of funds from Wall Street. Yearend results reported
in February showed the System losing almost $2.7 billion, the larg-
est loss of record for a financial institution.
__Here in the seventh district we posted our largest net loss in our
70-year history, a net loss of $573 million, compared to a net
income last year, which would be 1984, of $121 milhon. Our loss, in
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fact, accounted for almost one-fifth of the_ total System's loss. Ofthis loss; about $433 million Was recorded by the Federal land bankand district Federal land bank associations._
Systemwide, Farm Credit'S nonaccrual loans jumped to $5.3 bil=lion, and bur district's share of that -was almost $1 billion. Also sys-temwide; acquired property totaled $928 million; while our diS=trict's acquired property nearly tripled to almost $140 million: Al-ready since January of thiayear our St. Paul investment in ac:

quired_properlY has increased again to over $214 million. It is not areal encouraging picture, but it is also not a surprise to anyonegiven the conditions we havein agriculture.
Knowing that the overall financial situation was bad and gettingworse, we wér6 becoming increasingly uncertain abOut the avail-ability of our source of funds for our_borrowers. For this reason, wesupported legiSlation which becwne known as the Farm Credit

AmendMents Act of 1985; which you passed la9t December:
_ Some people have described the act as a bailout for Farm Credit.But what did the law really do? YeS, it did provide system institu-tions with a mechaniSm to better coordinate systemWide Self-help.YeS, it did restructure the Farm Credit Administration and it pro-vided a mechanitth for backup Federal assistance if FCS, TreaSury,and the Congress agree it is needed.But no, it did not bail out theSystem: There WAS ho money appropriated to Farm Credit, nor, asfar as we know, is there any planned at this time.

Wnat did happen *ELS that Wall Street responded positively tothe action by Congress and the spreads between the rates forTreasury issues and Farth Credit securities narrowed tc betWeen 35and 55 baSis Points, far less than it was when things looked bleak-est L st fall when it had Soared to over 100 basis points. To the non7investor and most farmers, basis points don't mean much. It onlybecame relevant when it Was translated into dollars. People at thefunding corporation in New:York tell us that the drop in the costof funds saved farmers civer_$330 million a year in added additionalinterest coStA. That does mean something. Thit iS reflected in ourrecent Federal land bank intereat rate decrease which we havepassed along tO farmers as of March 1 of this year.But now we learn from President Reagan's fiscal year 1987budget that he is once again requesting the CongreSS to enact auser fee on the Farm Credit System and other Government-spon;sored enterpriSeS. Our district council has reviewed the documentson the user fee and we have found that it starts off small--just oneone-hundredthS of 1 percent But by 1991, it riseS to one=half per-cent This means that the coSt tb_our system, which we have topass on to farmers and their cooperatives, will amonnt to morethan $330 million per year.
We feel vats, Strongly that user fees are inconsistent With Con-uess' mandate to Farm Credit to_provide sound, adequate; and con-structive credit to American farmers and ranchers at the loViestreasonable rates. We continue to believe that the Farm CreditSystem needs agency status because we operate under narrow re-strictions about who we can finance and in what activities we canengage.
Further, the additional financial burden of a user fee virtuallyeliminates any chance for the System to help itself through ita cur-
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rent financial problems. Already we're trying to absorb a doubling
in the assessment from the Farm Credit Administration; our regu-
lator; for tougher regulations. Now we're expected to absorb an ad=
ditional $567 million burden of user fees over the next 5 years. I
would like to point out that it isn't a bank that absorbS this cost.
The cost, because we are a cooperative; is paid by borrower-mem-
bers, the farmers here today We feel this is intolerable, given the
current agricultural situation;

This brings me to the last issue I would like to discuss for a few
minutes, and that is upholding the responsibility which we have as
members and directors of Farm Credit inStitutions.

We have the responsibility to be_as compassionate as possible
With borrowers_having difficulties. We have urged our PCA's and
land bank associations to practice forebearance as much as possi-
ble. [Audience boos.]

We have done this; knowing full well that there is a coSt to fore=
bearance which is incurred in higher interest rates which must be
paid by borrowers who are making their payments.

Therefdre, we have placed a higher priority on working with bor-
rowers and trying to help them return to viability and_performing
status through debt restructurings. We have in the _past year tried
to help many farmers who are having financial difficulties by low-
ering interest rates, participation in FmHA programs, and other
interest buydowns. These are decisions that have to be made and
worked out with each farmer on an individual basis and are best
done by our local loan officers working with that farmer directly.

Just this week we have signed an agreement with the State of
North Dakota to provide up to $400 million in a loan participation
program to help that State's farmers. We are currently working
With the State of Minnesota on a similar package right now during
their legislative session, and are willing to work with other States
AlSO. We also support and need Federal legislation which will pro-
vide for debt restructuring and interest ratO buydown& We will
Stay with those borrowers who have a reasonable chance of making
it But, very honestly, there are some producers who simply will
not because they can't make their payments, regardless of what we
might do. As a farmer myself, that's hard for me to say, but that'S
the way it is.

To expect more from us than that is expectingmore than we can
give, and more than we were ever intended to provide We intend
to be competitive on interest rates in order to keep our beSt bor-
rower& We'll make use of differential interest rates; in spite of the
difficulties this causes, because the same rate is not available to ev-
eryone. Keeping our best borrowers to us makes good business
sense.

This year is not going to be an easy one_for Farm CrOdit or for
the farmers, either, locally or nationally. We will, however, do our
part to operate our district in as businesslike a manner as we can,
with a commitment to keep as many farmers on the land and farm-
ing as is possible, hoping that we can continue to manage our fi=
nancial problems with our own resources.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ryan follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN RYAN

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee thank_you andgood afternoon. _My
name is John Ryan. I'm from Sprindield, Minnesota. I am a _member of_theboard of
directors of the St. Paul District Farm Credit Council, Farm _Credit _Services. I'm a
corn and soybean farmer, with a hog farrow_ to finisheraperation near Springfield;
Minnotaabout 60 mites_nadlthast °There. With _me today is Mr. Ken Kittelson;
a grain and atigarbeetfarmer from_Milan,_Minneata and also _a member of our Leg-
thlatilth_Advisory_Committee, We appreciate_the opportunity to visit with you today
and hope_that_what_you_hear_in_field hearings like this one will help as you move
forward in_your_deliberations on the 1987 budget.
_The Farm Credit Systentisa national _ag lending cooperative which is owned by

farmers _and their cooperatives, There are 37 banks. 200 Production Credit Ithsocia-
titans and_284 _Federal Land Bank Associations which_ make up our System which in
turniends_to more than_ 900,000 farmers around the country: Theinstitutions which
make upL tie Farm_ Credit System _exist for one purpose; to collectively rase money
in the nation's money_ markets andlend _that _money to farmers; ranchers arid their
cooperatives- The Seventh Farm_ Credit District _which_ is composed of North DakoM,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigamis the largest in the System's 12 dthtricts.

In the brief _time I have _this morning I would like to comment on several issues
including the current ag situation, the_financial health of the Seventh District and
the Farm Credit System,the user fee proposal and alsa some of the things we are
doing in the Seventh District to help farmers survive the current financial crisis
that we are facing today.

Mr. Chairman while thera are some encouraging signs on the horizon for farmers
such as lower energy prices and an easing of interest ratesfor many producers the
change is too little or too late.Serious problems remain in riculture, and because
the Fenn Credit System lends solely to ag producers and their cooperatives, the
health of the ag economy is reflected directly in the Farm Credit System.

Last year with a particularly tough time for the Farm Credit System. Not only
were nonaccrual loans thcreming; but so, toe, were the cost of funds from Wall
Street: Year-end results; reported hi February, showed the System losing almost
$2.7 billion; the largest loss of record for a financial institution.

Here in the Seventh District, we posted our largest net loss in our 7a year
hthtory . . . a net loss of $573 million, compared to a net income last year of $121
million. Our loss, in fact accounted for one-fifth of the System's loss. Of this loss,
about $433 million was recorded by the Federal Land Bank and district Federal
Land Bank Associations. Systemwide Farm Credit's nonaccrual loans jumped to $5.3
billion and our distrkt's share of that was $1 billion. Also systemwide, acquired
property totaled $928 million, while our district's acquired property nearly tripled to
almost $140 million. Already since January of this year, our St. Paul investment in
acquirea property has increased again to over $214 million. It's not a real encourag-
ing picture but it is also not a surprise to anyone given the conditions in agricul-
ture.

Knowing that the overall financial situation was bad and getting worse, we were
becoming increasingly uncertain abOut the availability of our source of funds for our
borrowers. For this reason, we supported legislation which became know as the
Farm Credit Amendments Act of 1985 which was enacted last Dezember.

Some people have described the Act as a "bailout" for Farm Credit. But what did
the law really do? Yes, it -did provide System institutions with a mechanism to
better coordinate Systhmwide self-help. Yes, it did restructure the Farm Credit-Ad=
ministration and it provided a mechanism for backup federal assistance if FCS,
Treasury and the Congress agree it is needed- But no, it did not bailout the System.
There was no money appropriated to Farm Credit nor, as far as we know, is there
any planned at this time.

What did happen was that Wall Street responded positively to-the action by Con-
gress and the spreads between the-rateS for Treasury issues and Farm Credit securi-
ties narrowed tci- between 35 and 55 basis points. Far less than it was-when things
looked bleakest last fall when it had soared to over 100 basis points. To the nonin-
veator and most farmers basis pointh don't mean much,-it only bacame relevant
when it ia translated into dollars. People at the Funding Corporation in New York,
tell us that the drop in the cost Of-funds saved farmers over $330 million a year in
added additional interest costa. That means something. This is reflected in our
recent FLB- interest rate decrease which we have passed along to the farmers as of
March 1 this year.

But noW, We learn from President Reagan's fiscal 1987 budget that he is once
again requesting the Congress to enact a user fee on the Farm Credit System and
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other government sponsored enterprises. Our District Council has reviewed the doc-
uments on the user fee and we've found that it startsoff small . just1/100th of a
percent, hut by 19_91it rises to M of a percent. This means that the cost which the
System has no choice but to pass on to farmers and their cooperatives will mount
to/more than $330 million per year,

We've been told that this is the Reagan administration's way of trying to discour-
age agency status.I think it is important to point out what the General Accounting
Office and others have sEud about user fees: "they are questionable as long as the
Farm Credit System has the responsibility to provide a flexible flow of credit to the
nation's agricultural sector."

We fbei very strongly that user fees are inconsistent with Congress' mandate to
Farm Credit to provide sound, adequate and constructive credit to American farm-
ers and ranchers at the lowest reasonable price. We continue to believe that the
Farm Credit System needs agency status because we operate under narrow restric-
tions about who we canfmanm and in which activities we can engage,

Further, _the additional financial burden of a user fee virtually eliminates any
chance for the System to help itself through its current finwicial problems. Already;
we're trying to absorb a doubling_hi the assessment from the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration for tougher regulations. Now we're expected to absorb an additional $567
million burden of user fees over the next five years. I'd like to point out that it isn't
a bank that absorbs this cost. The cost, because we are cooperative, is paid by hor-
rower-members, the farmer. We fcel this is intolerable given the current agricultur-
al situation.

This brings me to the last issue I'd like to discuss today. . . . upholding the respon-
sibility which we have as members and directors of Farm Credit institutions.

We have the responsibility to be as compassionate as possible with borrowers
having difficulties. We have urged our RCAs_and Land Ban& Associations to prao-
tice forebearance_as much as possib'- We've done thiB knowing full well that there
is a cost to forebearance which is ii,:arred in higher interest rates_ which must be
pETid by borrowers who are makhig their payments. We expect further increases in
nonaccrual loans because of a continuing fall in land values. Here_in southern Min-
nesota benchmark values have dropped by two-thirds in-the last few years-. In this
area specifically, land values have fallen an additional $200 an acre since January.

Therefore, we have placed a higher priority on working with horrowers and trying
to help them return to vialty and performing status through debt restructurings.
We have in the past year tried to help many farmers who are having financial diffi-
culties by lowering interest rates, participation in FmHA programs, other interest
buydowns and deferring interest. These are decisions that have to be made and
worked out with each farmer on an individual basis and are best done by our loan
officers working with that farmer directly. Just this week we have signed an agree-
ment with the State of North Dakota to provide up to $400 million in a loan partici-
pation agreement to help_ that_state's farmers. We arecurrently working with the
&lite of Minnesota a 'I a similar package. We_also supportand need federal legisla-
tion which will provide for debt restructuring and interest rate buydowns. We will
stay with those borrowers who have a reasonable chance of making it. But very hon-
estly, there are some producers who simply will not because they can't make their
payments regmliless of what we might do. As a farmer myself, that is hard for me
to ssy.

It has been said that during times when borrowers have difficulty servicing debt,
lenders must continue te ask the questions: Gan you use this money for a construc-
tive purppose? and, Can you pay it back? To expect more from us than that, is ex-
pecting more than we can give and more than we ever intended to- provide.

We also intend to ba competitive on interest rates in order to keep our best bor-
rowers. We'll make use of differential interest rates, in spite of the difficulties this
causes because the same rate is not available to everyone. Keeping our best borrow-
ers to us makes good business sense.

This year is not going to be an easy one for Farm Credit or farmers, either locally
or nationally. We will, however, do our part operate our district in as business
like manner as_ we can, with a commitment to keep as many farmers on the land
and farming as is possible, _hoping that we can continue to manage our financial
problems with_ our own _resources.

Thank you and I'll be glad to try and answer any questions you may have at this
time.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Johnson.
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STATEMENT OF RONALD V. JOHNSON, PRESIDENT, FIRST
NATIONAL BANK, JACKSON, MN

Mr. JOHNSON. Hon. Congressman Weber, Hon. Chairman Gray,
distinguished congressional committee members, and Congressman
Penny. Congressman Weber, I wish to express my thanks to you for
this opportunity and for inviting this important committeé to
southern Minnesota

I am a banker, an agricultural, country banker. All my life I
have been involved with agriculture. I love rural America.

Agriculture has always had problems, probably always will have
problems. However, in the last 4 or 5 years these problems have
developed_ into_ the likes of which we may not have ever experi-
enced before. hiterestingly, the media started off with the farm
problem, then it became a farm crisis, and then it became a rural
crisis, as your committee is referring to it today. I am saying,
before it's through, we may have a national crisis. [Applause.]

Individuals, neighbors, groups, entertainers with the Farm Aid
Concert, Phil Donahue show in Cedar Rapids, we had the Dan
Rather show and the CBS News in South Dakota, all trying to
draw the attention of this great country to the farm problem, the
rural crisis.

Truly there is a rural crisis. You know, it has been said that if
you can identify the problem, you have a reasonable chance of solv-
ing it. The problem is lack of profitability. [Applause.]

As a country banker, I probably have a perspective that no one
else may have. I understand the position of the farmer who is 59
years old and stands there with tears in his eyes and says, "I'm
broke. What else can I do?" Or the young man, the young "tiger,"
who went out and mgressively bought land and now has a debt
load that is unmanageabla

I also would like to talk about the good farmer that does not
have any debt at all. I can think_of one particular example of a
man that has $800,000 net wirth. He lived very modestly this past
year. He increased his net worth a whole $12,000. I would liked to
have had that $800,000 in my bank. I'd have given him a little
better return for his investment. jApplause.]

All that proves is that it's not just interest cost It is lack of prof-
itability.

There are those who have taken the position_ "let the _chips fall
where they may," that kind of survival of the fittest philosophy. I
have to admit that I, too, feel we should balance the budget. As I
sit there and tell my rural customers you can't spend in order to
survive, you, too have that particular item to face.

I happen to feel also that our Government has an obligation to
help solve this particular problem because you helped create it.
[Applause.]

Agriculture has been used over the years to balance our trade, to
deal with otb,,r countries by embargoes, and to have the cheapest
food of any country in the world. Truly, the price of an approach of
doing nothing may be the most costly approach. It can't be meas-
ured in just dollars for the loss of people's productivity, their digni-
ty, their pride, their sense of worthand yes, even the loss of life
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can't be measure& The social impacts of this particular situation
Will be fed for many generations to come.

The State of Minnesota is alreedy dealing with the declining rev-
enue. Next will be our county government, our cides, our schools,
our social organizations, churcheb and the like. I even understand
the proposed congressional budget may even do away with a por-
tion of bur extension and our 4-H.

Now, I have never been. too vocal about military spending, but if
you think military spending is untouchable, and we're _going to
take away such things as rural extension and 4-H and programs
like that, then you have another think coming, and that think will
come from our votes. [Standing ovation.]

I'm sony. You haven't heard the best part yet._[Laughter.]
Many of the things that need to be done to help bankers will also

help farmers. Today I ask four specific things that I would wish
you would consider:

Firtt of till, we need to stabilize real estate values, extend the
time the banim can hold the real estate, so we don't dump it al/ on
the market at one time, further depressing the price and driving
more farmers out _of business.

Second, we need to stabilize bank capital through loan loss amor-
ezation. Banks need time to absorb their losses, so they can contin-
ue to work with their borrowers and save their community. By al-
lowing us agriculture bankers to spread the loss over a 1.0:year
period, this would give me an opportunity to work with and more
quickly amortize the debt that is out therethe dead debt issue,
that debt that will probably never be repaid.

Third, retain existing tax laws. I understand that the House has
already passed tax changes that would limit the carryback for 3
years to allow the losses to_go forward for 15 years, I believe it is. I
wish that you would reconsider and leave it as it is, because some
of the banks have not recognized their position and taken the
action they need in addressing_that and they'll lose.

Fourth, loan loss reserve. Change the IRS code. Isn't it ironic
that I sat there a few _years ago in_ the seventies and they said,
"Hey, you can have a 2.4 percent of your debt put into loan loss
and subtract that out from your IRS." Today I've got 0.6 percent.
I've got the regulators standing on one side saying "Raise your
loan loss reserve' and I've got the IRS saying, "Hey, but you can't
have any more; you can't take any more credit."

Gentlemen, I remind you, that these things that I'm asking will
not affect the cost of the budget. You don't have to spend. All you
have to do is just act. You have already seen fit to deal with the
savings and loan industry and help them somewhat stabilize their
capital. You have taken some steps to assist the Farm Credit Ad-
ministration. Today I'm asking that you do the same for those of us
that arelust plain country bankers. J_Applausej

In closing, I remind you that when the farmer hurts, the whole
community hurts. Jackson has recently lost a lumber yard, a bowl-
ing alley, and last week we lost our last implement dealer, three.
We have a hardware store that's closing out and will be out of busi-
ness before month's end. All of these are major businesses in a
small, rural community and represent substantial job loss.
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liut more importantly, let's think about people. Friends, neigh-
bors, employees, people I sit with in church on Sunday, people I
have coffee with,the stress is like a black cloud. There will be sur-
vivorsA believe that Jackson, MN, will survive. My bank will sur-
vive. There wil: be _farmers and there will be businesses, and a
rural community. However, I _pray that you and the rest of the
leadership in this great country will respond to the cry for help
from the farms and Main Street of rural America.

Mr. Chairman and committee members, I thank you for your at-
tention. [Applause.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RONALD V. JOHNSON

Honorable Congressman Weber, Honorable Chairman Gray and Distinguished
Congressional Committee members.

Congressman Weber, I wish to express my thanks to you for arranging to bring
this most important Committee to Minnesota. Your presence here today is another
way for people to participate in the democratic process.

I am a banker. An agricultural, country banker. All of my life I have been in-
volved with agriculture. I love rura! America.

Agriculture has alwayabad problems and probably aiways wilL However; the last
four of five years_have developed into problems the likes of which we may not have
experienced before interestingly, the media started out by referring to a "farm
problem," then it became a "farni crisis," Over the past year it has been called a
"rural crisis," as your Committee refers to it. I would like to say that in my opinion
before we are through it will be a "national crisis."

Individuals, neighbors, groups, entertainers with the Farm Aid Concert, the Phil
Donahue show in Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Dan Rather and the CBS news in South
Dakothall trying to bring the attention to this great nation of the seriousness of
the problem in rural America.

Truly there is a rural crisis! It has been said to acknowledge or identify a problem
is the first step in solving it. That problem is lack of profitability.

As a country banker, I happen to have a perspective that no one else may have. I
understand the position of the farmer who is 59 years oldand is brokevith tears
in his eyes and he cries out "What will I do?" Or the young tiger who_aggressively
bought land in the 1970's and today has an unmanageable debt load. Or let's consid-
er the farmer who has absolutely no debt. A good operatorone that I think of has
a net worth of $809,900. He Jived_ very modestly last year and increased his net
worth $12,000. Yes, he's getting_ alongbut it points out that even without any in-
terest cods there still isn'tprofitability.

There are those who have taken the position that the solution is to let the chips
fall_ where they maya kind of survival of the fittest philosophy. And I have to
admit that too; feel our Government must balance its budget And, as I have th sit
and tell my rural customers you can't spend in order to surviveyou, too, have that
to face!

But, I happen to feel that our Government has an obligation to help solve a prob-
lem it helped to create. Agriculture has been used over the yearsto balance our
trade, to deal with other countries by placing embargoes, and to have the cheapest
food of any country in the world. Truly, the price of an approach of doing nothing
may be the most costly. It won't be measured in just dollars for the loss of people's
productivity, dignity, pridethe sense of worth and yes, even life itself can't be
measured. The social impacts of the rural crisis will be felt for many generations to
come.

The State of Minnesota is already dealing with declining revenue, next will be our
County government, City, schools, social organizations, such as churches, etc. Lan-
derstand the proposed congressional budget cuts would& away with County Exten-
sion work and 4-H programs. Now, I have never heen too vocal about military
spendingbut if you think military spending is untouchable and we're going to take
away help for ttmse peopk in Rural America by cutting our Extension and 441
there will_be a tot of us_ that may get pretty vocal with our votes. Just like Main
Street, agricvatural banking can be profitable only when the Agricultural economy
is profitable..
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Just as the farmer needs help, the rural cemmunity banks need help. Many of the
things that need to be done to help bankers through these times will also help farm-
ers.

Today I would ask four specific things that rural banks need. They are aafollows:
(1) Stabilization of farm real estate values; (2)_ Stabilize _Bank Capital; (3) Retain ex-
isting tax laws; and (4) Ciange Loan Loss Reserve IRS codes.

The objective of thei,e proposals is to provide those banks and farmers who have
the potential of survival with the opportunity to return to profitability. Let's briefly
discuss these items.

1. Stabilization of Real Estate ValuesExtend the time that banks may hold real
estate so that all of this land would not be dumped on the market at one time, fur-
ther depressing prices and consequently breaking mare_farrnere.

2. Stabilize Bank CripitalBanks need time to absorb theirloasesso they can con-
tinue to work with their borrowers and serve their communities._By allowing coun-
try agricultural banks to spread their loan losses_ over a_Myear period._ This would
not cost die government and would allow banks to assistin _restructuring agricultur-
al debt. The dead debt issuethat debt that can never be repaid in this environ-
ment

3. Retain existing tax laws that permit banks to_clesluct net operating losses
against income from the past 10 years as well as to carrylorward los3es for the next
5 years. (I understand the House passed tax changes that_ would limit this carry-
back ability to 3 years, but allow losses to be carried forward for 15 years.) Please
reconsider.

4. Loan Loss Reserve. Change the IRS codein the seventies I could_take over 2A
percent of my eligible loans and patintaa m,-,erve Lcoold take areduction for that.
I had to book this, and it had to agree with thetax charts-What this did was to give
the bank a very liigh reserve alt time thebank &Ina need_it. Today we're at 0.6
percent, a moving average_e._xperience_ rate=scr now when the reserve is _needed
most, the IRS ie notgiving_nie an3r benefit or incentive to increase it So on the one
hand we have the regulataxy agencieasaying "Raise your reserve ' and on the other
hand we have the IRS saying "Yon_can't _melt from a tax position."

Mily I remind you _that thew things rm requesting will not affect the cost of the
budget. You_don't have to spend;_just act Yoll have already seen fit to help the sav-
ings and_ loan_induatryin stabilizing their_capital; you have taken steps to support
the_Farm CreditSystera, I ask_thatyou do the same for xis country bankers.

In closing Lmmind yon_that when the farmer hurts the whole cot ounity hurts.
Jackson haerecently_lost a lumber yard, a bowling alleylemt week we lost our last
implement dealerand_a hardware store is closing out These were a major busi-
n_esseein _our nommunity and represent substantial job loss. But more importantly;
let's_think abont_rmople-7-my friends, my neighbors, my employeespeople I sit by
in_church an Sunday, people I have coffee with. The stress is like a black cloud:
There are and wilL be _survivors, I believe that Jackon; Mfrinesota; will survive.
Thatthere will ba farmers and businessa rural community._ I pray that you and
tharsstof tbaleadershio of thi- _great country %ill respond to the cry for help
coming from the farmland Main Street of rural America.

Thank you for your attention.

The CHAIRMAN. Next we shall hear from Paul Sob ocinski.

STATEMENT OF PAUL SOBOCINSKI ON BEHALF OF
GROUNDSWELL

ML SOBOCINSKI. _Good_afternoon, Chairman Gray; Congressmen
on the House Budget Committee, Congressman Penny, and my
fellow farin friend&

I would hke to begin tbday by thanking you and your committee
for coming here; Chairman Gray I would also like to thank Con-
gressman Weber for the arrangement§ he has made in rards to
this meeting. But I would particularly like to thank Congressman
Weber for the help that he has given Groundswell over the_past
year in dealing with a large number of foreclosures and the prob-
lems that we have faced getting_ FHA loans.

I would like to begin here today by telling you how I view the
present Situation in Minnesota agriculture. First of all, I am a
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farmer. I farm 240 acres by Wabasha, MN. I have a farrow finish
operation of 1,000 hogs a year I believe that the sithation today is
as bad as the Great Depression of the thirties for the farmers and
businessmen of rural Minnesota: For closures are at a record high.
Thirty percent of Minnesota farmers are in severe financial trou-
ble. One-third of Minnesota businesses will close their doors in the
next 2 years or less if nothing is done.
_One _of the most elarming thingswe have talked about dignity.

Many farm families today do not even have enough money for food.
The people that produce the food don't have the money to eat.
There are dairy farmers out in our area milking 90 head of cows
that don't have the money to pay the electric bill. Groundswell,
through others' assistence, has had to search mny times for that
emergency money just to keep the electric _going.

Probably one of the most upsetting things in the past year that I
have served in terms of foreclosure chairman in Groundswell--and
that means working with the people that are being foreclosedare
those whose property is being taken away by replevin, my experi-
ence yesterday. Yesterday; approximately 35 law enforcement offi-
cers and highway_patrolmen from 14 different counties moved in
and took the cows and machinery from the Stanley Van lperen
family near Lake Wilson. They even came in with a tank called a

pusher.'! Is this the kind of violence that has to be inflicted
upon our farm families due to the new farm bill, let alone the fact
that Gramm-Rudman is even going to take more? Are you aware
that law enforcement officials have now made the determination
that they don't even have to serve legal papers in regards to re-
plevin before they come to take a farmer's property away? It_was
only by the grace of God yesterday that violence was averted. By a
thread, it hung there. People's lives ought to be more important
than the dollar bill.

I believe that the following positive steps must be initiated im-
mediately. No. 1, farmers should be declared citizens of the United
States who are entitled to the legal process; No; 2,_a good defense
means a strong farm economic base; No. 3, Gramm-Rudman should
apply to arms, not farms. [Applause.]

I have with me today a facthheet that was done by one of our
directors in Groundswell from Sibley County. I briefly would like to
go over that.

It took the example of 127,000 corn acres in Sibley County, 70
percent probably enrollment in the program, leaving a balance of
approximately 88;000 acres of corn. Of those total farms, looking
again at a 60 percent participation, meaning 904 farms, if you take
those acres, about 88,000 acres, you take that times 112 bushels, it
leaves 950,000 bushels total.

You take that time the deficiency of approximately $1.03. It
leaves $10 million to that county. You take that times the Gramm-
Rudman cut of 4.3 percent; the loss is $440,000 to those county
businesses. Then multiply it next year with what Gramm-Rudman
has in mind for the farmers. It is simply not fair.

No. 4; a decent ciedit program. Everything up to this point has
been geared and talked about to bail out the Farm Credit System,
but not to help the farmers. [Applause.]
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The Farna Credit System has done mergers without stockholders!
votes if you want to stop E nd reduce the tension cut herei and if
you want to create the idea that people are going to work together
and we're going to sit down and wo,7k things out,_ you don't have E
policy in .the Farm Credit System that automatically shifts loan of-
ficers arounu so that one loa.n officer no longer has familiarity with
the people he has done business with for years. [Applause.]

FnaHA should be maniated to give loans to farmers; not to har-
rass them. The United States lends money to foreign countries for
practically no interest many dmes, with no harrassment. So why is
FmHA continuing these practices?

In conclusion, in the past year I have spent countless hours
working with farmers who are trying to live through their difficult
problems. 1. halre dealt with countless cases of_potential suicides; de-
preasion, family abuse, and sadness; The answer that I must ask
you to -pursue is simply a matter of compassio:u and justicejustice
through fair pricing for our rroducts and justice through reopen-
ing the unfair, unjust, 1985 farm bin. 4Applausejl

Compassion through upholding forenearance, uebt restructuring;
and lower _interest and -lower taxes. Farmers cannot continue to
buy everYthing at retail cost and sell at wholesale; That means

lling at_prices far below the cost of production. As we continue to
lose our farmersi we also lose our rural communities, and finally
you_ see_ the complete destruction- of -rural America.

Thank you very much. I will be happy to answer any questions.
[Applause.]

[The prepared stathment of Mr. Sobocinski follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL SOBOCINSKI

Good_afternoon Chairman Gray, Congressmen mi the House Budget Committee,
and Friends,

I would like_to begin by thankingyna andyour committee for coming here Chair-
man Gray, and rd likato thank Congrempan Weber for _making the arrangements
that are_m_alting_this_po_ssible,_andlor giving me the opportunity to testify, Ground
swelL depends on Congressman Weber's_office for _help with many of the difficult
problems we have to deaLwith on anRveryday basis- We aregrateful for that help.

I would like to begin today by tAlingyau how I view the_presentsituation inMm-
nesota agriculture. I believe that the situation ItLday is as beam the "Great_Depres-
sion of the 1920's." Foreclosures are at a record high; 30 percent of Minnesota fann-
ers are in severe financial trouble. One-third of Minaesota busMesseli will close
their doors in the next 2 years. Many farm families do not have enough money for
food.

For the past year I've been on the Groundswell Board and I'v2 worked with_many
farm families who are being foreclosed on or whose machinery and livestock are
being replevied by the lender. Yesterday, approximately 35 law officers and high-
way patrolmen from 14 different counties moved in and tock the cows and machin-
ery from the Stanley Van Iperen family near Lake Wilson. They even caine in with
a "tank" called a "people pusher." Is this the kind of violence that has to be inflict-
ed upon our farm families due to the new farm bill, let alone the fact that Gramm-
Rudman is ev.n going to take more? Are you aware that law enforcement officers
have now made the determination that they don't have to serve legal papers before
they come to take a farmer's property away? It was only by the Grace of God that
violence was avoided yesterday.

I believe that the following_positive steps must be initiated immediately:
1. Farmers should be declared citizens of the United States who are entitled to

the legal process.
2. A good defense means a strong farm enconomic base
3. Gramm-Rudman should apply to arms, not farms.
4. A decent ememency "credit" program. Everything up to this point has been to

"bailout" Farm Credit System, not to help the farmer.
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6. FmHA should be mandated to give loans to farmers, not to harass them. The
United States borrows money to foreign countries for 1 percent interest with no har-
assment. So why is the FmHA allowed to continue these practices?

In conclusion, in the past year I have spent countless hours working with farmers
who are tryinc to live through their difficult pradems. I have dealt with countless
cases of potential suicides, depression, family cbuse, and sadness. The answer I must
ask you to pursue is simply a matter of compassion and justice.

Justice through-fair pricing for our products, and justice through reopening the
unfair, unjust 1985 farm bill.-

Compassion through upholding forebearance, debt-restructuring, and lower inter-
est and-lower taxes. Fanners cannot continue to buy everything at high retail costs,
and -sell our producth at prices far less than what it costh us to produce it As you
contimie to lose farmers so shall the small rural communities disappear, and finally
you will see the complete destruction of rural America.

Thank you and I will be happy to answer your questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Now Milan Wisniewsld.

STATEMENT OF MILAN WISNIEWSKI, 3TATE FARM ADVOCATE
Mr. WISNIEVVSICI. I am Milan Wisniewski from Ivanhoe, MN. I

am a State farm advocate. I work with a lot of people who are
having financial probleins and go with them to their lenders and
try to work things out and get things going for them.

Today I want to speak to you on the FHA guaranteed loan situa-
tion. As far as farmers are concerned, it is not helping them in the
way it is supposed to. It does help the other lender in a way, in
that it guarantees that they won't take as much a loss of money on
that loan. In most cases, it ends up with the farmer actually put,
ting two lenders in place for the farmer to have to work with. I
have seen cases where a farmer was given a loan and 4 months
later was shut down from doing what he was actually supposed to
do, mainly because evidently the banker or the lender and the
FHA didn't agree on some of it and the farmer got caught in the
middle of it. Actually, what happened was the farmer ended up in
a foreclosure situation in which the loan was supposed to help keep
him out of.

Also, in most cases, when I see these guaranteed loans, the
farmer is having to pay a 1-percent interest cost to FHA to get this
loan, and at the bank he ends up paying the high-risk lender's rate,
which this loan is supposedly putting him in _a better condition
with that lender, but he ends up paying the high-risk interest. No
way is this helping him a bit.

Another thing is I don't feel that any farmer today should have
to be sitting at these high interest rates when in lots of cases we're
putting out grants to other countries; loans for 2 percent; and our
farmers are sitting here paying one of the highest interest rates of
any business around; I think we should be able to put FHA; in
their direct loans, somewhere betWeen 3 and 6 _percent and use the
direct loan; where we can have some money coming into_ the com-
munity, going into the bank, and helping to help that bank
through the community; whereas on a guaranteed loan the bank is
actually taking it out of its _pocket and FHA is givMg the bank a
slip cf paper saying they're guaranteeing it and no extra money is
put into the community to help.

The next thing I think we need on this is debt restructuring,
which FHA can help with. But we've got to have a floor price on
that farm product, a floor price that's liveable and profitable, so
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that we can restructure this debt load, too. If we can't restructure
this debt load to a floor priceI have worked with people for the
last several years in restructuring their debt load, and they are
back in trouble today_ because of what the farm price has done;
Until you get a floor that that farm price can't fall below, you'll
never be able to restructure this debt load.

Also; I feel FHA, in_ some cases, or in a lot of cases I have Seen,
the FHA supervisors do not seem to be doing their job to help with
this thing If they would do the job that they're supposed to do,to
help keep_that farmer on the farm, instead of trying to figure out
ways of how they can hinder him, we could work a lot better Situa=
tion.

I think in this particular situation that Congress has got some
responsibility, since this is a Federal Trogram. I think they should
be able to put some severe penalties on some of these officials that
are refusing to follow the Federal code of regulations in their situa-
tions, and also to give the farmer the due process of law in these
situations.

I have never read or seen anything that the FHA is to be a liqui-
dator. This is all we hear, all we're reading in our Tapers, over our
TV's and radios lately, how they're going to go out here and liqui-
date these people. FHA was originally started to keep the farmer
on the farm and to keep the communities together; I have mot
found anything in the regulations where they should be a liquida-
tor, They are a lender of last resort and they are to help in a lime
of need, Help the borrower become successful and graduate back
out to the commercial lenders again.

Also in the regulations it states that at any time that it iS
beyond the borrower's control and impairs his standard of living or
his family's standard of living, that they are to work with him and
help him out and not liquidate him.

At this timei will give you just a few examples. I have one ca.ge
in an FHA office. We have had this case in this office for a year
and a half for a young couple that's been wanting to-get a loan.
Today we still do not have any response on that loan. The supervi-
sor was _called just the other day on it and he says he hasn't had
time to look at it. A year and a half on a loan? That's a little bit
ridiculous.

I have another one, an appeal in a State office. At thiS time that
appeal has been laying there for 75 days: This is an appeal on a
loan from last year yet.

I have another one in the national office; an appeal situation
that's been there since December of 1985. TheSe are ridiculouS Situ=
ations to work under. I don't see that FHA is doing what they're
there for at this rate. [Applause.]

That's all I have at this time.
_[The prepared statement of Mr. Wisniewski follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MILAN WISNIEWSKI

Gentlemen you probably sit on the committee that has the awesome task of prop-
erly budoting the revenues used to feed, maintain and defend our nation of 220
million people! Each of you were elected to serve a portion of that 220 million in
your district by those people. It is high time that you as a our elected representa-
tives began serving the people and not the Cargill's, Chase Manhattans, and other
multinational conglomerate corporations and world money changers. If you do not
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immediately take very seriously the upheaval that is beginning in rural America
caused by these very corporations and money interests that are attempting to and
succeeding in starving a large portion of our 2 million farmers off of the land.

By starving I mean literally starving people off of the land their forefathers
homesteaded and have worked for several generations, until we became the most
prosperous food_producing nation on the face of the earth. This prosperity has van-
ished and farmers and their families are now being starved off by low commodity
prices and can no longer even feed their own families not to say anyLhing about the
rest of this nation. The latest figures are that each of our 2 million farmers feeds 80
people. Somehow that means that only 160 million get fed in this nation. Where is
that gaint surplus we supposedly have? The only surplus around is a surplus of gar-
bage that these corporations and money changers are feeding you Congressmen,
which you seem ready to gobble up at every available opportunity. In a nation
where 60 million people would be starving if it were not for imported food why do
you appropriate money to take land out of production, lower commodity prices, and
further destroy the livestock and dairy industry of this country? The lobbying ef-
forts of these chosen few multinational corporations and International Monetary
Fund will destroy this nation's food producing factory and will reduce our agricul-
ture system to one of serfdom and slir.ery identical to the system in place in the
U.S.S.R. and other starving nation's of the world if our elected representatives do
not deal with the needs of this nation's primary and most productive segment of the
economy.

Instead of reading Committee on Economic Development reports developed by
these corporations and money changers, and passing laws such as the Family Farm
Liquidation Act of 1985, and bailing out the Farm Credit Administration so that the
International Monetary Fund can proceed with their 1995 Plan for American Agri-
culture, I would suggest that you remember how you happen to get your job and
represent the people who elected you for their best interest.

Only immediate and comprehensive action by you and your colleagues can avert
mass starvation not only in this nation but around the world. Only a massive plan
to revitalize rural America will come to the aid of this nation. What can you do for
the people you ask?

First the American farmer has become so burdened with debt that he can no
longer function productively. An immediate stoppage of all farm liquidations is a
must.

Second, a comprehensive debt restructuring plan must be implemented, writing
off and reamortizing this debt load.

Third, the FmHA needs a congressional mandate to implement this program so
thatnot nne more farmer goes out of business and that those who have been forced
to leave have the opportunity to return.

Fourth,a floor price on each and eveu commodity must be established that would
bring a fair return to the farmer in order to cash flow a debt restructuring plan,
stop falling land values, and make him a productive member of our economy. This
nation can no longer afford the cheap food, low commodity price program that has
lined the coffers of the Cargills and other corporations at the taxpayers expense. A
floor price would immediately bring prosperity back to agriculture at far less ex-
pense than our current farm legislation.

To get this plan started Congress must make a major overhaul of the FmHA and
make low interest debt restructuring loans available to even, farmer. They must im-
plement new regulations and mandate that present regulations be followed to the
letter. Stiff penalties for abuses and violations of farmers due process rights must be
imposed on FmHA personnel. Presently we have FmHA personnel aiding private
institutions in liquidating farmers and bailing out these lenders with FmHA guar-
anteed loans. FmHA officials and private lenders are cooperating to make guaran-
teed loans by inflating property values to get large guarantees and then foreclosing
before the loan matures, bailing out the private lenders. Interest rates above those
prescribed by the Code of Federal Regulations are being charged on these loans all
to the benefit of the privath lenders. This program has become a major part of many
private lenders and the FCA. liquidation plan in order to extract money that would
otherwise be lost from our government Title 18, section 1014 of the United States
Criminal Code imposes a $5000 fine and 2 years in prison for these violations of the
law.

Congress needs to immediately rescind the $6 billion bailout of the Farm Credit
Administration I3cause of their refusual follow the congressional mandate passed
in Dec. 1985 in the name of the Farm Credit System Restructuring and Regulatory
Reform Act. This institution is proceeding with reckless abandon to foreclose as
many farmers as possible in pursuit of the goals of their 1995 plan for agriculture.
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They have openly stated that their goal is to use their available reserves up as soon
and fasZ as possible in order to get your $6 billion bailout package implemented.

These funds need to be immediately reallocated to implement a serious debt re-
structuring plan that will provide those who elect you an adequate food supply at
affordable prices.

Stbpgap legislation needs to be immediately implemented to reestablish a sound
monetary base to aid in the recovery of rural America. Your colleagues blunder of
nearly 73 years ago is leading this nation to certain destruction and mustbe_re!
Vereed and-the management of our resources returned to the has of Congress
Where the Constitution says it belongs. Large influxes of money from lowk,r interest
government bonds must be used to bring back this country's productivity in agricul-
ture and industry putting Americans back to work as taxpaying citizens instead of
names on welfare rolls.

Unless our elected representatives act right now on these matters the starvation
and unrest in rural America will spread like fire into the cities of our country. The
legislation now in effect is about to bring our food producing mechanism to a
screeching halt in 1986, and without _your _quick attention on these matters the
money changers may succeed vritlitheirgoals to to bring serfdom and slavery to our
country. Thomas Jefferson once seid_that "By inflation_ and then by rapid deflation
the money changers will take thegeople's property." It's happening right now ac-
cross this country. It_happencK1 yesterday 40 miles from here to Stan Van Iperen
and family. All-hiaproperty was takeaillegally in violation of his due process righth
guaranteesl under the Constitution. Everything he hes worked for, for 30 some years
was stolen_frozahim_not because he couldn't _make his payments but because his
property has supposedly deflated in value Is this the America that our forefathere
envisioned? We really don't believe it fa3:

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me just say you have all been very pointed; very "right to

it," very clear. I don't have any questions I want to ask you. I may
send you some questions in writing to get further detailed answers
from you.

As chairman of the House Budget Committee; this is the largest
hearing that we have had this year. [Applause.]

That says something about the extent of the problem and the
concern that you and thiS community and State have with regard
to the issue. I want to thank you for your testimony and I want to
thank all of you for coming and, by your presence, showing what a
great concern you have about these issues. Mr. Weber.

Mr. WEEtER. Mr. Chairman we are running very late and I would
like to ask everybody a lot of questions, but I think it is vastly
more important that we hear what they have to say than they hear
what we have to say.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lowry.
Mr. LOWRY; Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to echo what my

friend, Vin Webbr, just said. I appreciate the situation o_f the panel.
I would like to point out just one thing. I know Mr. Johnson

didn't mean to say this, but Congress is not proposing the 57,per-
cent cut in the Cooperative Extension SPrvice. That was th6 Pregi;
dent's budget that everybody on this panel voted down yesterday.
There were only 12 people in the whole House who voted for it.
[Applause.]

I think you knew that It_ came out as a congressional proposal
and that was a proposal of the administration and it got voted
down.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from South Carolina, Mr. Der-
rick

Mr. DERRICK. Mr. Johnson, the chairman leaned over to me and
said; "Is that the man who wrote your speech?" You gave a speech
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close to the one I was giving before the Budget Committee yester-
day. The only thing is; before I leave this town I want a copy of it:
[Applausej

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Wolpe:
Mr. WOLPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think that of all the tes-

timony we have taken over the last several months; I think it was
probably one of the most effective panels I have heard.

We have a tendency when we talk about the budget; to talk
about these numbers, and we frequently forget the_people that are
behind those statistics. I think you have helped dramatize in_ a very
personal way the human meaning of what is happening. My only
hope is that the message you have conveyed today will be heard by
our colleagues in the Congress and especially by the gentleman in
the White House.

Let there be no mistake about it, the issue we are debating today
is not whether or not to reduce the deficit; we are mandated under
law to meet a certain deficit target. The only issue is the priorities
that we have as a country and we have as a people and whether
we're going to put people first or whether we're going to put a lot
of "fat cat" contractors who have been ripping off the American
taxpayer. That's the issue. [Applause.]

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN; The gentleman from California; Mr: Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. Mr. Chairman, let's just keep on going. I've had my

say- Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Minnesota, Mr. Penny.
Mr: -PENNY. _Mr; Chairman; I want to respond to the comment

made by Mr. Johnson when he described the farmer with no debt
who was still facing a certain amount of financial distress because
of the farm economy and low_prices.

It reminds me of a guy who told me recently that you can still
make a small fortune in agriculture; the problem is, you have to
start out with a large fortune; [Applause.]

I know we have another _panel waiting to come forward, but I
have a question that either or both Mr. Ryan, and Mr. Johnson
can answer. Given the fact that the Farm Credit System and our
farm banks are experiencing distress due to the income picture in
agriculture, what do you project under the policies in this new
farm bill?

Some people say it will stabilize the situation. Others of us argue
that it s going to continue to slide. What is your prediction as to
what happens if we leave this new farm bill in place?

Mr. JOHNSON. I have to ask you the question, Congressman, in
rebuttal, in the sense that who really knows what the farm bill is
today? [Applause.]

I'm sitting there with a Ph.D., a master's degree,- and two just
plain bachelor of science degree loan officers, some of the best that
I think I can find. They're trying to interpret what is coming out of
Washington today and they're having one heck of a time in trying
to develop cash flows for theSe people because they don't know
where you're at. Here it is, we're less than 30 days away from
going to the field. I've got problems and that's it;

Now giving you a straight answer, if we have bottomed out, I
question it. You have talked about land values, you have talked
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about grain. I have not seen the fore yet. I guess I'm ty.icomfortable
with the projections I'm sitting there tying to have my officers
come through. So I'm not comfortable today with the bill.

Mr. PENNY. I certainly share your concern.
A related question. Given the uncertainty of what we are to

expect under this farm bill, and the fact that all the regulations
and all the answers aren't out there yet, where do you sit in terms
of loaning for operating expenses, compared to where you would
normally be at this time of the year? How many of your borrowers
normally know where they stand right now compared to past
years?

Mr. JOHNsm. The great majority of_ my _borrowers do. I still
haveI have been sitting here the last 2 or 3 weeks working with
specific cases, where they probably will not be farming in 1986. I
can think of two or three of those.

To give you somewhat of a tone of what we're finding, like_l_say,
I'm _just a small independent bank in southwest Minnesota. Of the
first 125 fmancial statements that we took of farm borrow ers, less
than 38 percent made any money last_year. Now, that's got to tell
you what the direction is. S9 if the man was already in trouble
going into last year, and he fmds himself still in trouble, we've got
very serious problems.

We're trying to work with our borrower& You can't just classify
them all in one ran. We are trying to take them individually and
trying to develop the pattern. In some cases it takes a lot of time
and massaging to get them to recognize that "Hey, it's futile." We
sometimes do them a disservice in allowing them to go on. I have
been guilty of that, in working too long.

I'm sorry to take to take so long in answering your question, but
that's the kind of picture that's out thel.e--and I think I speak
pretty typically for the banks down here in this corner of the State.

Mr. PEN/Cii. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN- We_want, to thank this panel for their testimony.
We now call Hon. Jim Nichols,, the Minnesota State Agriculture

Commissioner, to the witness table. He has arrived and we're de-
lighted he was able to make it.

Before you proceed, Mr. Commissioner, unfortunately, Congress-
man Wolpe and I will have to leave_prior to the conclusion of your
testimony_and the testimony of the next panel. I want to say I will
very carefully read your testimony as well as that of the next
panel. I will turn the gavel _over to Congressman Lowry, who is the
most senior member of the Budget Committee on the majority side.

I want to take this opportunity to thank Congressman Weber for
inviting us to come. It has been an eye opener. I alto want to thank
Congressman Tim Fenny for joining us. Although Congressman
Penny is not a member of the Budget Committee, those of us who
know him in Washington know that he has a very keen interest in
budgetary matter& [Applause]

So we are delighted to have come here today and be with two of
your Representatives, Congressman Weber, who serves ably on the
committee, and Congressman Penny.

Before you begin, Commissioner Nichols, I am a city boy. I come
from a place called Philadelphia, PA. However, there is one thing
that this city boy knows, we don't grow food, or we don't produce
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milk in the supermarket. It comes from places like here. [Ap-
plause.]

When we were on our hearings last year, a farmer said _some-
thing to me that struck me, and I want to leave it with you. We do
have a crisis, and it's not just a rural crisis, but it's an American
crisis. Without a strong, productive rural agriculture sector of our
economy, we're not going to have a defense or a society. The
farmer was from Jonesboro, AR, he said, "Congressman, when
somebody in your district loses a job, he goes home, thinks about it,
mulls it over, goes to sleep, gets up the next day and determines
what he's going to do. But when you're a farmer, and if you lose
your job, you don't have a home to go to because that's gone, too."
That's a big difference.

I want to let you all know that this committee will be doing ev-
erything possible to ensure those priorities are the right kind of
priorities from the Budget Committee. This will ensure that the
people in communities like Worthington, MN, who are the back-
bone of this Nation are not writthn off by the powerful folks who
think it's unimportant, because you're darned important to this
Nation.

Thank you very much. [Standing ovation.]
Commissioner, I invite you to begin.

STATEMENT OF JIM NICHOLS, MINNESOTA STATE AGRICULTURE
COMMISSIONER

Mr. Maims. I think that the audience should also know that
Chairman Gray, along with Congressmen Weber and Penny, voted
with us, I believe, on every vote on the Harkin farm bill. We never
lost them on a single vote. [Applause.]

I think there were other members of the committee who also
voted with us on every vote, so we thank you for that.

I have to be brief here. If any of my neighbors are here from
Lake Benton or Pipestone, I need a ride to my farm because this is
the end of the line for Mesaba Airlines and I'm stuck here. [Laugh-
ter.]

Please don't leave without me.
Just one other quick thing that I think is signficant of what is

going on in this country. Jim Wycorf from the local radio station
just told me that the Department of Commerce and the FDIC just
closed the Lamberton Bank. For those of you from other States, the
community made a determined effort to save that bank, threw in
community money to save the bank, if you can believe that Yester-
day the president of the bank said we're just not going to make it
He had been a good banker, generous to his farmerssome could
say overly generousbut !...d just couldn't stem the tide of farm
foreclosures.

So we just lost another bank We have lost several already. We
have 48 banks on the trouble list. I don't know if any of those 48
banks can survive. I hope that somebody pointed out to you on the
way into town that_30 businesses in Worthington_closed in the last
year. We have lost 150 implement dealerships in 2 years, in Minne-
sota and South Dakota, and the list goes on and on. It's not just a
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farm problem; it's a rural problem and actually it's become a big
bank problem as well.

The Governor and I were meeting with the house and senate this
morningour legislature adjourns in about 4 daysand we are
putting together a plan which I hope passes. We're going to spend
about $200 million to restructure farm debt in Minnesota. We don't
have the money. Like many States, we're having a decline in reve-
nues, but agriculture is the biggest industry in Minnesota and we
can't afford not to help the farmers in this State or we're going to
be in a lot of trouble.

I want to speak about some specific bills that are before the Con-
gress. Last week you passed legislation that _would correct some
problems we had with the base and the yield. USDA tried to cheat
farmers out of their proven yields and reduce the base. That cor-
rection was they were trying to cheat us out of $850 million. That's
exactly what was_ going on.

But you took the $850 million that they were cheating us out of
out of export credits; the bonus bushel program. The reason our ex-
ports are falling is not because the farm price is too high. The farm
prices in most cases are at a 10- or 15-year low. It is the overvalued
American dollar that is killing the farm exports; $5 beans in
Worthington today cost $7 in Canada, plus freight, and $9 in West
Germany. TWro-thirds of all the soybeans we grow are exportedthis
is corn and bean country here; 40 percent of everything we grow.
The Reagan deficit and the overvalued dollar have destroyed the
farm export market. _We have an embargo on all nations with
exporth now because of the overvalued dollar.

One of the ways to offSet that was the bonus bushel program.
You can use what we do best, produce_Take our surplus production
and give it away as a bonus bushel. But last week you took $850
million out of that $2 billion program; virtually gutted it; and the
Secretary won't implement it anyhow because the State Depart-
ment says we can't put subsidies into Russia. "We don't want to
help them Commies. ' Somebody should point out to the Secretary
of State that every one of the 530 million bushels that we sold to
Russia last year was subsidized with the 48-cent-per-bushel defi-
ciency payment.

In addition, Treasury says we can't put subsidized beans into any
country we might compete with like Brazil because they might de=
fault on their debts. We have to have an across-the-board mandat-
ed bonus bushel program that's funded.

We don't want your sympathy here today; we don't want your
subsidies. We just want a fair price. [Applausea

There is nothing wrong with Minnesota that $3.50 corn, $8
beans, and 115 milk can't solve, and that's the truth. [Applause.]

Another bill that you just passed a resolution for and will be
pending again, we need credit. Private credit is in many cases no
longer available because farmers can't cash-flow $1.80 corn and
$2.30 wheat. It's just not in the cards.

FHA is out of money_ Virtually every county office in this State
is out of money and direct loan moneys, and in a neighboring
county we've got 255 farmers on a waiting listand I suspect that's
true in most counties. They couldn't process 255 loans if they had
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the money, which they don't. We need credit to get the crop in the
ground.

The best; cheapest; and-quickest way to give us credit ir to ad=
vance the Commodity Credit Corporaticn loans. We get it through
the local county AFC offiCe. It's cheap and it's quick. You passed
budget resolution last week urging the Secretary to advance these
loans, The Senate did the egrue_You said in the 1985 farm bill that
the Secretary "may" advance CCC loans if adequate credit. is not
available. I'll tel3 you, adequate credit ain't available, [Applause.]

Unfortunately, Mr. Lyilgarid I imagine the boss told him what
to dorefuses to advance Einy of this money. This is not_going to
cost the taxpayers aily inolley. When I participate in the farm pro-
gram, I get the loan anyh" in the fall. You can't stop it. It's auto-
matic. If I'm in the forfa. program I automatically _get the CCC
loan. All we're asking for_ ls to adVance half of that money in the
spring. We'll pay the interest coSt, which today is 7% percent inter-
&St. It's not a subsidized Wterest rate; that's the Government's cost
of money, that's the bona rate tOday. If you were to pEss that, it
would make $600 million available to Minnesota at 7% percent in-
terest; We get in the field if you go back and do that.

We need one simple %jog for you,to do. You have to change that
word "may," where the 5PQretary 'may" advance these loans, to
"Shall." That's what we need right now. So go hack to Washington
and do that. [Applause:]

It ain't going to work Viith "may" because the guy isn't going to
do it:

I have appealed to Vin , e to er before and have said, "Vin, you
have chaired the PresidentA reelection committee and I know you
have some influence with the guy." Tell the President and some
other conservatives---

Mr. WEBER. He listens to nie real closejLaughter.)
Mr. MaDOLS. I think if eliough conservatives were to go to the

President and say We hey", to have this money"I Know you un-
derstand this problem; but tn riot sure the President does, and I'm
not sure Mr. Lyng does.

Very quickly, you set rnY 1)rice of corn, wheat, soybeans, milk, ev-
erything I produce, you set it with the loan rate. When I combine
my corn in the fall, I get 04'0 choices. I can take it to town and_sell
it, or I can put it in the bins. There's nothing else I can do. When
the wagon is full, it goes to town or in the bin: I'm not going to
take it ta town in the fall because the price iE too low. If I put it in
the bin, I have got to get loan to Day off my operating loans for
the year-. You can't get it trom private sources because most bank-
ers will loan you half as rnuch as yeti need as long as you're worth
twice what you're asking for. EApplauseJ

To solve that problem, (Attgress, _54 years ago; created the Com-
modity Credit Corporation.It sets the loan rate. Last year on my
farm the loan rate was $2.,aa: Now, obviously, when I got $2.33 on
that corn in th bin, I neea 4t least $2.33 to take it out of the bin.
Everybody in the whole world, Cargill on down; knows that. What
do they happen to pay for ,eorn? On a good day, $2.3k $2.14 on e
bad day. When you set the loan rate, you set my_cash price of corn:

Now, what is it at my faro' the next year$1.62. What are they going
to be paying at the local ele\'ettor next fall.$1.62. The same is true
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for milk. The Federal milk market orders absolutely totally control
the price of milk. You're paying $11;43 in Minnesota today, but a
Florida producer geth $16.80. When we had that price cut, the price
in Florida _2 years agc was $16.60. The Southern guys never took a
penny of that price cut. Their price went up. But we took the full
$1 5_0 hit.

When you cut the price of milk to the farmers, it was always
kind of interesting that you didn't cut the Covernmert's purchase
price of milk. You cut it $1.50 in Minnesota, which cost us $165
million, $7,000 per farm, but the _processors got to sell the surplus
to the Government at the same price, and milk we-it up in the gro-
cery stores. You had a problem with too much milk, and Senator
Boschwitz and others said the solution is to cut the price. What
happened? Farmers did what they had to do. They produced more
milk to make up for the lower price. It hurts the taxpayers; the
fernier% and the consumers.

Now we have this little Gramm-Rudman bill that was going to
cut the purchase price of commodity surplus milk 4 o percent The
processors didn't like that They happen to be AMPL the No; 1
seller to the Federal Government, and all the other co-ops who
have that big_PAC _money; they went to you and said "_We don't
want to take this 4.3 percent hit under Gramm-Rudman. We've got
a better idea. Let's assess the farmers 10 cents a hundredweight."
A great idea. I haven't heard anylarmer yet that liked it.

Thanks to the influence of the PAC's and Tony Coelhoas far as
rm concerned, he was bought by the PAC's; they own him, the Na-
tional Milk Producers Federationyou passed that 10-cent assess-
ment.

Another thing Tony and some others did to us, you mandated in
the 1985 farm bill a $4.18 class I dirairential for a Florida producer
and $1.20 in Minnesota. That price of milk isioing to_go to9 in
Minnesota in 2 years an1 $18 in Florida; It's bad enough that you
set the price, but you dot even set it fair. [Applause.]

You can solve that problem;
Two more quick things. Last year, in 1984, we had $3.6 million in

direct FHA-loans. President Reagan, as he is want to do, decided to
privatize FHA and whatever else he's selling off at the moment. So
you reduce that to $1.5 billion in direct FHA loans, over a $2 bil-
lion reduction. He decided to force us into the guaranteed route.
You didn't make enough money available fcT loan guarantees as
well. FHA loans money directly at their cost of money, which last
year was 101/4_percent. When_you force the farmer to go the guar-
anteed route; he's got to go to the bank and borrow the money at
their interest; and then he's got to_pay a 1-percent administrative
fee; We're talking about 15 percent money now;

As a taxpayer, you don't protect me by guaranteeing a loan. If I
default on the loan; you're out whatever I defaulted on, whether
you loan it directly or whether you guarantee the loan. All you did
with that program was help the bankers. I _call those bank pro-
grams, not farm programs, and I resent the fact that some people
try and pass that off as a farm program. We need direct FHA
money or we're never going to be able to get a crop in the ground
this fall.
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I had better quit. It's been a long da7-, fbr all of you. I have more
testimony here.

But the President has decided to eliminate one-third to one-half
of the farmers in this Nation, and sometimes it appears that the
Congress has neither the will nor the backbone to resist it. [Ap-
plausej

Thank you for comirr, here. We need your help Don't forget us,
because we're not goineto forget vou. Thank you. [Applause.]

[The prepared statement of Mr:Nichols follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JIM NICHOIZ

First of all, I want to thank the members of the committee for coming to Minneso-
ta, and I would like to commend Congressman Vin Weber for bringing the commit-
tee here today, I also want to thank Congreesman Weber for his votes for the
Harkin farm bill and the members of the committee who also supported the Harkin
bill.

In the 1981 farm bill, the Reagan administration promised that: (1) farm income
would increme, (2) farm exports would increase, and (3) taxpayer costs would be re-
duced. The 1981 farm bill proved to be the worst dister for farmers since the
Hoover era as farm income drooped to depression levels, farm exports dropped by
almost 35 percent, and taxpayer costs increased more than 2,/z times. The 1985 farm
bill repeats all of those mistAces.

We have a desperate need for credit in Minnesota. At this moment, thousands of
Minnesota fanners have not yet secured spring planting loans,Private lenders are
turning down farm loans, because farmers cannot c.ish flow $1.80 corn and $2.30
wheat.

Congress sets the cash price of grain when it sets the loan rate. When I combine
my corn in the fall, I have two choices; I can take the corn to town and sell it when
the price is low, or I can put it in my bin. IVI put it in the bit, I need to secure a
loan to pay off my farm operating expenses. Those loans are ni.,c availeble from jun-
vate sources, since a typical banker will loan you one-half as much as you need as
long as you are worth twice as much as you are asking for.

Last year's loan rate for corn on my farm was $2.33 per bushel. Since I have to
have at least $2.33 before I can take the corn out of the bin, that is almost exactly
what the local elevator is paying Ne:t year's loan rate is $1.62 in my county. Need-
less to say the local elevator will be paying $1,62. Nobody can cash flow $1,62 corn.

As private lenders tarn dovvn farmers, they line up at the local FmHA likes. AG
of three days ago, 255 farmers were on a waiting list in the neighbtrAing county and
I suspect-the lista are tho same in most counties across the United States. Worst of
all, the-FmHA is totally out-of direct operating loan monies. In 1985, Congress set
aside $36 billion for direct FmHA loans. This year that has been reduced to $1.5
billion. The Reagan administration has tried to force FmHA to guarantee loans at
local banks. This forces the farmers to pay the high interest rates at local banks, in
addition to the one percent administrative charge by FmH A. The taxpayers expo-
sure is exactly the same in the event of default whether the loan is guaranteed or
made directly. Guaranteed loans are more likely to fail because of high interest
costs. Now Senator Bosch witz has introduced legislation that will spend $290 million
of taxpayers money to buy down interest rates for FmH loans at the local banks.
Why not make the loans directly and save the taxpayers $290 million.

In the 1985 farm bill, Congress specifically states that the Secretary of Agricul-
ture may make advance Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loans if adequate
credit is not available. Both the House and Senate last week passed resolutions
urging the Secretary to use this provision of the farm bill. Secretary Lyng has re-
fused to go along with the will of the Congress saying it would set a precedent. We
have literally thousands of farmers without spring planting loans, some don't even
have money to buy groceries, and Secretau Lyng is worried about setting a prece-
dent. Presidcnt Reagan could solve our c-edit problems immediately by telling the
Secretary to release these advance loans which would make $600 million available
to Minnesota at the government bond mte of 7% percent intere3t. This would cost
the taxpayers no additional money, since all farmers who participate in the farm
program will receive these loans in the fall anyhow.

I think -that Congressman Vin Weber, as chairman of the Reagan election com-
mittee in Minnesota, should use his influence to force the President to release these
monieS. If Congressman Weber has no influence in Washington, then we have no
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use for him here in Minnesote. If the President refuses to help fizirmers in this
credit crunch, then it is incumbent upon the Congress ta pass legislation that will
mandate the Secretary to release_these monies. I am asking the members of this
committee to do one simple thing when they return to Washington. Change the
word may to shall and force the Secretary to advance these CCC loans, We don't
want your sympathy herein_ Worthington today. We want action in Washington.

The Democrats are na better than the Republicans on this farm issue. Thanks to
Tom Foley and Kika deJe Garza, the farm bill that passed the Democratic con-
trolled House was rio better, and in some cases, worse than the one passed by the
Republican controlled Senate. We need to eliminate deficiency payments and set
loan rates at the cost of production. We need to manage our production-so-that we
no longer produce huge_surpluses. We need to offset the overvalued U.S. dollar
caused by the Reagan deficit with bonus bushels to reduce our export price.

Minnesota is tha fourth_largest dairy state in the Union. Thanks to Senator
Boschwitz and elhers who joined him in thiseffbrt, Congress is wiping out the dairy
industry in Minnesota. The _Federal Milk Marketing Order system establishes a
pricing systernthatnow pays a family fanner in Minnesota $11.43-per cwt. and a
Florida corporateproducer MN per cwt. Thanks to Congressman Coelho, who has
been bought off by the dairy PAC's, in 2 years the prica differentials will be $9 per
cwt. in Minnesota and $18 per cwt. in Florida.

We do not have nfree market. Congress controls the price we will receive for our
wheat,_soybeans, etc. Thanks to the overvalued dollar, it also controls

how much_we will be able to export. It appears that President Reagan is determined
to eliminate atleast one-third of the farmers in this country, and Congress has nei-
ther the will, northe backbone, to resist.

Thank you again for cc ming here today.

Mr. LowaY [presiding]. Thank you, Commissioner Nichols.
Our next panel will be Earl LaMaack, general manager, Alexan-

dria Power & Light Co.; Virgil Winter, general manager, Southern
Minnesota Cooperative Electric Co:;_ Elizabeth Russell, county ex-
tension agent, Chippewa County, MN; Elmer Walhof, Farmers
Home Committee member , Pipestone County; and Larry Blaufuss,
representing Citizens United for the Rural Economy.

I want to thank you all very much and apologize for how long
you had to wait. We would appreciate it if you conk' summarize
your statements because of the time. Our staffs read every word of
these statements and brief them and give us the important infor-
mation out of them,

I think we should just start at the end of the table. Mr. La-
Maack, if you would begin.

STATEMENT OF EARL LaMAACK,_ PRESIDENT, MISSOURI BASIN
MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY, AND GENERAL MANAGER, ALEX-
ANDRIA LIGHT & POWER, ALEXANDRIA, MN
Mr. LAMAACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members a the

committee, for the opportunity to present my views on the power
marketing privatization proposals.

My name is Earl LaMaack and I an-i manager of the Alexandria
Light -8z Power, a municipal electric system in west central Minne-
sota I am also president of the Missouri Basin Municipal Power
Agency, which represents 56 municipal electric systems in Iowa,
Minnesota, South Dakota; and North Dakota _Fifty-five of these
systems purchase power from the Western Area Power Administra-
tion.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1987 proposes the sale or
privatization of the five Federal Power Marketing Agencies, and an
increase of Federal power rates through "straight line" amortiza

i
-

tion of the Federal nvestment. These proposals could threaten the
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power supply of 1,100 public power systems and rural electric coop-
eratives and the 60 million Americans they serve, deprive the Gov-
ernment of a dependable source of revenue; and boost electric rates
for consumers in 34 States. I am aware that the Western Area
Power Administration is exempt from _straight-line amortization
because, according to Department of Energy officials, the new
schedule would_actually reduce the Western Area Power Adminis-
tration rates. This fact makes it obvious that we are now paying
our allotted cost for the power equipment and dams.

Much emphasis is being put on the false supposition that prefer-
ence in the marketing of federally generated hydroelectricity is
unfair because it seems to favor a certain few while being subsi-
dized by tax dollars. This idea is prompted by those who would like
the public to feel that they are making a cry to Heaven for venge-
ance on behalf of the taxpayer, while in essence it is nothing more
than tne age-old range war over who gets the watering holepri-
vate or public power.

In the 1950's; when I first became a utility superintendent in
southwest Minnesota, public power systems were approached by
the US. Bureau of Reclamation, which explained to us that our
communities were located in a newly established Federal _power
Marketing area; anti that the preference clause would enable us to
become paying recipient§ of the hydroelectricity at facili-
ties along the Missouri River. This proposal contained no illusion-
ary visions of welfare but, rather, was thought provoking as a long
range, low-cost resource. The cost of hydropower was about the
same as that which could be produced by any electric generating
unit of that time.

Because of these similarities in power costs, some public power
systems rejected the Bureau's proposal and chose instead to contin-
ue to generate or buy their power needs as they had in the past.
Some are still using the generating units they built in the 1950's
and_1960's as part of their low-cost power resources, but the Feder-
al Government is not threatening to increase their costs. The mu-
nicipal utilities and rural electric co-ops which did decide to pur-
chase power from the Federal Government looked to their con-
tracts with the Federal Government to provide long-range, low-cost
power with rates based upon the cost§ of building and operating
the hydroelectric facilities.

It is this business relationship, as first set up by the United
States, that is now at stalce, and it should be looked at by all con-
cerned as a contractual obligation. Any proposed changes to the
contracts should be negotiated the parties involved. They should
not be dealt with in the Halls of congress. It is, in my opinion, the
U.S. Covernment's duty to prothct the agreements that it_and its
people have entered into, and to set the example that a U.S. con-
tract and the words of its leaders can be depended upon.

As this chart shows; the price paid for Federal power in 1985 bV
the 55 Missouri basin member thwns was $11.5 million. Under the
administration!s proposal; that power would have cost these towns
an estimated V78.1 million, an increase of 559 percent. These are
the same towns that are located in an already financially depressed
agricultural area.
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The municipal electric systems and rural electric cooperatives of
this area are opposed to the privatization of the Power Marketing
Agencies and to the elimination of the preference clause. Either
plan would add greatly to the cost of wholesale power through
what amounts to a surtax to a certain few to help retire a debta
debt that this region's Federal power users have been very faithful
in paying under the terms of their contracts with the U.S. Govern=
ment; Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. La Maack followsj
PREPARED STATEMENT OF EARL LAMAACK

Thank you, Mn Chairman, for the opportunity to present our views on power
marketing privatization proposals.

My name is _Earl LaMaack, and I am manager of Alexandria Light and Power, a
municipal electric system in west-central Minnesota. I am also president of the Mis-
souri Basin _Mtmicipol Power Agency which represente 56 municipal ele-tric syer
tems in Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, and-North Dakota. Fifty-five of t wse sys-
terns purchase power from the Western Area Rower Administration.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1987 proposes the sale or "privatization" of
the_five FederaL Power Marketing Agencies, arid an increase of Federal power rates
through "straight line" amortization of-the Federal investment. These proiasals
could threaten the power supply of 1,100 public power systems and rural electric
cooperatives and the 60 million Americans they serve, deprive the Government ofadeuendable source of revenue, and boost electric rates for consumers in 34 States.
am aware that the Western Area Power-Administration is exempt from straight
line amortization because, according to Department of Energy officials, the new
schedule would actually reduce WAPA rates. This fact makes it obvious that we are
now paying our allotted cost for the power equipment and dams.

Much emphasis is being put on the false supposition that "preference" in the
marketing of federally generated hydroelectricity is unfair because it seems to favor
a certain few whilebeing subsidized by Federal tax dollars. This idea is prompted by
those who would like the public to feel that they are making a cry to heaven for
vengeance on behalf of the taxpayer, while in essence it is nothing more than the
age-old range war over-Who geta the watering holeprivate or public_power.

In the 1950's, when I first became a utility superintendent in southwest Minneso-
ta, public power systems were approached by the United States Bureau of Reclama-
tion, which explained to us that our communities were located in a newly estab,
lished Federal power marketing area, and that the Preference Clause would enable
us to become paying-mcipients of the hydroelectricity produced at facilities along
the Missouri River. This proposal contained no illusionary visions of welfare, but
rather was thought-provoking as a long-range, low-cost resource. Theaost of _hydro-
power was about die same as that which could be produced by any electric generat-
ing unit of that time.

Because of these similarities in power costs, some public power systems rejected
the Bureau's proposal and chose instead to continue to generate or buy their power
needs Bs they had in the past. Some are still using the generating units they builtin
the 1950's and 1960's as part of their low-cost power resources_but the Federal Gov-
ernment is not threatening to increase their costs. The municipal _utilities and rural
electric co-ops which did decide to purchase power from the Federal Government
looked to their contracts with the Federal Government to provide_ long-range; low-
cost power with rates based upon the costs of building and operating the hydroelec-
tric facilities.

It is this business relationship, as first set up by the United States, that is now at
stake; and it should be looked at, by all concerned, as a contractual abligation. Any
proposed changes to the contracts should be negotiated by the parties involved
They should not be dealt with in the Halls of Congress. It is, in my apinion; the U.S:
Government's duty to protect the agreements that it and its neople have entered
into, and to set the example that a U.S. contract and the words of its leaders can bedepended upon.

As this chart shows, the price paid for Federal power in 19_a5 by the 5_5 Missnuri
basin member towns was $11.5 million. Under the administration's preposal, that
power would have cost these towns an estimated $78.1 million, an increase of 559
percent. These are the same towns that are located in an already financially de-
pressed agricultural area.
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The munitipal electrie Sygettis and rural electric cooperatives _of this area amok
posed to- the privatization of_the Power Marketing Agencies and to the_ elimination
of the Preference Clause. Either plan_ would add greatly to the cost of wholesale
power- through what_ amounts_ to a surtax to a ccrtain few to _help retire a debt-7-7a
debt that th-is_ region's Federal_ power_ users have been very faithful in paying under
the terms of their contrattS with the U.S. Government. Thank you.

LOWii,-z. Thank you, Mr. LaMaack. Mr. Winter.

STATEMENT OF VIRGIL WINTER, GENERAL MANAGER,
SOuTHERN MINNESOTA COOPERATIVE ELECTRIC CO.

Mr. WINTER.. Mr. Chairman, committee members, and Congress-
man Penny; we want to thank you for coming.

The members of the rural electric cooperatives received reports
of the REA portion of the proposed Federal budget with great
diSrnay. We are particularly disappointed that the proposed budget
revisions would; if enacted, severely cripple the Nation's rural elec-
tric effort.

The agricultural economy in the United States has been especial-
ly poor in recent years; to say the least, and Federal action such as
the 1987 Federal budget proposals pertaining to rural electric coop-
eratives would cause even more economic stress on the farmer.
Since the farmer has no way to raise prices on his product to
absorb the increases in electric rates, he would find himself with
less capital to operate with, causing the agricultural economy to
deteriorate even further.

Economic productivity and stability in our region and other re-
gions of the country would be impaired. In 34 States where Federal
power is marketed, a total of 275;000 manufacturing, wholesale,
retail and service companies which supply this farm economy of
ours are served by public power systems and rural electric coopera-
tives which rely on Federal power _purchases for all or a portion of
their supply of bulk powen We are concerned that if the budget
proposals are enacted they would have a highly negative effect on
a widespread segment of the economy. I would like to comment on
six areas with you.

Imposing a Federal finance banking fee; An increase of 1 percent
in interest costs of our suppler, Basin Electric, would force Basin
Electric to pass through a rate increase of $7 million annually.
Such additional cost would cause our farmer members to have even
less operating capital during these trying times in our area.

Sell the Power Marketing Agencies. Such an action would be
contrary to the _intent of Congress when it established preference
as the right of the people to our Nation's water resources. The de-
velopment and improvementof rural electrification in rural areas
is still vitally needed in the United States._The recent turndown in
the rural area's economy once again attests_to the continued need
of the Power Marketing Agencies and preference_in an effort to
Maintain rural services and productive efficiency to help the rural
economy regain its strength, independence, and security. This pro=
PoSal would increase rates in the Missouri basin by millions of dol-
lars. Mr. LaMaack showed you how many million.

Reduction of insured and guaranteed loan authorizations and a
phaseout of REA. This proposal violates the compromise agree-
inent reached with the Senate Republican leadership and the
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Office of Management and Budget in 1985, guaranteeing no phase
out of REA through fiscal year 1988, and a floor of $850 million on
REA loan guarantees. A unilateral abrogation of these agreements
would deeply erode Federal credibility and seriously cripple rural
electric cooperatives in future years.

The growth of the economy in most agricultural areas is slow or
nonexistent,--requiring less capital investment by rural electric co-
operatives. When the rural economy picks up, the loan program
will again require substantial amounts of capital.

Impose an annual fee on all REA borrowers to recover potential
guaranteed loan defaulth on the revolving fund; Besides being most
unfair, such an administrative mechanism would encourage ineffi-
cient loan service and encourage absolution of the individual coop-
erative loan repayment responsibilities. It is not needed to guaran-
tee acceptable levels of bond financing; In fact, it would tend to un-
dermine those cooperatives which have expended considerable
effort and expense to attain and maintain a high degree of credit-
worthiness in the private money marketh. Thisproposal also would
undoubtedly add much to the cost and efficiency and integrity of
the _present loan guaranty system and have no substantive effect
on stabilizing the REA segment of the agriculture credit system;
This _proposal simply penalizes efficient organizations and rewards
the inefficient organizations.

Rthse insured interest raths to the cost of money to plus VA per-
cent This imposes unnecessary burdens on distribution coopera-
tives. It would adversely affect their ability to provide competitive
service to their members and would again reduce the viability of
the Nation's agricultural sector.

Increasing insured loan supplemental financing requirements
and selling some of the REA loan portfolios. These actions would
also result in additional interest cost and require rate increases, as
do all previous proposals. Selling off revenue producing assets is
not a solution to our Federal deficit.

I repeat, I have a strong belief that the budget proposals are very
unwise and unfair and it could bring about grief to the rural elec-
tric cooperatives rind projects of immense value to the entire
Nation. The Runn Aectrification Program is one of the best exam-
ples of acceptable productive use of our Government; We should
look for more rural development programs as successful as the
Rural Electrification Program has been. Enactment of any of the
fiscal year 1987 budget proposals would weaken rural electrifica-
tion programs and could destroy it;

We will put forth every effort possible to resist enactment of
these proposal& We ask that you join us in this effort and that an
indepth analysis of these proposals will convince your committee
and Congress to consider substantial revision. Our farmer members
do not need the added financial burden of higher electric rates that
the _adoption of these proposals would cost.

We had a previous member on one of the panels who talked
about going out and getting money to help pay the electric bills. If
these proposals go through, they're going to have to secure a lot
more money.

I IA ould like to express our appreciation to the members of the
committee for coming to Worthington and allowing us to express
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our concerns, and to Congressman Weber for inviting the commit-
tee here. Thank you.

Mr. Lowiw. Thank you, Mr. Winter.
I would like to askand the people here have been very polite

if people could be as quiet as possible. The whisper volume is
coming up just a little bit here. Eut the people have been very
quiet.

Mr. WEBER. Mr. Chairman, if I can just break in for a second
and I hate to do this to our final remaining panelists=but Con-
gressman Lowry is supposed to be catching a plane in Chicago at
6:30, so if you could be as brief as you cannot for my benefit be-
cause I'm stayingbut for their benefit, I would really appreciate
it.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you. Ms. Russell, please.

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETHE-RUSSELL, CHIPPEWA COUNTY
EXTENSION AGENT

MS. RUSSEIM. Thank_you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Beth Russell and I am a county Extension agent

working with home economics. In a few minutes I really want to
spend my time talking to you about people, because it is people
that I work with.

I am truly grateful for being here and having the privilege to
talk to you, because this is a subject that is near and dear to my
heart. I work with people every day who are experiencing financial
difficulties because of the rural economic situation. And when I
talk about the rural economic situation, I'm talking about the Situ:
ation on farms and I'm talking about the situation in our rural
businesses, in our retail businesses, in the towns.

What happens on the farm, to the farm business, and what hap-
pens to the business in towns, affect§ people. It affects the family.
Extension works with the family. We are a family organization,
working with educational programs to help families. And we are
definitely a rural organization. We also do have programs for the
urban.

What I find here is that there is a spark of hope that _p6ople
have, but we need to have help to maintain that hope and we also
need to have help to let that hope grow. Each proposed cut takes a
spark of that hope away.

Some farmers are losing their farms; others are not, and we
heard that today. Those who are losing farms are carrying a stress
load, a_personal stress load, besides a business stress load. It is that
personal stress load that I want to talk about today.

There is a personal stress load that goes with failure. "I am a
failure when I lose my farm." People a town, in the cities, in
metropolitan areas, may lose a job, but they say "I lost my job,"
not "I am a failure."

Our farmers who gre in their thirties, forties, and fifties, and
who need to find ar Jther job once they no longer have the farm,
need to retrain. I ba.,-e some real serious thoughts about how one
does retrain when one nover ever wanted to have any other job but
farming. That's tolvh.
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We are working_ with a 49-year-old male farmer who has always
wanted to be_a farmer. That's his _No. 1_ goal. Now he will need to
retrain and find something else. The 49-year-old female farmer
and I talk about female farmers because men and women together
farm; it is not just a certain gender that farms. The 49-year-old
female farmer left the farm partnership 2 years ago and took on
two jobs off the farm in order to maintain their family economic
situation.

What is going to happen to that farm family, I'm not sure. What
I do know is that they will move to the metropolitan area because
that's where the jobs are for them; and we will lose more popula-
tion in this area.

The economy is taldng a toll on the family. I see that every day.
We are finding more marriage relationship problems, we are find-
ing intergenerational problems in farm communities. Often when a
farm goes, when farm foreclosure happens, it also affects the
grandparent generation, plus the generation that is farming that
farm, and the young people of our rural area.

As I mentioned, Extension works with the total family. We start
with 4-H, and I have some very strong feelings about 4-H. I was a
4-H member, and I can tell you, right from the heart, what it haS
done for me. There are lots of us that are alumni; _sitting around
the country saying "Oh, I don't ever want to lose 4-H." It is a fan-
tastic organization for young people. _It is a fantastic organization
for families, men; women, mothers, fathers, children, working to-
gether and learning anid growing.

I also have the advantage of working in a home economics pro-
gram. We work with financial management, we work with leader-
ship development of people, we are helping families help them-
selves, releasing potential in families.

As an Extension agent; I am concerned about the budget cuts
and the proposed cuts that we are facing. It is unfortunate to me to
see this happen in a very time when extension programs are meet-
ing the needs of families.

Lthank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Russell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH H. RUSSELL

Rural families are making tough decisions, decisions that have impact on the
future. For many, the decisions made today will determine whether people stay in
agriculture, stay in the rural community, move to another location or into another
lifestyle.

As a county extension agent, I see people daily who are making decisions. They
are people in transition, trying to sort out the alternatives which affect the future
of their family.

Six years ago, I noticed a trend as women began to seek employment away from
the farm family business. They were careful when they expressed reasons why they
were going to work. As the farm economy declined, it became apparent that women
were working away from the farm business in order to keep the family on the farm.
Some women now hold two jobs in addition to their farm partnership job. Men are
also seeldng 3ff-farm employment. Teenagers in the farm family find that an off-
farm job is En absolute must for them. Yet, jobs are scarce for men, women, and
teenagers.

Very similar situations exiat within families who own smalL retail businews.
They aware experiencing economic declines. _Some businesses have cLosed, others
are still operating but the total family no longer is employed by the business. In-
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stead, in an effort to cut costs, one or _more family members work elsewher& Small
town retail business is directly tied to tb& rural economy.

Ekterision home economics works with_the family; helping families help them-selves. We offer programs in five major_areas: Energy and environment; family eco-nomic stability and security; food, nutrition, and heth; families in communities;and volunteer leadership development
In ChippOwa County, we emphasize_programs to strengthen families during timesof Change, financial management forfamily economic stability and Volunteer leader-ship deirelopment to release the potontial in family members.Our office is busy serving farmers and agribusiness people who are asking for fi-nancial management information and advice_ for future decision& Our financial

management computer programs are valuable_decisionmaldng tools.Young people are facing many tough decisions-4-H youth programs are degignedto help_ youth with decisionmaking 4-H is a family program. Young people learnlife skills from parenti and volunteer leaders. 441_ has changed from an organith:tion for farm children te an organization for young people who live in the ruralarea, in small towns and in large metropolitan ineas. 4-1-1 is an educational pro=
gram for everyon& Through project work, young people_are encouraged to set goals,work toward the goals and in the end find the satisfaction in a job done Well. Learn=ing how to be a responsible citizen and an effective leader are imporratit parts of 4-H.

Because the &tension &mice has a long time tradition of accurate researchbased on infOrmation, people stop in the Extension office_before making final deci-sion& They knoW they can count on the educational informationavailable._
If the Presidenes propoied budget cut of 59 percent is passeel, people in Minnesotawill lose one staff member out of every five currently on_the_Minnesota Extension

staff. ExtenTdon prOgrams for people will be affected. It's unfortunate that these tiffsaraproposed at the Very time when Extension programs are making major inpactson the lives of people in the rural area.
Mr. LoWitv. Thank you very much. I'll tell you, I-was in 4-R_A lot

of us up here were 4-Wers. We agree with you. The congressional
budget has nOt recommended cutting the Extension Service.

Mr. Walhof.

STATEMENT OF ELMERWALHOF; EDGERTON, MN, COMMITTEE
MEMBER, MURRAY AND PIPESTONE COUNTY FmHA

Mr. WALHOF. Esteemed members of the Conp.essional BUdget
Committee; I am impressed with Mr. Weber's fafrness in choosing
panel Members not only in various areas of agriculture, but alSo inthe variety of organizations and on a bipartisan basis;

My name is Elmer WalhoE I am from Edgerton, MN. The area ofgrain farming has been rnlifelong_occupation. have been, in the
pa8t and at present, a committee member of the Murray arid Pipe-a=
tone County FmHA. I would like to thank Congressman Vini Weberfor inviting his colleagues to this area to conduct this hearing per:taining to the farm crisis.

It ig nO secret that the farm crisis is worsening each year With
little, if any; relief in sight This has caused more and more farm-
ers to be caught in a desperate situation as it concerns their fitan=dal situation: The farmer goes to his usual lender, whether it be a
bank or PCA,_ to have his loan renewed, only to be told "Sorry, but
it appears that your fmancial condition has eroded so badly we canno longer renew your loan."

This comes as a shock; as he may have been borroWing from this
institution 10, 2% 30 or even, in some cases; 40_ years, and then
finds he has no credit What does he do? Have a farm sale and lig-uidate all the prOperty he has worked so hard all these years tbaccumulate? So he thinks there may be a way out. "I'll tryFinHA," the lender of litat resort.
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So he calls for an appointment and finds out this will be weeke
and maybe months away. "Why the long wait," he says, "I need
the money now. I've got payments due on my contract for deed on
March 1 and I have to pay a third of the Tent on the other quarter
in advance, which is also due March 1. Besides," he Says, "if I'm
going to get a discount on my chemicals, seed corn and fertilizer,
I'm going to have to pay thiS in advance. In fact, they won't even
let me pick it up if it isn't paid on the spot" __

He is informed of a backlog at the FinHA office of former and
new applicants and,_therefore, he haa to wait his turn, OK. Why
the backlog? At the Slayton FinHA office that services Murray and
Pipestone_ Counties,_which I mentioned before, from March 10,
1983, to March 9. 1984, the committee certified 116 applications. In
the next J.2 months, there were 286 applications. Now, in the past,
the last 12 months, usingthe same dates, we had 426, an increase
of 365 percent. So you can see how the farm situation has deterio-
ratOd and the workload has increased at the FmHA office.

These loans must be processed one at a time by the county super=
viSor and hiS gaff. In addition, many of the applications are much
more complex than they were even a few years ago because of the
financial difficulty of the borrower, so the cases are much more
time consuming.

IS it any wonder that the younger staff members are quitting
their jobs and seeking employment elsewhere? This has recently
happened in our own Slayton office. This really aggravates the
problem, when a new trainee comes in and has to be taught at a
time when the workload is so heavy.

At this point in time our FmHA offices are grossly underitaffed.
FundS for direct loans, referred_ to as insured loans, are allocated
quarterly, January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1. So we have
another problem. Even though a farmer's application is certified by
the committee and is given the green light_by the county supervi-
sor, the funds for that quarter may well be depletedand at this
time they are. So the farmer has to wait for his money from the
next allocation, and this may be well into or beyond the planting
season. So he is without credit to make the payments I mentioned
earlier. He's plainly caught between a rock and a hard spot.

What is the solution for thiS dilemma? I think that when a loan
has been certified and approved, that the FmHA county supervisor
should be given the authority to issue a certificate of credit to the
supplier or creditor as a guarantee that the money is coming. I
would like to repeat that: That he be given the authorityor make
it mandatoryta issue a certificate of credit so that the supplierS
of seed and fertilizer- and so on know that this money is coming,
instead of letting it string along to the middle of the summer or
probably even fall. Lbt's make this a regulation of FmHA.

Why do we have farm problems? The reasons are so many, but
let me giveyou but one example.

Why does an eating establishment in our area have to charge 90
cents for a large glass of milk? If I figured right, a_16-ounce glass of
milk is a_ pound. So, therefore, that is equal to $90 per hundred=
weight For that same hundredweight, we farmers are receiving
only $11.60._ We first have to invest in equipment, cows we have to
fekl, electricity to cool the milk, pay for transportation to haul
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that same $90 milk to the plant, and receive only $11.60. To me,
these figures don't match.

Restaurant clients feel milk is too expensive; No wonder we have
a dairy surplus. Wouldn't it make more sense if the restaurants
were charged less and sell more milk?

The farmer is in the minority. We are only a mere 3 percent of
the American population. That leaves 97 percent of the American
population that wants quality food cheap. I guess it only stands to
reason that many politicians would lean toward the demands of the
97 percent; But stop to-think. Without the American family farm-
ers, where would the 97 percent end up? If the United States ends
up with large corporations running the farms, the 90 cent glass of
milk will even seem cheap. By and large, the American family
farmer is only looking for an equitable price in the marketplace, so
he can use his God-given giftS .-lot only to feed his own family but
also to help feed the rest of the world.

Thank you for the opportunity to express these thoughts. [Ap-
plause.]

[The prepared statement of Mr. Walhof follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELMER WALHOF

My name is Elmer Walhof from Edgerton, Minnesota, dairy and grain farming
has been my lifelong occupation. I have been in the past and am at present a com-
mittee member of the Murray and Pipestone County FmHA: I wouW like to thank
Congressman Vin Weber for inviting his colleague& to thb _area to conduct this
hearing pertaining to the farm crisis. It is no secret that the farm crisis is worsen-
ing each year with little if any relief in sight This has_caused more and more farm-
era-to be caught in a desperate situation as it concerns their financial situation.

The farmer fres to his usual lender, whether_it be_a bank or P.C.A., to have his
loan renewed only to be told "Sorry but it appears that yciurfinncial condition heseraded so badly we can no longer renew your loan." This _comes as a shock, Em he
may have been liorrowing from this institution 10, 20, 30, er_even in some owes 40
years and- then finds he has no credit What does he do? 13DATH a farm sale and liqui-
date all the property he has worked so hard all these years taaccumulate? So he
thinks there may be one way out rll try FmHA, the lender aflast_resort So hecalls for an appointment and finds that this will be weeks_or maybeinonths _away.
"Why the long wale he says, "I need the money now. I've got _payment& due on_my
contract for deed March 1, and I have to pay one-third of the rent on_the other
quarter in advance alSo which is due March 1." "Besides," he says, "if rin going to
get the discount on my chemicals, seed corn and fertilizer, I'm going to have to_ pay
this in advance, in fact they won't let me pick it up when I need it if it isn't paid foron the spot"

He is informed of a backlog at the FrnHA office of former and new apolicants_and
therefore he has to -wait his turn. OK, Why the backlog? At the Slayton _FmHA
office that services Murry and Pipestone Càuny which I mentioned before, _from
March Ill; 1983 to March 9, 1984 the committee certified 116 application& In the
next 12 months there were 286 loan applications. Now in the last 12 months using
the same dates we had 426. An increase of 365 percent So you can see how the farm
situation had deteriorated and the workload has increased at the FmHA office.
_ These loans must be proceSsed one at a time by the County Supervisor and his
staff., In addition, many of_the applications are much more complex than even a few
years _ago because of the financial difficulty of the borrower, sc the cases are much
more time consuming.
_Is it arty wonder that the younger staff members are quitting their jobs and seek-

ing employment elsewhere? This has happened in our own Slayton office recently,
this_ really aggravates the problem when a new trainee comes in and has to be
taught at _a time when the workhmd is so heavy. At this point in time our FmHA
offices are grossly understaffed. Funds for direct loans referred to as "insured
Wane are allocated quarterly, January 1, Aprj: 1, October 1. So we have another
pFoblem, even though a farmer's application is certified by the committee and is
given the green light by the County Supervisors the funds for that quarter may be
depleted. So the farmer htm to wait for his money from the next allocation, and this
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may be well into or beyond the planting season, so where is he without credit to
mtdte the payments I mentioned earlier. He's plainly caught between a rock and
hard spot.

What is the solution for thafl dilemma? I think that when a loan has been certified
and approved, that the FmHA County Supervisor should be given the authority to
issue a '`Zertificate of Credit" to the supplier or-creditor as a guarantee that the
money IS coming. I;et's make this a regulation of FmHA.

Why do me have arm preilems? The reasons are many but let me give you- one
example. Why does an eatir g establishment in our area have to charge $.90 for a
large glass of milk? If I have figured right a 16 oz. glass of milk is 1 lb. Am I right?
go therefore that is equal to $90.00 per hundred weight. For that same hundred-
weight we farmers are only receiving $11.60. We must first have to invest in equip-
ment, cows which we must feed, electricity to cool the milk, and pay for transporta-
tion to haul the same $90.00 milk to the plant and only receive $11.60. To me these
figures don't match.

Restaurant patrons feel milk is too expensive! No wonder we have a dairy sur-
plus. Wouldn't it make more sense if the restaurants would charge less and sell
more milk?

The farmer is a minority! We are only a mere 3 percent of the American popula-
tion. That leaves 97 percent of the American population that wants quality food,
cheap. I giiess it only stands to reason that you as politicians would lean toward_the
demanda of the 97 percent. BUT STOP TO THINK! Without the American family
farmers where is that-97 Rercent_going to end up._If the United_Statea enda up _with
large corporations running_ the_farms,__the k90_glassnf _milk will even_ seem_ _cheap!
By and large the Americanfarnily _farmer is_ only _looking_ for an equitable price in
the_ maketplace_so he can_use Ms God-given gifts not only to feed his own family but
also to help feed the restef theworld.

Thank you for the opportunity to express these thoughts.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Walhof, for your excellent testimo-
ny.

Mr. Blaufuss, our last witness for today.

STATEMENT OF LARRY BLAUFUSS, CITIZENS UNITED FOR THE
RURAL ECONOMY I.CURE1, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, La-
SALLE FARMERS GRAIN CO., MADELIA, MN
Mr. 131tuFuss. The Lord saves the best for last
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the

panel. I want to thank Congressman Penny for asking me to testify
specifically from his district.

You have before you the region 9 development report on the city
of Madelia that was addressed to Senator Durenberger and this ex-
plains some of the things that have happened in Madelia over the
past few_years. But I want to reemphasize a couple of points. Most
of them are going to be the same points that_ were covered by other
panelistS, but they are specific to the city of Madelia.

Dr. Boehlje said we lost one out of four implement dealerships
over the last 5 years in Minnesota. Well, Madelia lost all four of
theirs over the last 5 years. I'm lucky enough to only have to drive
35 miles to my implement dealer that I do busMess with now.

I'm a corn and soybean farmer from western Blue Earth County
and I'm here actually representing the CURE organization which
was started in Madelia and encompasses the 12-county area around
Madelia. The name of the organization is Citizens United for the
Rural Economy. We gol ''he organization together in an effort to do
positive things to try tk._kreserve the failMg farm economy in our
area, not only to do something for the farmers but also to do some-
thing for the _people in the city, businessmen specifically. I can go
on and give you statistics, but you've heard them all already.
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People are feeling despair in these towns like they've never felt
before and something haS_to be done about it. In my estimation, at
least 50 percent of the farniers I know 41 my area under the age of
45 have filed for banit:tiPtcy, are contemplating filing for bank-
ruptcy, or are in serious Qriough financial condition that they're
going to need major coneeSsions from their creditors in order to
survive.

Many of these farmers gt:,t in that position not through paying
high priccs for land, as solibe people have alluded to. A lot of them
got in that position through basic transfers of land from their fa-
thers; from a father to a. acIn situation. With the current tax laws
and the failing farm econa/by; the move that they made was a poor
move. As a result, in a lot Of Case5 it destroyed two and three gen-
erations of farmers.

The _point was made that all farMers almost live on their farm
and when they lose their kin- they lose their home. I think thiS is
a very_important point, that if any_ of you committee members can
carry that back to Gonoress, especially to people in Congress that
don't understand that, it vfOhld be aPpreciathd.

I talked tb the manager of the cooperativei of which I'm chair-
man of the lvard of directON over at LaSalle the other day, and he
stated to me that froin what he can see at this point, there will be
40 percent of our fartner aloinbers that will not get credit enough
to put their crop in the grolitid this spring. I have talked to enough
young farmers in my area that I know, and I don't think he's very
far off Something has to be done immediately, whether it'S
through FHA or what other _programs you can institute, to get
credit to these people; I aal not &king about people who gamble.
I'm talking about good fatniers who are going out of business
through no fault of their ovvti.

In closing, if you are unsure how the changes that are taking
place in rural America are going to eventually affect the economic
and social structure of the,rest of this country, are you willing to
gamble on making those ei',Nriges? Can you afford to gamble with
one of the most stabilizing rorces in our Country, the family farm? I
quote the dean of a seminar who said "If we had some work that
needed to be done at the se,%inary, we asked the farm boys to do it
because we knew we vvoula klways get it done._" If you_think that's
not important, then can You afford to provide jobs for all these
people who eventually MigrAte to the city?

The current adminietratle!I and Congress have to accept much of
the responsibility for what, Is happening to people in rural Amer-
ica. The 1985 farm bill, aria the state it is in with what the Depart-
ment of Agriculture has dolia with it, only accelerates the deterio-
ration of American agricattire and of the emotional well-being of
the people out in rural Aloorica. The people currently in office in
this country of ours have ta_ztek themselves if a cheap food policy is
more important to them thati the family farm unit, which I main,
tain is a very important anti essential part of the social fabric of
America. Thank you. [Applalkse.]

[The prepared statwrient Ptegent0 by Mr. Blaufuss followsj
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MISSION STATEMENT, CMZENS UbirrEn FOR THE RURAL ECONOMY

In _recent years, rural Minnesota haabeem withaslepressed agricultural econo-
my; loss of population and downturn in _the business economy. Citizens United for
the Rural Economy (CURE) was formed to combat thesetrends through_promoting
the improvement and protection _of oar rural communities _by revitalizing tha rural
economy. It is the hitent _of CURE to remEdn a flexible, _nonpartisan, group of_citi
zens serving as a clearinghouse fbr information and legislation affecting our area, a
forum for discussion of rural issues, and &lobby mad promotion group.

It is recognited that in South Central Minnesoth the relationship between agricul-
ture and business is one of interdependence. The agricultur0 community needs a
strong main street, and business_development is dependent on a strong agricultur0
economy. In recognition of this CURE strives for improvements in both sectors;

CURE is a citizen baled organization open to any persons who wishes to contrib-
ute toward the strengthening of the rural economy. Membership Ly locel units of
government (cities, counties and-townships) corporations and other rural organiza-
tions are also encouraged. Rural Minnesota must speak with a strong united voice if
it is to be heard.

Mr; LOWRY. Thank you very much.
Let me call on Congressman Vin Weber.
Mr. WEBER; Thank you, Mr. Acting Chairman. I know you've got

to catch a_plan and I'll be very brief, because I think the purpose of
this hearing was not for us to give speeches but to listen to people.

I think the members of the committee who may not have rural
constituencies have a better sense after this afternoon of the tre-
mendous pain that _people in rural areas are in. I hope you also
have a sense coming out of here that we in rural areas are really
coming together in the sense of trying to come to grips with those
problems and deal with them effectively;

I tremendously appreciate my colleagues' time, people from the
city who don't have farm constituencies, coming out here and
spending a day in southwestern Minnesota. I especially, though,
am thankful for the many people that came here, to show them
how important the work of the Budget Committee and the rural
cris:'s that we're facing is; and all the people that testified today so
eloqt, mtly and who gave of their time so generously. It's been
worth Nhile.

You should judge us by our work product. The House of Repre-
sentatives will begin marking _up a budget in the next week or two.
This meeting was timed specifically tb have a maximum impact on
that budget; and you should look at that budget after we pass it
and you'll decide then whether or not we have heard loud and
clear what yoteve said today. Thank you. [Applause.]

Mr. LOwav. Thank you, Mr. Weber.
We want to thank everybody for excellent testimony and your

politeness and your hospitality. We enjoyed the hearing very much.
Thank you.

[The following additional material was submitted for the recordj
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION,

Slayton, March 13, 1986'.
HOUSE BUDGET COMMITTEE,
House of Representatives,
Washington, DC.

DEAR_ MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE BUDGET COMMITTEE: The members of the Southwest
Regional Development Commission, representing counties, 81 cities, and 163 town-
ships in aouthviest Minnesota would like to take a few minutes of your time to dis=
cuss oar strong concern on the rural agricultural crisis and its impact on local goy-
ernment.
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Theagricultural cris th southwest Minnesota deeply affects the farmers, the
businesses,_the industries and local units of government When farmers have less
money AA spend on equipment parts and for their personal liv!ng expenses, the busi-
nessesin_town suffer. Additionally, farmers, businessmen-and employees are leaving
southwest Minnesota to find jobs elsewhere. With the declining valuation of agricul-
tural and_withless payments of property taxes, townshipe cities, and counties must
either_discontinue or reduce necessary services or increase takes during this rural
economic crisis-

When thepublic forum in Worthington was announced a week ago, the SouthWegt
Regional Development_Commission distributed a survey to the 16cal goVernment
units in southwestMinnesota_regarding their support or non-support for the federal
revenue sharing_program. Within_seven days 8 counties, 44 citiee and 94 towriShipS
in southwest Minnesota have written strong letters of support.

Townships, cities, and counties confirm that general revenue sharing dollar§
ensure local decisionAnaking and have the lemt amount of administra:iveoverhead
costs in any federat_program,Itthe_federal revenue sharing program is eliminated,
the average governmental unit will_have to increme its levy 8-12%.

Eased on the results of that survey, the federal reveilue sharing funds th soUth-
west Minnesota have been need slurmg the past year for hospitals, law enfarct, nent,
senior citizene parke swimming pcolsjibraries, handicapped programe child care
centers, sewer improvement& water improvement, Bre ,and ambulance services, side-
walks, roads, bridges; and economic development activities.

We are disappointed that local elected_officials were unable to present this at
your public forum in Worthington en_March_14. The enclosed packet of support let-
ters demonstrate that local governmentestrongly support the continuation of leder-
al revenue sharing program. If we receive additional letters from local governmen-
tal Llits, we will forward them to CongressmartWeber. We urge to reconsider the
total elimination of this very crucial program to southwest Minnesota.

Sincerely,
CARL HAIISCHILA Chairman.

RowismsroNE, MN., March 17 1986.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: I was at the hearing in Worthington on Friday, March 14,

and would like to add my testimony. I believeJames Nichol8 presented an excellent
teStimony along with Mr. Johnson, the Jackson banker Lnd Paul Sobocinski, the
university economist and a couple of others.

I farm with my husband and two sons on ourfamily farm in Winona County. We
had ctillion $ operation 5 years agonow devalued_ta less than $300,000. P.CA.

pencil to strike our value thus our debts overtook the met& and they }tas-
seled us to the point we filed bankruptcy. All of our smaller creditors are working
with usin fact offering help to put our crop in this spring. We dichet make ourMarch 1 payment to Federal Land Bankno funds. Mere is no profit in agricul-
ture No return on investment is bad enough, but no food on the table is worse, and
no-roof over our heads will be the end.

We heed a price for our products now and also a way to help the farm products
keep pace-with the cost of living or cost of production increases in the future. The
problem of pricing is astronomical. Our cooperatives didn't workAhey_are entities
geared th sell for the farmer not for buying from the farmer. They did not do the job
their stockholders expected,

For the present, setting floor prices and using our ASCS offices (already in place
and working) to work -with the farmers would be our best and least expensive
avenue to begin and perhaps to carry through for a longer period of tinte.

Receiving a profitable price, our need for money goes downlowerinterest,_rates;
we begin paying taxes eth, again and our economy, I believe, will begin to tip back
to a balance.

I also belieVe we have to take as hard a look at our imports us other countie&do,and charge duties so that import§ which are not necessities once _again _Ixecome
luxury items to consumer& Anyone in business already knows purchasing unneedekl
items causes adverse problems and America has a national business to carry for-ward not backwardplease!

Do we have surplus--; if we cut back the imports? In essence the government pur-chases ur unnecessa imports and pays for them through deficiency subsidy, etc.
payments, we distort he true picture of import export with our cheap food policy
the world over. We also have an tinfair milk marketing system which needs to be
replaced.
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A price, controlling_ the import-3, and using a wise conservation on our land will
only keep America from becoming a third world nation. We can increase or de-
crease our output asnecessau thereby stopping the export of our produce to other
nations below our cost of productionloss of money, plus the loss of our precious
topso:1losses we can never regain-

I v. ould like to see the Tom Harkin, bill brought back to the floor and passed. I
firmly believe it is a measure io save America if it isn't already too late to save our
economy.

I thank you for taking the time to hear from rural America. I also shall be watch-
ing and waiting to know what you will do to take the plight of the American people
in hand. God speed!

Sincerely,
MARY WALCH.

WELCOME, MN, March 14, 1986.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN VIN WEBER AND ALL OTHER CONGRESSMEN ATTENDING: 1 have

beena director of a Production Credit Association for 19 yrs and am very concerned
of thenperations of the now Farm Credit System.

What is needed_to help farmers is a fair price for our commddities so we can show
a profit above cost

A reduction ininterestrates to a rate of 6 to 8 percent.
Example: A $400;0012 loanan land times 121/2 percent Federal Land Bank equals

$50,000 interest With the same $400,000 loan at 7% equals $28,000 interest which is
$22,000 lass and the farmer could very well service his debt and possibly reduce the
principal of his debt.

In 1969 when variable interest went into effect this _helped create the farm prob-
lems of tdday. Farms bought at interest rates of 8 to 9 percent are now 121/2 percent
and cannot cash-flow.

Most farmers with old loans at 5 to 7 percent interest fixed rates do not have the
financial problems.

No one can budget an operatior when variable interest is in effect.
We need world currency value.> :loser together, also interest rates ceilings in the

single digit number.
The high dollar has also been the creator of our surplus of grain and lack of ex-

porting of commodities and manufactured goods,
_ _Back In farm problems such as foreclosure. We need time to come up with solu-
tions, Some principal forgiven to equal 120 percent of today's land value; with inter-
est at 6 percent to 8 percent Example. Land value today at $1000 per acre. The
borrower now owes $1..800 per acre would be written down to $1,200 per acre with
interest rate of 6 or 8 percent and I believe this wouht help many farmers to survive
in this economical crunch.

Federal interest buydown with lender cooperation. Give the today's owner of the
land, the same breakt as new buys get; because _they_ are the ones who paid the
salaries, operation costa and reserves for last 10 years or so.

Maybe more money should be given to the F.HA. to be lent Qut at a low interest
rate to farmers on land and operating loans would be a quicker and lwtter way to
help farmers now instead of capital infusion into the Farm Credit System.

Sincerely,
CLARENCE ANDERSEN.

BREWSTER, MN.

CopourrEE.,
United States House of Representatives.

DEAR Sms: There are many things that need to be done to help the agriculture
economy. Listed are a few I consider importa

1. We need to enact legislation to either buy down debt and interest or pass Farm
Bureau's two tier program of debt restructuring.

2. You must cut spending across the board ar I not only single out agriculture and
a few others to take the brunt of this reduction.

3. You must pass a tax reform bill this year and get all the loopholes out of the
tax system. This will result in more revenue for the US. Treasury and also the
people who are not now paying taxes will be responsible for paying tax.
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_4. In the tax reform bill be sure to eliminate any tax writ-6=0ff for people not di-
rectly involved in farming who are now investing in agricultural livestock feeding
ventures and do not care if they make a profit.

ROBERT G. Dim.T.R.

MARcH 13, 1986.
Mr. WILLIAM IL GRAY III,
House Budget Committee,
US. House of Representatives.
_DEAR CONGRESSMAN GRAY: Citizens United for the Rural EconomY (CURE) was or-

ganizecLin the summer of 1985, when it was recognized there iS a need outstate for
people to join together to solve their problems. This occurred following the Madelia
Area Chamber of Commerce Agriculture Committee inviting communities, in a 12-
county area; to join them in sear:hing ."br survival tools to enhance the quality of
life and keep communitiesvisibly alive in rural Minnesota.

In recent years, rural Minnesota has been dramatically hit with a depressed agri-
cultural economy, a rapidly increasing loss of population and downturn in the busi-
neSs eConomy in numerous rural main streets. CURE was formed to combat the cur-
rent trends through promoting the improvement and protection of the rural ComInd-nities.

It is recognized that in rural Minnesota the relationship tmtween agriculture and
buainess is one of interdependence The agricultural community needs a strong
main street Business development is equally_dependent on a strong agricultural
economy. In recognition of this, CURE sf rives for improvement in both sectors.

CURE's intent is to remain a rlexible,_non-partisan group of citizen serving as a
clearinghouse for information and legislation_ affectMg rural Minnesota; provide a
forum for discussion of rural issues;_aerve as a lobby and promotion grotip for .4.ural
Minnesota. It also providealeadership_training _rind workhops On specific issias aS
identified by its members and opens communication between persons involVed in ag:
riculture/rural communities and_others who need to reCogniSe the importance of ag-riculture to the entire state and nation.

iuccessful 1985-86 CURE activities have hicluded:
Organization was formedmith two persons from each of the original 12 countieselected to the board of directors.
Workshop cssponsored with Mankato Technical Institute on "SurViving the chal-

lenges facing_small citieFi/businesses."
Meeting vith Washington, D.C. correspondent Mike Flaherty diScussing what'shappening on the federe1 eve':
aver_ !Oa persons attended the meeting with State Department of Agriculture

Commisbioner Jim Nichols:
Goals for the organization were identified by citizens seeking positive answers tothe ag
Sought explanation on the federal level about Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker

indicating it would be in the USA's best interest to help Argentina and other for-
eign countries improve their ag economy.

Provided a forum for U.S. SenatOr Rudy Boschwitz to explain the Farm Bill, as hereviewed it.
Provided the "spark" for U.S. nator Dave Durenberger and the Region Nine

Development Commission to use Madelia to emphasize the issues facing rural Min-
nesota. As a result of this there has been local, state and national attention focused
on the agricultural community issues.

Sponsored a workshop on "Creating and Promoting A Community Identity,"
Which drew rave reviews from persons attending.

Organized a series of meetings with state agricultural and business organiZations
to allow them the opportunity to work together to provide feasible solutions to theproblems facing rural Minnesota.

AS you can see by the list of activities, CURais a successful organization with its
membership composed of indivichials, units of government and Civie/biisineSs/farm
organizations working interdependently. It is citizen participation in the true SenSeof the term.

I have enclosed for your review_CURE s mission Statenient and a copy of the -Ma:
delia project completed by the Region Nine Development Commission staff for US.
Senator Dave Durenberger. The Modena report sdpports the issues CURE is ad-
dressing in its activities. RNDC officials agree 'you could take the name Madelia off
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the front _cover and the findings would be about the same; or worse; in every rural
community:" _.

Thank you for the _opportunity_ to allow CURE representative Larry Blaufuss to
present testimony at the Budget Committee hearing on March 14; 1986 in Worthing-
ten, Minnesota.

Should you have questions regarding the CURE organization or those_ pertaining
to-the-Verbal and Written testimony please contact me. I can_be_reached at 50716_42,
3726, Medelia. Larry Blaiifuss can_ be reached at 507/642-3389: _For more _detailed
informatiOn abinit the RNDC-reporton-Madelia contact Terence Stone; RNDC exec-
utive director, Mankato at 507/387-5643.

Sincerely,
MIKE BOWIE,
CURE Chairman.

COUNT? OF NOBLES,
Worthington, MN, March 14, 1986.

Hon. WILLIAM GRAy,
Chariman and Members, House Of -Representatives Budget Committee, Congress of

the United States. Washington, ric
DEAR CONGRESSMEN: M Officials of the County of Nobles, State of Minnesota, we

thank you for coming to our City; County, and State tahear firsthand accounts of
that-oil the farm crisis is having on the people of this region.
-We are partly responsible for the health; education and _welfare of_the people of

Nobles COunty. Your decisions impact our program; because of the coordination of
benefita between tbe Federal, State, and Loc.& governments. Budget cuts at theYed,
eral level normally mean budget cuts at the State level which in turn is often
phiaed on to the County. We cannot help the people devastated by this crisis with,
out the help of those that make the rules. Low' )ies cwinot be _raised, peoplaare
not paying those already due. Therefore we ask that you consider the following coin-
mentS:

1. Conunon sense must prevail when it comes to cutting budgets.
(a) ALL expenditures must be included in the cuts.
(b) ALL expenditures must be cut by the same percentages.
(c) Special Intereet groups must be listened to bUt the decisions should be what is

beS:-, for all the people.
2. Common sense must prevail when it conies to expenditures
(a) Private citizens cannot spend more than their income, why does the Federal

Government think they can?
(b) Problems cannoc be Solved by throwing money at them, we all need to look at

ways to solved problems without spending more money.
(c) Citizens vvould- support an increase in takes, but only if the taxes were specifi-

cally earmarked to help decrease the deficit, not for further spending.
We are all in the same position, people are asking for help and they expect it to

come from government, you cannot get something from government that you have
not already put in. Better use of what we have to give is what we ask of your com-
mittee. Help us by treating everyone in the same responsive manner.

KE* W. ROBERTS,
Nobles County Auditor.

BONNIE- FREDERICKSON,
Administrator, Nobles-Rock Health

Services.
LEE MCALLISTER,

Community &cull Ser ices Director.
ART FRAME,

Extension Director/County Agent.

BONOWABLE BUDGET COMMITITE MEMBENS: Why_clo farm economic problems pen
sist in spits of fifty yearsaf well f anded government farm programs? In Franklin
Roosevelt's day farm programs helped many farmers at a fraction of today's cost.
Today most farm program benefits go to big farms.

Budget shortages in our time demand_a new approach to farm programs. No less
important is help to those American _farmers in greatest needsmall farmers and
beginning farmers who are so necessary to the social well being of our country.
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Small farmers who want no more than an opportunity to make a living for them-
selves.

Federal credit agencies have worsened conditions by imprudent loans to expan-sionist farmers.
The Extension Service concentrates high input high technology farmers.
Ttor laws, rapid depreciation for large equipment and !nterest deductions on land

purchased for expansion favor industrialized, export oriented farm operations.
Simplified, low cost farm legislation solely for protection of small farmers is the

only farm program America needs,
Benefits of a small farms program will include: no artifically inflated land values,

no catastrophic farm debt, no burdensome surpluses, natural retirement of marginal
land, fewer cualties among farmers and a farm budget one-fourth of' its present
size.

Sincerely;
GEORGE P. HEIKES.

RENVILLE, MN, March 12, 1986.
TO HOUSE BUDGET Commirres: This letter is to express my concern over the _pro-

posed Federal cutbacks in the Extension budget. I farm in Renville County and both
myself and family members have become involved with, and rely on the many vari-
ous services of our local extension office and its staff.

Our four children are involved in the 4-H programz their ages rangafrom_ 17 to
10. The experiences they have had and the learning opportunities they_have discov-
ered are unique because it takes place outside the school element and mingles them
with town children in a co-operative atmosphere. They are learning to work togeth-
er with people of all ages, sharing their knowledge with the younger members and
learning from the older members and adulta They know the meaning of hard, dili-
gent work and being responsible for animals and ;lieir welfare. They have earned
the privilege of attending State Fairs and thuS broadened their experience even
more.
_ My wife hw been involved with the Home Extenaion program since 1970. As a
new _faun wife, it helped her meet other women in the area and answered many of'
her_day-tuday questions. Their lessons have covered some very vital issues such as
FaTITI First-Aid, nutritional foods preparation, Funeral Facts, Conserving Energy in
tha Home,_etc. The list would be _endless for the last 15 years of lessons, but it is
sufficient_to say_that_they were all practical and useful. 'The group of women also
provicles_a_necessary source of release and comfort as the women cail boost one an-
other's moralc5.especially in this time of farm depression .

was_raised on a farm, I have always known how essential the Extension
Programs _wereHowever, this was to beCome even more evident to me since I am
currently the chairman of the county committee. One of the serviceS I Would like to
highlight is the FINPACK service which offers accounting ServiceS and computer
programs to farmers_inthe county. In a time of tight money and careful budgeting,
this service can mean the continuance of farming for those Who take adVantage of
it Another service is the Project Support which offers financial adVice and emotion-al support to the depressed farmers id businesses within the county. I cannot
stress to you how very important this is at this time in otir agricultuial communi:
ties. You know yourself as the_news and papers are filled with the dilemmas Which
are now moving from the farms to the towns and will soon be felt in the larger
cities also.

I urge you to consider the family units that the Federal cutback would be affect=
ing. Now more than ever we need the support services of our local extension serv-ices.

Thank you,
GERALD MULDER,

Chairman; Renville County-Extension a-Inmate-a

MARCH 14, 1986.
_TD THE HONORABLE VIN WEBER AND HOUSE BUDGET COM-MTITEE GUESTS: We have

been involved_in _a Rural Support Group in Watson, MN. Our group deemed it nec-
essary to_respond with testimonial regarding Gramm-Rudman. A 4.3 percent cut
does not sound like much; however, in my particular situation, it will cut my net
cash flow projections by 45 percent. My 1986 cash flow is projecting a net of $11,000
without Gramm-Rudman. Discounting the loan rates (which have already been
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slashed 25 percent)_and the deficiency payments by an additional 4.3 percent, will
subtract $4,900 from my projected cash flow. That leaves me with a margin for error
of $6,100_nronlyapercent of my_projected gross income.
_ Our supportgroupfeels itisnot fair for the USDA, which is only 4 percent of the
total budget, be asked to aupply 17percent of the budget cuts! We would support
Gramm-Rudman only if everyone and everything is subject to the 4.3 percent reduc-
tions.

We feel stinngly that it ia important to show_the _public that what the farmers
receive in program payments is just, a small part of the USDA budget. Commodity
Credit Corporation loans that are repaid shouldgo back into CCCiunds and not the
general fund. Also; the money received from the sale of C,CC greinetocks should be
returned to CCC fun& to give a more realistic picture as to what the farm program
costs.

You may have heard of second wid third generation farms being foreclosed_ on
and asked why or how. Well, besides poor prices for our commodities and excessive
input costs, we have the IRS to _contend with. A father cannot sell_his farm to_ a _son
or daughter without the IRS telling him how much he hEe3 to charge per acre and at
*hat interest rate. Does that sound like the United States of America?

We do appreciate your efforts in trying to repeal the IRS ruling on _keeping mile-
age log liooks and your efforts in r eking more people in Washington, D.C., aware of
the far-reaching rural crisis.

Sincerely,
JEROME LEE.

Box 103,_
Lakefield, MN

_OIN_GRESSMEN: I would call your attention to the fact that there are 3 types of
farr ,ers-farming.

1 Part time fanner.
2. Full time farmer.
a. Investor fanning-
A. The full time farmer has $20/acre fix cost for living. The investor or part time

fanner does not.
B The part time and full time farmer borrow money locally which is 13-14% and

the investor groups borrow at 8-9 percent,
C: At year's end when there iB a loss in fainling_the full time and part time

fernier have to take it from savings or borrinv_more _money to cover this loss. The
investment group farmer has the government pay their losses_thru the income tax
system and other loopholes. How can the full time farmer survive when he has ev-
erything fixed against him.

How about you Congressmen doing something right for the fulL time farmer and
research the marketing system the full time farmer sells_ in-Whennll the_facts are
ih, I think you Will find that the marketing system in which the_full_timelanner
sells in isn't tO his best_interest. The share of the consumer dollar the farmer re-
ceives- has- gone from 470 to 270. This slide when used in hogs_means that _from
1980-85 $3/cWt or $7 per pig was lost by the farmer producer. However the packer
has had the largest profits on record during the same time period. Thia is why the
full time farmer is in a financial bind by not getting his proper share of the consum-
er'S dollar.

Sincerely,
ABNER BRANDT.

Jackson, MN
DEAR CONGRESSMAN GRAY: I am writing this shortletter in the hope you will read

it and gain some knowledge of how I and my family feel about the Ag. situation.
My story is like many. I ani a 3rd. generation farmer- Our family came to this

farmin 1910. Now we stand to lose it to the Farm Credit aervice.
Ldonitconsider myself a failure. I am a good farmer and manager but due to- cir-

cumstancesatand to lose everything my family and I have worked and dreamed for
35 yrs. andmy father and grandfather before us.

Our fftlinip are very angry and resentful. Not just because of losing a way of life
but mainly because of the callous and uncaring attitude of the administration and
probably 90% of urban and suburban society.
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Wefeel_most urban and suburban America look upon us as second class citizens
whado not deserve decent things. We are supposed to live in shacks, go to the bath-
room in the woods and live in rags.
__Tagive you some idea of the anger I feel, I sincerely hope I live long enough to
see_the United States of America hungry. Everyone. So when you go the store, food
is rationed_for years; and you cannot buy enough to eat. Then maybe you and others
wilLappreciate the food you eat and the sacrifice families in agriculture have given
to feed_ yeti.

Sincerely
DON HOLTHE.

LAKEFIELD, MN.
CONGRESSMEN: The full time farmer (a family farmer who is makinga livingfrem

agriculture) is the one who is finding him/herself in such economic straits. Not the
part-time or the inwstor farmer. The vart-time farmer is one who is subsidizing_his
living from another income source (Otf.farm work) while farming. The investor
farmer who is not an -actual farmer is one who makes his living from_another
income but by using the federal tax system generates deductions and/or loLses
giving him a refund in federal income taxes. An actual farmer to roe is_ one who
plants and 'or feeds livestock himself. As you can see I feel ,e have three kinds of
farmers each with theiown objectives for being in agricultire.

I feel if you as our Congressmen could legialate just and fair laws the fun-time
family farrr :r would survive.

Interest rates.Every so often the news comes out that the prime interest rate
went down again. Why doesn't interest come down for the full-time farmer? I know
for a Met (Farm Journal, Hog Extra issue, August, 1985) that the investor farmer
cart borrow money at prime or 1- perccnt ever prime rate. As a full-time farmer we
still have to borrow money at 12.5 to 13.5 percent. Every farmer needs an interestrate of 6 or 7 percent
_ Marketing system.---An investigation of the marketing system must take place.
How can beef drop $17/cWt in a period of 6 weeks- in priee I as a farmer receive and
the_price to the consumer stays the same or drops a few cents per pound. The same
goes for every commodity I as a farmer sellpork, corn, soybeans.
_Federal tax referm.I am sick and tired of individuals and big businesses with

large incomes and profits who do not pay $1 in federal income tax. Eliminate invest-
ment credit, capital gains, and accelerating-depreciation -deductions. Give a fair
living exemption with no deductions of $10,000 for an individual return, $20,000 for
ajoint individual return, and $5;000 for each dependent. Give the "American
Dream!' back tn the people.

I ask,_will 14-;:s leAer or testimony be read hy the &Liget Committee or anyone
else? I guess I .,ever know, but I hope it will.

Sincerely.
BILL BRANDT.

Enclosure.

INTEREST RATES; TAX SHELTEMS AND MERCANTILE EXCHANGE

I would like to shed some light feting Jackson County and the livestock industry
in regards to interest rates, tat shelters and the Mercantile-Exchange.

_In 1975; there were 46 cattle feeders in one township (Sioux Valley) in Jackson
County._ Today, there are five cattle feeders. Of these .ive, two are custom feeders
(feeding_cattle for someone else) and the other three cattle feeders still retain own-
ership for themselvea The reason this has happened isn't because the feeders were
inefficienter didn't _want W feed cattle, but rather because there hasn't been a con-
sistent profit Mr cattle feeders_ to remain in the business.

Thieproductioawent from the fhimily feeder to the commercial feed yard. Again,
thecommercial feeder could not receive a consistent profit to stay-in the business of
sole ewnership._ Today the majority a the cattle are still being fed in commercial
yardsbatthe commerciaLyards are feeding for someone else (investment feeding).
Over 50 percent of_the cattle fed in the southern commercial yards are investment
cattle (Tri-State Livestock News; July 13; 1985 issue).

It_imy feeling_ that investment feeding of cattle is just for tax loss or tax evasion
purposes. With thahuge salaries that entertainers, professional athletes, musicians
and executives receive,_cattle feeding has turned inte a lucrative tax shelte- There
have_beeaapproximately $61_billion a year of outhide investment into agriculture
by those seeking to shelter some of that money from taxes (Farni JoUrnal:Beef
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atm, Aug. 1985 issue). This outside investment raises production, which in turn
lowers commodity prices.

For example-, Ftefco Chr. Tom Dittmer feeds 625,000 cattle and 750,000 hogs annu-
till (Successful Farming, Aug.- 1985 issue).

e following appeared in the Farm Journal-Hog Extra, Aug. 1985 issue: "One of
the advantages-for Plainview is the fact that they are completely financed by Refco,
aCcording to Milani., Refco, in turn, is financed by commercial banks and other
sburces at or near the prime interest rate, which is about 5 percent lower than most
ag banks and PCA'e'

We, as farmer feeders, cannot compete with this unfair advantage of lower inter-
est rates.

ttle feeder
Refco:

Initial investment for 625,000 cattle ($448,00/head) $280,000
Interest (9 percent) 25,000

Total 305,200

Farmer feeder:
Initial investment for 625,000 cattle ($448.00/head) 8280,000
Interest (14 percent) 39,000

Total 319,200
The difference between $39.2 million and $25.2 million is $14 million. Therefore,

ab a cattle f.e.der, Refco pays $14 million less in interest on its initial investment for
625,000 cattle than the farmer feeder.

Hog feecter
Refco:

Initial investment for 750,000 cattle ($40/head) $30,000
Interest (9 percent) 2,700

Total 32,700

Farmer feeder:
Initial investmentfor 750,000 hogs ($40/head) $30,000
Interest (14 percent) 4,200

Total 34,200
The difference between $32,7 millionand_$34.2 million is $1,5 million, Therefore,

as a hog feeder, Refco pays $1.5 million less interest on its initial investment fbr
750,000 hogs than to the farmer feeder.

If the farmer feeders had the same opportunity_of lower interest rates as Refbo;
there would be $15.5 million more income in_thefarmisectnr.

The USDA figures the total farm debt in December_of_1984_ trs be $211 billion
(Farm Journal-Beef Extra, Aug, 1985 issue). Intereit calculatedat14_percent on this
debt is $29.54 billion. The interest is more than the total anticipated income for all
farmers for the coming year, which income has been estimated to _be letweem $21
and $22 billion (U.S. News, July 29, 1985). If interest was cutin_half_ta 7_ percent,
agriculture would show a savings of $14.77 billion. This savings would be added
income needed li_Ttt.day's farmer.

As a farmer feeder, we cannot compete with the unfairriess of the _Mercantile Ex-
change. When a farmer feeder buys 40,000 pounds 'if actual beef,_it costsAdm
$25,000. As a speculator on the Mercantile Exchange, a person can contral _the same
40,000 pounds of beef for $700.00. When the market goes up to cover just theinter-
eat for the farmer ie.der ($300) on his investment, the speculator_has mede_43_8
percent on hiS initial investment The farmer feeder has just broke even. A specula,
tor can get out of his contract at any time, we, av a farmer or hedger, have to_stay
in for up to 6 months on a yearling or one year on a calf. As a hedger,. the farmer
feeder- dealii with a few contracts on the Mercantile Exchange. The speculator, how-
eVer, deals with hundreds of contracts, which causes a very volatile market.

Recently a decision made in Washington DC has resulted in CME (Commodity
Mercantile Exchange) feder cattle contracts can no longer be delivered to the Siotix
City SttickYarda effective &_ptember 1986. (Sioux City Journal) The farmer feeder of
back-grounded cattle was beginning to use CME contracts to his advantage. Now the
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Commodities Futures Trading Commission once again gives the apPralator the
upper hand to play the game with the farmer feeder left holding the BAG (manure).
If more delivery points axe not made available the trading in perishable commod-
ities of fat cattle, feeder cattle, and hogs must be suspended indefinitely or the once
owned family farm in agriculture will be extinct.

Jackson County livestock feeders cannot compete with the injustices found in in-
terest rates, tax shelters and the Mercantile Exchange. We do not &ed livestock for
the deductions, investment credits, accelerating depreciation, capiMl gains or to feed
for a lots. We feed livestock to make a profit so that our families can receive the
necessities of life (home, food, clothing and education), pay our taxes (federal, sMte
and property) business improvements (farming), and then luxuries.

After World War II, the tOwn of Lakefield, Minnesota, had five car dealers, five
implement dealers, two banks, four hardware stores, two lumberyards. Today Lake-
field has no car dealers, no implement dealers, two branch banks, one lumberyard,
one hardware store, two fertilizer plants, one elevator, no five and dime store and
roughly 50 houses for sale. Until we legislate against the injustices found in our tex
system and the Mercantile Etchange, lower interest rates to 6 or 7 percent and
return a profit for our agricultural commodities, our rural areas consisting of towns
and family farms will continue to deteriorate.

(This article was cut out of the Drover's Journal, March 6, 1986, issue. Total inte-
gration has been achieved in the beef and poultry industries. .ft is starting in the
hog and grain industries. The full time family farmer cannot compete and will not
survive. What has happened to our anti-trust laws?)

SWIFT PURCHASED BY TncAs BUSINESSMANINTEGRATED BEEF OPERATION A GOAL,
COX OFFICIAL SAYS

ny Mike Fitzgerald)
DALLAS, TEXAS.Swift Independent Packing Go. has been purchased by OHS Ac-

quisitions II, a corporation indirectly owned by Texas agricultural businessman
Edwin Cox Jr.

Although the purchase agreement states that Swift will keep its name and contin-
ue to operate as an independent entity for the immediate future, plans for the firm
are anything but stagnant, Cox's office said.

"Mr. Gox's primary reason for the purchase of Swift was to enable him to have a
totally integrated beef c9eration, all the way from pro-ducing to dittributing the
product," a Gox official said. Projected sales of the joined operations are set at $5
billion annually,

Swift steckholders approved the merger Wednesday, Feb. 26 and the transaction
was completed Thuraday, Feb. 27.

It's Swiftls strength in gales and distribution that made the acquisition attractive,
he addech The Swift purchase complements Goes ownerehip of Val-Agri, a major
packing firm with plants in Amarillo, Texas and Garden City, Kansas.

Another key block in building the vertically integrated beef operations in Cox's
Valley View Corporation. Valley View purchased Friona Industries six months ago.
Friona is the beef-feeding arm-of Cox's holdings that consists of feedyards with com-
bined capacities of more than 250,000 head annually.

"Enjoying all- the benefits of tean ingrated agricultural operation" includes
owning Valley View Energy, still another Cox holding with oil and gas interests.
Valley View Energy includes ttvo electrical facilities generating power from cattle
manure.

Swift operations include three beef plants that are located in Guymon, Okla., Des
Moines, Iowa and Dumas, Texas. The three have a combined slaughter capacity of
1.6 million head.

In addition, Swift has seven pork plants, six_ of which axe operating. They process
9.1 million head and are located in Marshalltown, Iowa, St. Joseph; Mo.; Huron,
S.D., San Antonio, Texas, Moultie, Ga. and Worthington, Minn.

The East St. Louis plant closed Feb. 27 end had- a capacity of 1.4 million head.
The slaughtering and processing plant is being "mothballed" and hw not been put
up for sale.

A lamb slaughter plant in San Angelo; TexEus; hw a slaughter capacity of 700,000
head annually. Swift also includes 66 distribution end sales offices located through-
out the country, serving 22,000 customers.

The sale price was reported to be in excess of $250 million. Each share of Swift
common stock was converted into one share of Swift exchangeable preferred stock
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With a $7 liquidation value and the right to receive $21 in cash. The preferred stock
will be listed on the American Stock Exchange.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN C. CARRUTH, DANVERS, MN

Lam a_farmen in Swift_ County. My three sons end I farm approiumatel5'-3,000
acres Guam:Land milk 150 cows. I am also chairperson of the SWift CountY
sion Committee _ _

I would_like_yau_to_know _what the Extension Service is doing to help the people of
Swift County during thepresentrural financial criis.

First of all the staff is busy,more so than ever before becaUse they are trying to
continue many of the_educational programs they planned before the full extent of
the financial crisis was known._Theyare also adapting some of those earlier planned
programs so they more fully address _the_present situation in the county. Besides
continuing and adapting the earlier_plannecl programs, they are initial-1;4 programs
that specifically address the ruraLfinancial crisis.

An example of a _planned program_that was adapted_ is this year's topics for the
Annual Corn and Soybean Day programThe topics were "Economic Factors to
Consider in Corn and Soybean Production", "Cost Effective Weed Control"; and
"Marketing Strategies for 1986".

A few of the educational provams put together_t_o_ address the _farm financial
crisis are. (1) A Stress Workshop in Jarmary 1985 and another just completed on
March 7, 1986. Professional counselors conducted the workshops_which were well at-
tended by the rural population. (2) A "Legal Affairs and Farm Finance"_ seminar
which was held at two locations in the area and was well attended_ln_fact, there
has been a request to repeat this as soon as the Minnesota legislative_ session_hu
been completed. (3) Our home economist has started a Volunteer Budget Consultant
Program. This program is designed to help individuals and families witbudgeting.

Our Extension staff is also very much involved in the Federal Farm Program,
That is, they have been assisting Swift County farmers in arriving at a bid for the
National Dairy Herd Buyout Program and the Conservation Reserve Program. Be-
sides that they have ma& available a computer program for analyzing participation
in-thefl 1986 Government Feedgrain and Wheat Program.

Besides all-this the Swift County Extension Serrice is helping farmers individual-
ly in Farm Financial Planning with the aid of the University of Minnesota's Fin-
pack program. The requests for this service are _greater than the staff can handle.

Our Area Extension staff has also been very helRful. Jerry Wright, Extension Ag
Engineer has helped area irrigators understand the safety requirements as well as
the cost effectiveness of injecting chemicals into the irrigation water.

4-H is a valuable learning program for my children. They have learned many
skills which will be beneficial to them throughout their life. 4-H also multiplies the
use of each dollar invested with services-provided by many volunteer leaders.

AS chairperson of the Swift County Extension Committee, I want you to know
that Extension has responded to the rural -financial crisis as I stated above I know
this froL-1 personal experience, comments from-program participants in the county
and reporth I receive monthly from our County Extension staff.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAN REMUS, VICE PRESIDENT, SIBLEY COUNTY EXTENSION
COMMITTEE, WINTHROP, MN

It is my understanding the Federal Government is proposing to cut_ our_Extension
Program 59 percent. This could have a devastating effect on onr_atension _Pro-
gram. According to the Association of Minnesota Counties this would result in &cut
of one agent per county We presently have only 21/2 agents in our County Exten.,
sion Office. To cut 59 percent we would end up with 11/2 agents. Sibley Cotmty has
no fat to be cut. We are at a bare minimum now. We cannot lose one agr.--t per
county without a profound effect on services rendered by extension.

Extension is very important to a rural community. They provide help in time of
need, an outlet for the ladies of the communities, ancl a chance for children to learn
and grow.
--The ag agent in this time of rural crisis provides the farmer with many services.
He helps the farmer with financial planning, such as FINPACK, by mmting with
individual farmers to work thru their problems and stay in farming. It may be by
getting an FHA loan, restructuring dem, or raising their efficiency in production,
but the ag agent takes the lead in getting this done He also is active in the media-
tion process between borrov:ers and lenders and must run a FINPACK on all farm-
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era who go to mediation. He also boordinatea setting up mediation sessions and se-
lecting a mediator. He is also involved in Project Support which is a hotline for helr
or referral for help for needy farmers. This does not even cover the everyday duties
of an ag agent. They must keep farmers alerted to any changes in varieties of grain,
chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. He also keeps farmers aware of rapid changf,s
in our land values and rent charges. To lose an ag agent would be tragic to a rural
community.

Our 4-1-1 agent is very much needed by the children of a rural community. Once
again our rural crisis rears its ugly head. Unfortunately the problems in our rural
area does not affect only mom and dad. Many teens suffer during thi time, tbo. 0111-
4-H agent is active in "'reens in Dietress" and "Teen Suicide!! We have already had
a teen suicide in Sibley County. When something such as this occurs more teens
begin to feel stress also. She is also currently working with tOro schools for setting
up a program for parents of teens dealing with suicide. She also works hand to pro-
vide a good 4-H program for these children, an outlet for them and-a chance to
identify with people of their own age outside of the pressure of school. To lose a 4-H
agent would be devastating to the children of a rural community.

Our home ec agent is extremely important tO the women of our rural community.
She has been very active in our Woman Care Program which is a workshop for
women in Sibler County dealing with stress, budgeting, parenting, and job seeking.
This was a direct result of the nee& of the community. She alio directs farm
women to job training programs. She is also trained in "support" work for farm
families. Our home ec agent, together with our ag agent, were Mghly involved in
organizing a workshop called "Working-in Rural Minnesota Thday." The conference
was mainly for those who help Sibley County families and communities. We heard
many positive comments about this-workshop. She alio provides informative and
pertinent lessons for our Extension Homemakers Study Group Program. To lose our
home ec agent would be extremely traumatic to our rural community.

Our agents at Sibley County are-responsible for networking with other agencies
throughout the county as STAND (Standing Together Ai Neighbors Do). The biggest
share of this leadership falls on our nurses and extension agency.

I know we need budget cuts, but we must not lose sight of the fact that our exten-
sion agency is probably one of the most valuable services provided to the rural fami-
lies and communities. In this time of rural hardship, I ask that you do not impose
another hardship on these farm families and farm communities by cutting the
budget of our extension agency. We desperately need them. Please, help us keep
them.

PREPARED STATENLENTOF RICHARD EKSTRAND, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAG-
ER, LoWRYTELEPHONE_CO., LOWRY, MN, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL TELEPHONE
COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION (NTCA)

Mr. Chairman, Congressman Weber, members of the vunmittee. My name ieRich-
ard Ekstrand; and I am the vice president and manager of the Lowry Telephone Co.
in Lowry,-MN. Today, I also represent the NationM Telephone Cooperative .Associa-
tion (NTCA), a national trade association representing more than 400 smelL and
rural telephone systems in over 40 SMtes. I appreciate the opportunity to present
teatimony -to the comrnittei; concerning an issue of tremendous importance _to the
State of Minnescita and tO farm communities everywhere; the budget proposal for
the Rural Electrification Administration (REA).

LCKVrY is a small, family.pwned company serving approximately 680 customeriin
rural western Minnesota. We have four employees, including myself: Our subscriber
density, a figure which in the capital-intensive telephone business S used to gauge
profitability, is about four custemers per route-mile of telephone line. Thia is a reli-
tively low number.- The company was founded by businessmen and farmers in the
Lbwry area in 1906.- Ita purpose was to provide telephone service to a small commu-
nity that the thenaell system had chosen not to serve because of iM scattered popu-
lation. Lbwry has provided single-party service since 1969: We are proud of the high-
quality service we make available to our customers.

My comments 1:iefore you today are made in the hopes that with your help; Lowry
and other small, rural telephone systems will be alle to continue to provide !MC
service. Tciday, rural telephone service is threatened by deregulation and by propos-
als to phaseout all lending of the REA and the rural Telephone Bank (11115).__De-
regulation, spurred by several forces inclung the AT&T direstiture; technological
development and the market-oriented philosophy of the current Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC), is shifting the flow of industry revenues away from local
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service. This shift is occurring due to several regulatory actions, including: The FCC
access charge deeiston; the-phaseout of settlements for intrastate toll revenues by
state regulators; FCC and State regulators active promotion of competition to pro-
vide telephone-type services to selected customers; and changes in the allocation and
recovery of nontraffic sensitive plant costs.

We anticipate that the result of the regulatory shift will be a greater burden on
local customers. In Minnesota, several deregulatory initiatives currently are under
consideration which may have a significant impact on Lowry's subscribers. At the
same time, technological changes are making e:dsting telephone plant obsolete.
Aerial cable ean now be replaced by low-maintenance buried cable and mechanical
and electronic switches can be reple-. I by digita switches that reduce operating
costs, provide equal access to any long-distance carrier that demands it and enable
us to provide custom-calling and billing services to supplement our declining reve-
nues.

In-this time-of-regulatory change and increasing need for up-to-date equipment,
the REA and RTS loan programs will be critical to the survival of small telephone
systems,This is why we at NTCA are deeply concerned about the President's fiscal
year 1987 proposals for the REA and RTB loan programs. The Pres:dent has pro-
posed to phase out all REA and RTB lending by fiscal year 1990 and to elimin te
telephone loan guarantees in fiscal year 1987. He has also proposed to increase in-
terest rates on REA (but not RTB) loans to the Treasury borrowing rate plus 11/4
percent and to charge an up-front fee for loan origination. The fiscal year 1987 pro-
posal also eliminated the $30 million capitalization for the RTB.

We disagree with the President's argumant that REA borrowers could obtain fi-
nancing from commercial sources. The net worth of REA telephone borrowers aver-
ages 28.5 percent as compared with the 42-44 percent debt:equity ratio that the_pri-
vate market requires of telephone systems. Also, REA holds first lien on all ttorrow-
er property, even that which is acquired with non-REA financing-It seems unlikely
to me that a commercial lender would agree to finance equipment _on which_he
could not hold the first lien. Finally, few REA borrowers could afford commercial
loans. Only about one-half of REA telephone borrowers have qualified for RTB
loans, which bear a lower inte-est rate than do commercial loans.

The proposal to _phase-out RTB lending and to eliminate capitalizationfor the
RTB does not make sense, either. The RTB was established to provide = intermedi-
ate source of financing for REA borrowers. It enables those that can afford_W_pay
slightly higher interest to do so while reserving the REA ineured loan prouams_for
the telephone systems that cannot afford to pay higher rates,The _RTB_ makes it
possible for telephone systems to work their way up a_ "credit laddee _toward
higher-interest financing without placing a suddenburden on their consumers.

Finally, we believe that an up-front loan ornation _fee o_n_REA _and RTB ioans
would present a significant burden to small telephone systems, _For many years,
REA implemented a policy which penalized telephone systems which accumulated
cash and even nonliquid assets. It is harsh to propose now that _the borrowers be
required to pay a large up-front fee in order to obtain needed loan money,

NTCA urges the Budget Committee to rect_the_PresidentFY 1987 budget pro-
posals for REA and the RTB. The committee has euppluted_ these programs in the
past and this has made it possible to finance_extension of new and improved tele-
phone service to thousands of rural cons_umere each year. We ask you to continue
this support for small telephone systems and for all rural America. Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL AND AGNES BECKER, WORTHINGTON, MN

WHAT A WASTE OUR LIFE HAS BEEN

I started-farming in 1948 and was married in 1955. We had trouble in 1985 refi-
nancing. PGA delayed or should I say literally refused to renew our loan until FLB
made us a deal. FLB agreed to lower their interest on our land loan to 8.5 percent
interest for three years. Of course we mortgaged every acre we own. My wife Agnes,
our attorney (Dave Huey, PCA's top man from Windom) Dick Noyes and I were
present when this agreement was made. Dick Noyes stated at this time "Everything
for the Seekers." We started with PCA in 1956 and there have been many years
that our interest bill was over 140,000.60 a year. Not like they hadn't made the big
bucks off of us. We found out in Feb. 1986 that PCA put our loan in a 215 account,
and now have-us all set up for closure. Our loan was due FeL. 1, 1986. I was talking
to my loan officer on about the 3rd, about setting up a time to renew our loan. He
informed that they cut us off from all money. There was still 70,000.00 left in the
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budget from the last year. PCA's worcLis worthless unless you have_an agreement in
writing you'd better forget it. This was sure some deal, hardly 6 months and they're
pulling the rug out from you. November 1PCA loaned us the 19$5 interest payment
for FLB. In January they began the foreclosure procedure on_us. PCA said our ac-
count was put in 215 and all payments would go on the principal and_not for inter-
est. Our attorney advised us that this was a set up for foreclosure. PCA hm a mort-
gage on my hogs, crops and machinery. When PCA wants possession of all hogs they
have to put them on the market for slaughter because I've had suderables. Law re-
quires na sale ta a feeder. We've hogs all sizes, about 1500 head- PCA tells me I
must feed them out for them but will give_us no money for putting in the crop. He
told us to rent the land out and a payment isn't due until May.Dur crop makes us
some profit but the hogs don't. Because we have a farrowing barn and a finishing
barn that we built in the 1970's of which the interest is killing us._PCA doesn't care
about us or our families they want to hog everything. And don't even leave any-
thing for FLB. We're suppose to sit here and feed their hogs, rent the land_ oat; then
next year give it to FLB. The taxes ona _deal such as this woulcikill you: Especially
after the sale of the machMery_ The taxes will amount to about a quarter million
dollars, with capital gains on 520 acres of_land.

We-would like to stay here. There is no way I can possibly pay this kind of tax. I
am_ 58 years old, who is going to hire me? That leaves welfare for st -sport June of
1975 I wanted to purchase 120 acres of land for $900 an acre. It was about 4 miles
away. Our son was going to get married and would have lived there. A quarter sec-
tion on a 5 year lease went-with the sale- After about 4 to 6 weeks we started has-
seling them for an answer. PCA advised us in their own words "you don't need an-
other farm what you need is a hog house (a farrowing barn)." PCA brought sales-
men out to our farm and into our home. They took us to other farms to look at this
type of structure. We left right from their office and they took the whole afternoon
from work to show us the barns,

We were not aware that-we had to mortgage our farm for the loan for that first
$100,000 investment, until I had signed the purchase agreement with the dealer for
the building. Also FLB loan officer who handled our loan stated "You'll never see
over 9 percent interest on your loan for this building," quote Wayne Lund. We could
have gotten a loan with an insurance company. With aaet rate of interest of 9 per-
cent. Our confident PCA loan officer convinced us that FLB was the way to go. Had
we ever dreamed of 14 percent interest we'd never-have constructed one, let alone
two buildings. Our total investment in it is about $250,000.

Our land really never hurt us. We paid $325 an acre for 200 acres and $367.50 an
acre for 320 acres. These hog barns are the death of us. PCA and FLB told us build
or we'd be lost by the wayside. You have to keep with the times. We need lower
interest rates and higher prices forour product. Time too, we need time to stay in
until things get better. We can't afford to pay the high prices we do. Also in the
1960's PCA brought out insurance salemen in the same manner as during the build-
ing hoom. I read about it in the papers when it caught up with them. There was a
big stink over it. No wonder the PCA loan officers brought turkey's to us for Christ-
mas from the insurance company.

I guess we really got sat up. Sucked us in real good and made damn fools of us. I
can Just see them Lughing all the way to the bank. I hear now these same loan
officers laugh at these same harmers now when they come in in distress.

Our loan with FLB is for $635,000 on our land. I could work out of my situation
by custom feeding hogs and other changes in our operation. The first most impor-
tant draw back with PCA is they don't keep their word. It varies from one day to
the next.

PCA and tsFLB wEa srted to help the farmer but in the /970's we got _used royal-
ty. When PCA loan officers had a contest going in the southwest Minnesota I
shouldn't say just tho officers it was the whole organization. Their_main goal wm to
see which district could loan out the mostmoney. This was commonknowledge. The
loan officers got a _kickback as an incentive for the loan officera toreally work at it
They even wera advised (according to_ a Director on FLB Board) to make some
poorer leans because they had too many good ones.

This whole thing is killing us because they're breaking us with their_pencil. They
wrote off $500,000 of our net worth on_our _financial statementNJ:tone can stand
that. We had improvements included in that amount. They had been_made sineP
1968. They were dropped completely. I guess they must he worth _less now. I'm
trying to get he1p_from FHA. So far PC/kisn't man enough to even send us our
needed letter to proof of denied credit. Whic_h we requested.

I'll probably have to file a chapter 7 bankraptcy. Then they can pay the taxes.
Our loan with PCA is $311;000; as of February I, 1986: When we built this first hog
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barn my wife was against a capital investment suth as this. Our loin officer au but
directly insulted her for her opinion and belief, On this deal. He retired last yearand told me, ''you_should have listened to your wife."

In the 1970's_they couldn't shovel s enough money and now they'd let you starve.
so they_can get their hands on the money. Now and I mean right now, FLB wifihave_the most to lose the most besides ourselves and I guess we should know by now
we don't count. We'll never ever be able to pay those taxes.

I talked to Jim Gomm -who was the head advising attorney for Farm CreditSystem in 1968 through 1983. For Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. He told me(us) in the early 1980's and 1970's all loan officen made a commission on all money
PCA loaned ouL It's also interesting to know why FCS fired him. Nothing like knit=ing the farmer in the back and we listened to these so-called confident farm advi-
sor& Telling us what we wanted to hear while they laughed all the Way to the bank.We had to mortgage all mix' land last year. They okayed thia deal May 17, 1985
and it took until July_17_, 19B5 before the papers were ready for Signing. During_this
period they raised our FLB loan interest 2 percent So before Signing this agreementwe had to give them a check fin' about $21,000 (fbr the interest which was like apenalty). So what they gave us with one hand they took away with the other. Weknew nothing about the extra interest.

We gave FLB a mortgage on -our last free half section for a _deal like this: PCA
forced th03 agreement and are the first ones to kill us. Our land payment ian't due
until in May of 1986.

Akio when FLB made this deal it was a 37year deal and if we needed More tithe- itwile to be ,:dended for two more years. But when the papers Wett Written UP theadditiehril 2 years were dropped.
If we could just get finencing for a couple years I believe We *Mild be out of the

Woods. We could write_a book, but I'd better stdP.
We the American farmer need help now. The Itigied we tonk when the butchermarket went to pot are unbelievable. We bOrrowed more money against the land to

k_e_e_p _011 farming. That was another mistake we did under the advice of oar PCA
loan officer. Now I'm going_ tb lose our crop, land, and machinery. Also our home:With no money to buy a different one.

What can we do? We need help now.
nig Area around Worthington is the area that our Farm Credit System:Made all

their big bucks from all the suckers lihe us. Now we're getting tife That'e thethanks we get.
We've been with Farm Credit _System for thirty years. Through thick and thinthey always got paid their int- rest.
We're just a broken hearted farmer who gave hia life id Werk for the Farm Credit

System for nothing We've no future-. NoborlY Warita to hire me or my wife at our
age. We've still a son at home going to school who needs an education to go andmake his way.

What can be done to help us? Please!

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. ESTHER LEE, REVERE, MN

Because of Reagan's budget policies this is evidence of What is happening in ourarea_of rural Minnesota as it dislocates farm families.
From_U.S. Highway No. 14 south on Redwood County No. 7 (hard surfaced road)

into Cottonwood County to_Highway No. 10, there have been 23 dwellings on 20
farmstead& Today on these 7 miles ther now are only 3 active farmers lefL 6 dwell-
ings are occupied by retired people; 10 sites are unoccupied or abandoned; 4 of the
young farmers have been forced out of business. _

Thia is also having a most disabling effect on our towns with their communitY
facilities such as churches, schoolsancl_ medical facilitie& Thirteen yoUngatere from
these same farm houses atterided school, but 3 have already gone and 3 more willleave when school is out. Two more are in one family forced from farming, but
remain for_present in the farm house. One can drive into toWn and find a "Closed"
sign on a sLoor telling us another main aLreet businesi has fallen.

Unless there is a guickehange in policy in Washington, the family farmer will begone and corporations will be in control.
The handwriting on the wall is very obvious and must be read as it contains an

ominous message for us all.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VANNIE RUTGERS, BREWSTER, MN

Gentleman: I am a farm Wife, homemaker and mother. I am proud of being able
to live on a farm and enjoy the serenity and peace of the country life and enjoy
God's creation He set before mi.

However, it is ditigueting to work long hours to put in the crops and to harvest
them and then get very little in return. Let's try and, try zeal hard to get a better
price for our comm6ditiesgrain and livestock.

It would be worth much if the financial institutions could be more cooperative
Now. We need their help just as much now, if not even more, than we didseveral
years ago. Why are cattle suCh a risk to the bank? We could have boughtheiferettes
at 43 cents a pound and locked them in at 60 cents and they'd have to_think about
it. These deals are now and not for later discussion. We had _the feed_ to feed them
te ). Five years ago they (the bank) asked ua what our long termgoals were _as far as
male feeding was concerned arid we told them_ and havoreached_tbat goal about
three year& ago. Now they won't borrow any money_for_cattle_when they fcattle)
could have been bought at a revsonable price and locked in. To me livestock feeding
is no more risky than grain farming. _ _ _

We did not buy any land at these ridiculously_high_price& Couldn't the lending
agencies see that nobody _could make it on high_interestend principal payments for
the land. I feel filmy of the lending agencies are to be at fault in lending money for
this type of operations.

Lees have an interesthuydown _and _be fair too all. There should be no writeoffs.
Can't all of us be treated alike. If onehas a_ writeoff, take a percentage of the write-
off for ell. just lower theinterestrate_for allof us farmers and give us a chauce to
prove that we can cash flow._There'&no WAY to cash flow now, in a positive manner,
with low grain prices and highhiterestrates.

M to the miniminn_wage beingraised 5 _percent a year to compensate for cost of
living incretme; who gives us_ farmerea 5 percent raise for cost of living increase?

Now is the time when we need_more cooperation from lending agencies; loWer in-
terest rates; better prices for grain and livestock.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GLORIA TEPFER, DANUBE; MN

To the members of the Budget-Committee: Gentlemen, I want to thank you for
taking the time to come to rural Minnesota and witness the worst farm crisis since
the Depression. Leading the Nation in farms lost during the pest year was Minneso,
ta, which is down 5,000 farina. Mirinesnta farms now number 96,000, as compared to
101,000 a year ago. Alicia-28 pereem of the Nation's farmers face severe financial
problems. Of those, 100,000 are technically insolvent and another I00,000ere_so
close there's little hope of SaVing them. Even with an extension of 1985 loan rates
and target prices to maintain ttirri.nt farm income, 8.1 percent of all farmoperators
will sell out each year for the neict 4 years. About 9:9 percent of alilarm assets
would have to- be liquidated in order to service the debt on remaining assets-That's
about three times the normal level of farm assets coming onto_ the market-The
snowballing effect of those liquidations, which further erodes land values and fa; r,
equity, means the worst is _vet te tomeprobably in 1987._

American agriculture.is bleedingand bleeding profusely-,from woon_deinflic*.
by poor commodity prices, high ihterest rates; the_ soaring_ dollar and_ disinflatio-.
We, rural-America need your h.elp: We did not create thesituation We now find our
*Wives in. You, the Government did and now it is your responsibility_as Buclget COW-
mitiee members tO go back and recommend that some dollars beput into, not taker,
away, tb make the agriculture economy healthy again-WeviLl_no longer sit iiiy by
and watch our family farms; small town3;_churches, and schools disappear only to
be replaced by corporations and foreign interests._

The Farmers Home Administration needa_more_funds allocated to them for their
program& They need Piot* funds for farm ownership, diret operating and for more
personnel to handle and process the loans.__Instead of_the lender of last resort,
FmHA has become the only lender that is willing to work with farmers in a debt
festructUrihg program The USDA need_ the_fund& available to guarantee fax mers
100 percent of parity: Farmers need toifarin_foa prnfit. Let me put it very iimple,
would yoti go to work every day of the year, incurring the same expenses tut not
rece5 ing any pay? L think not; yet that is exactly what the American farmer has
been doing since 1980-.

Yes, the Government needs to balance_the budget and stop the deficit spending,
but taking away from Peter to pay PauLis not_ the answer. There are cuts that need
to be made and the waste trimmed from many programs. In 1984, colleges in th:s
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country reteiVed $59 million in grants_from USDA to study better production of soy-beans and corn in Peru, Brazil, Argentina, and South Africa. This is pure nonsense.The defense budget needs to be cut _without serious consequence to our militarystrength. The welfare program_needs some serious research. There is something
wrong when the incentive is tostay home and draw benefit§ rather then work. Wehave taken the incentive to work away and made a lazy nation out of America.
Loopholes in the tax system _need to be closed so the rich pay their share of taxes.
The monetary system needs to be returned td the control of Congress where in wasintendcd by the Constitutinn of Ameriea.

"" A wise and frugal government which shall restrain men frominjuring oneanother, shall leave them otherWise -free to regulate their own pursuits of industryant improvement and shall not take from the mouth of labor the bread it hasearned. This IS the sum of good government. " "Thomas Jefferson; First Inau-gural Address, 1801:
Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PArarcwA,_PEDERSON, CHAIRPERSON OF DoUGLAS COUNTY
EXTENSION COMMITTEE AND FICTENSION STATE ADVISORY CoMMITTEE MEMBER

At this_ time _I would jike to focus on our rural crisis and what our Extension isdoing to help people in Douglas County.
Project support activities Were launched in ..:qovember 1984 with the goal of help-ing distressed farm families in the areas of financial planning, etress management

and support Larry Zilliox Douglas County Extension Director, wfw one of the desig-nated staff who played a role in counseling not only_in Douglas County brit sue-rounding counties. The approach was to let community organizations be aware ofthe seriousness of the farmer's problem and find_out what services they could pro-vide so we could refer individuals to the proper agency. A second approach *as to
provide financial planning ot those ferment who need help in looking at their shortterm financial situation. The third objective was to provide some tYpe of support tothose families who might be leaving farming.

Support included help in locating other types of WOrk to obtairiing information on
new careers and training-In _March 1985; there Were a number of extremely diffi-cult cases handled in regard_ to finmcial farm aSsistance, wherein only about 50 per-cent of them were feasible to restructure loans. The local FHA Office assigned Ex,.tension several cases to work on in which We Were to look at the 25 percent setaside program,

The 4-H programalso made a commitment to Project Support. f3y emphasizing
self esteem and togeth,cnees in famine§ in 4-H, there was a morapositive feeling:

Lori Vig,uur County Extension Agent played an important part in olieringlinan-cial management. Most recently a heme correspondence course in financial manage-
ment, for young families was offered in which 21 families participateti._A personalcomment in regard to this conree was "it provided a base from whichto start identi-
fying priorities and developing a budget system consistent with or* financial re-sources."
_ Our local Extension office MIS cooperated with other service agencies in providing
programs and materiahr relating to the rural crisis._

1, Patricia Pederson a long time citizen of Alexandria,_whoalso serves on the CityCouncil; urge you to t:ake this testimony in consideration and continue to offer sup-
port to the Minnesota EXtension Service as it meets the needs of our people.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Davm_HIcirs, REDWOOD-COUNTY EXTENSION COmMr"-T:2;
CHAIR-, AND KENNETH HEMMINGSEN, COMMITTEE MMIBER

We would like to express our concern on belrilf of 3edwoeti. r;ounty concEthe proposed Federal cuts in the Geoperative Extem--.1e, Pngi, m, 1113 e cuts; :If en-acted as proposed; could not come at a worse tirin (-)r. rum. :_va urban Arrie)ica.
We have been active in Eirtension propams for -st _of ur...7 i.,.es and have ob-served the tremendous growth in the need for our -cceptanr N:tteusion pro-grams.
The Minnesota EXtenSion Service has been, is and wi be woridny v.ery hard Withfarm families in the areas of financial planning t let computer pr....grama havebeen run to help them look at the future and help to dev..+In floW situ-ations.
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Family resource_management ancl stress has been the topic of several Home
Study_Group lessons as well as workshops given to organizations and professional
groups.
__A_positive self-esteem has been stressed through youth workshops in a number of
schools throughout the county, as well as various other growth experiences for our
375 A-H members and families.

The_ Extension Service is also working_ in urban areas with low income families
who Deed help with resource management and nutrition. Our senior citizens are
being reached through wellness_prograrns that meet their needs.

If the funds for Extension are cut back, whose research can people depend on as
being accurate?

The request for Extension &rvice personnel has never been greater. This demand
by the public indicates the need forthe type-of programs offered through the Exten-
sion Service and the Land Grp.nt College& This is not the time to indiscriminately
throw out programs just to make a budget, but to evaluate and address the prob-
lems that directly affect the lives of people today.

Thank you for giving the Extension Service fair consideration in the budget proc-
ess.

PREPARED STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY GERALD GEUR-TS, CHAIRMAN, ON BEHALF OF
TRAVERSE COUNTY EXTENSION GOMMITTEE

The Traverse_County Extension Committee is alarmed and concerned regarding
the federaL budget cuts to Cooperative Extension Service due tu the Gramm-
Rudman bill.

One-_third_ of our _total_ budget for Minnesota Extension comes from the Federal
Government. With the proposed drastic cuts in rederal funding-8400,000 (5 percent)
cutin 1986_followed by a 59-percent cut in 1987there will ioe drastic cut§ in pro-
gramsnnd personneL his certainly not realistic to assume the state and individual
countiea will be able_to make up the difference.

We_oppose changing the Smith Lever Act to state "future federal extension _dol-
lars be used solely _for enhancing farm profitability and for conservation". The
budgetiroposal stas that it is neither necessary or appropriate to use federal dol-
lars for non-farm services.

Without federal funding, programming in 4-H youth development, Home Ec/
Family Living and Community and Natural Resource Development would be mini-
mal at best.

441 provides learning experiences for youth that are not provided anywhere else.
441 develops leadership and citizenship in young people. They learn to take pride in
their community and volunteer time improving it through the Community Pride
Project for example.

The Home Ec program is not cooking, sewing and cr4fts, Home Ec/Family Living
today includes initiatives in the following areas: food nutrition and bealth, families
in communities, energy and environment, family economic stability and security, as
well as volunteer and leadership development.

Community and Natural Resource Development, as well as our present Agricul-
tural programs, are needed today with the rapid changes in society dbe to techriols
gy and changing world markets to name just a few. Extension agents acrosa the
state are working extremely hard at helpmg families look at their options and_op-
portunities on or off the farm. Agriculture is far broader today than stHctly Ag pro-
duction!

We urge ou to take measures against the federal budget cuts to the Cooperative
Extension Service proposed by the Gramm-Rudman bill.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES WINZER, HERON LAKE, MN

The United_States farm_ economy is heading into a severe depression caused
mostly by these two economic factors: (A) Cost of inputs. (B) Monetary return from
the sale of_the commodities produced.

(A) Inputsinclude:
(I) Intereston the value of the land plus real estate taxes if owned; or rental pay-

ments if leased._
(2) Seed_ or plantingstock.
(3) Tillage, planting and harvesting machmery including interest, depreciation,

and repairs-
(4) Fertilizer; weed and insect control chemicals.
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(5) Fuel for power equipment and crop drying.
(6) Labor and management.
(T) Interest on operating loans.
(S) Monetary return is determined by:
(1) The amount of commodities produced for sale.
(2) Multiplied by the unit price.
In the last 20 years, prices of inputs listi d in_(A) above _have increased dramatical=lv some items by as much as 500 percent while during this same period marketprices of corn and soybeans have increased by onlyubout_100 percent:Let us take a look at the possibility of Congress helping to reduce one of the farminput costs-
Next to fuel, seed costs have been the most inflationaryogricultural produttionfactor of the farmer's inputs. This is due in part to the passage during 1970 of theUnited States Plant Variety Protection Act This law allow%seed companies andothers tO obtain patent protection for their own seed varieties and licm made theseed business very highly profitable.
My recommendation to the committee is that you proceed turepeal the RV.P.A.

law and _return seed breeding and- research activities to the United States Depart-ment of Agrieulture and State land grant colleges where new advauced varieties areshared with all seed producers for the tyrnefit of all the people instead of remaininglocked up in some corporation's riling cabinet.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEAN AND KAREN PETERS, TYLER; MN

My husband and I farm 700 acres near Tyler; _Minneso: We haVe feria* tofinish hog operation and also produce caskcrops.. In April of 1985; PCA infOrmed usthey would not renew our loan. We called our Lincoln County Agritulture Ekten=
sion Agent who helped us with a computerimi fins:ncial anWysis of Otit farthing bp=
erasion. He went with us to both PCA and FrnHAAneetings to help explain otir Plantb get refinancing The County Agent helped us put together a cnsh flOW plan that
eventually wart accepted by PCA and FrnHA-We_were able to make recommended
adjustmcnta to-our operation and obtain refinancing for _short term debt and _operat-ing expenses. The County Agent helped us with a cash flow projection for 1986 and
we haVe tkad our operating loan application opproved_for the 1986 season:

Regarding proposed Federal budget cuts for Extensicia. it is_ of utmost ittiportandefor rural America's economy and the development ofour_ country's future leaders
(thir children) that we continue to receive the expertise and current information (re-search) provided by the University of Minnesota through our Minnesota ExtensionSertrite

Our Extension Staff provides direct help to agriculture through incremed empha-
Sin On developii:g marketing skills in addition to incrensingproductivity. ProjectSupport has been an invaluable tool to aid financially ',setlfarmers and should
be continued.- Programs in farm financial management integrated pest manage-ment should be continued.

Ag Extension Service has been a valuable tool in developing confidence and lead-ership ill rural and urban youth through 4-H and these children are America'sfuture:
Our Extension thitritional teaching has helped to limit the need for costly_welfare

home teaching. Family budgeting, early childhood development anclpublic policyeducation are areas of concern that need to be contirued to be addressed in ourrural arm:
We support adequate levels of Federal appropriation to assist state and local gov-

ernments with their COoperative Extension Service programs.
Please let me know that you will continue to support Federal Extension Servicebudget at lewt at its present level.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DOROTHY MCCOY, EXTENSION COMMITTEE; YELLOW
MEDICINE COUNTY, CLARKFIELD, MN

The extension staff members in this county_have_addressed the rural iestiee of
farm finance handling economic stress, and family crisis issues in a variety Of *OS.
Seminars, workshop% support groups for farnilie%_individual counseling ih preblem
solving, and teens in distress advisory _group activities_are just few of the Ways the
extension team works to meet the needs of all families. Our extension team is sensi-tive and concerned about the whole family and goes over and beyond the cell Of
duty to support troubled youth and adults as well as the healthy people ih Otir horn-
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munities. No other group I know of would have been able to give the kind of help
With these rural issues. They are knowledgeable about agricultural, youth, commu-
nity, and family life subject areas; and support each other in working with the
county clientele. I don't know where anyone would go for the counseling help they
have given except to an expensive psychologist.

Benefits to our family are from the 4-H youth development program. Kim and
Kris wouldn't have developed into the responsible citizens they are now without 4-
H. There would have been no other youth group that would have given them wide
experiences in youth development, career exploration at any early age, and leader-
ship groWth. 4-H is ongoing and Stable; other youth organizations here in the rural
area are sporadic and not available all the timescouts are here if a leader can be
secured, church youth groups are here if 0,0 pastor has time for them or is interest-
ed, choir and class plays are held only it there is a teacher or volunteer to lead
them.

Our kids learned responsible citizenship from our agents who have expected them
to carry out their responsibilities. The kids responded to agents who eared and gave
them guidance when they participated and helped organize events and programs for
themselves and others. Kris's and Kim's lives revolve so much around the projecth
they leanied about in 4-H. This youth group enhanced their interests so they con-
tinued to develop and pursue more indepth learning about home landscaping, poul-
try, leisure activities, and leadership. They both learned how to work with people
through 4-H and they learned how to feel good aboUt themselves because they were
personally rewarded for doing the best they could. Kris credits 4-H for his skills in
public speaking. His interest in citizenship and the political process -came from 4-H
JLC and WaShington Focus. Our family has gained international friends through
the 4=B LABO (Japan) exchange. We hosted a young man from Japan, Kris spent a
month in the summer in Japan visiting the family, and the whole family came here
to spend time with us . . . an experience we would not have had were it not for 4-
H.

4-H gives kids a chance to be successful in their own interest areas. It gives par-
ents a chance to work with their kids and others in an informal learning situation
that teaches life Arne.

Extension agriculture programs have many opportunities for us dairy farmers.
We make use of their information to make decisions on farm production. Our neigh-
bor had direct help from the dairy specialist from the University and the agricultur-
al agent after his dair barn burned down and he needed help to reorganize. We
also get help on specialty issues like custom rates, dairy feed rations, DHIA infor-
mation, etc.

The family living programs the extension staff offer meet the needs of all fami-
lies. The agent shares parenting education information with homemakers groups
and head start/preschool parent groups. The programs are versatile and make
learning interesting for the adults that participate. They are also timely and impor-
tant to the life in rural communities.

Extension programs are changing to meet rural needs. It is unfair to limit the use
of the programs of extension to only "farm operators" because there is so much
more to be gained in the variety of educational services they provide to all walks of
life. Life skills are learned by the youth which affects their current and future
family life. These kids have a base to experiment with career development and have
successful professionals as models to look to for advice and help.

The kids I work with in school who are 4-H members have a higher self-esteem
and are able to discuss alternatives and make decisions better than kids who don't
have a 4-H background. They learn to lose and win in 4-H and they learn to care
about adults and other kids as they all work together to accomplish their individual
and group goals.

As a family, we have relied on extension to makt us strong and we want their
programs available to all families in the future.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PIPERTONE COUNTY EXTENSION COMMITTEE, SORMFFTED SY
ROGER JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN, AND JOHN OLDEMEYER, VICE CHAIRMAN

On behalf of the Pipestone County Extension Board, we would like to thank you
fothe opportunity to express our views.

The economic conditions of Pipestone County are serious at this time. Forty to forty-
five percent of the farmers are experiencing extreme financial difficulties. If condi-
tions don't improve we will be faced with accelerated loss of farms; farm families,
business, schools and churches. We are experiencing a dmtic change in our rural
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way _of life. Becauefe of these changes, individuals and families are seeking supportand finl,ncial assietance.
At pr sent the Pipestone County Extension Service is working hard to meet their

needs through the Farm Financial_Martagement and Family Resource Management
programs. This inciudes one te one fmanciaL planning, using computer aide and
group educational pi-pip-ems_ such_ as _Farm Management Strategiee Legal Rights
and Options, Fami_Marketing, Budget Management, Dealing with Change. Exten-sion has as its mission to educate the people bf this etate regardless of their geo-
graphic_location, age, sex; race, creed, etc.- We are a research=based educational in-
stitution concerned about the well being of our people. Southwest Minnesota Family
Income is the lowest in the state and the 59 percent proposed cuts in Federal Fund-
ing would have a_ big impact. Pipestone County will be hit hard if our Home Eco-
nornis and 4-H`i outh Position is not filled because of these major cut backs.

We hope-the Budget Committee will reconsider the proposed federal cute fbr the
Eitension Service because of its critical importance to families in Southwest Minne-iota.

PREPARED STATEMENT OP ALPHONSE A. MATmowrrz, Com ;-1tEY, MN

The fast deValuation of farmers real estate and machineu an.: the below produc-
tion costs received for most commodities the farmer haa to_sell is the resoon there is
such a financial crisis in agriculture. The only solution to this problem is that the
farmer receives cost of production and a reasonable profit to be able to continue on
farming At the same time that thefarmer receives a cost of prodUCtion and a profit
for his production, he will be able to pay his bills which would also help keep all the
bueinesses going in the rural areas. The _family farmer could survive and so could
our towns, churches, schools; implement dealers, elevatOrs, gps Sitatione, car dealers,
and altother businesses in town:

The farmers don't need any more borrowed money. They need a profit for what
they have to sell If they can't get a -cost of _production and a profit, then there is
one other thing that coUld help turn the crisis around. If the farmers have to take a
fast devehiation frcim 30% to 50% on their real estate and machinery and receive
belch./ preduction costa for their production, then I would suggest that all the people
from the Preeident on down in Washington, all State and County people end all the
services the farmer has to huy to do his farming starting with interest gas, diesel
fuel, machinery repairs, fertilizer,herbicide, electricity, telephone, cars, pickup, ma-
chinery, seed corn, LP_gae, and others that we needed for the farmer to farm, all
take a 30% to 50% out across the board just like the farmer has to take. Why are
some _people still asking for increases in their !salaries when the economy is in such
a poor state?

Why not take a decrease so we can all come out of this crisis together and we all
will be able to survive. Why no all of the services to the fr,;-mer have to go up at a
time like this? We farmers also have increased costs but wee do we ask to get that
from: Let's all use aome gcidd common sense Where wilt the money corne_from to
pay all the increases people are still asking for? Surely not_ from the farmer, be-
cause he can't survive too much longer under these conditions._ Why is meat so highin the tore..4 yet? Farmers are losing monff on cattle and hogs. Who is mAltig this;
money? Consumers, your food costs are reasonable now but if the family farmer
goes broke producing cheap food and the_corporations take Over, your cheap food
will be all over with. So let's all r. otsr part and be reasonable with our requests
whatuver they may Le. That way w will all be able to survive this rural crisie te=gethar. If the family farmers leave so will the towns :ind businestiee around
us g.) by the way aide. Let's not k iis continue on any further then vie are now.
We can and we survive this tc.,::lher. Just remember that if corporations take
over, they will nut be doing their b:tsiness locally. Meet c! the corporations got their
own eupplies. F...o let ce band together now to keep the family farmer on the farm So
with closing, di I can as}, is, does r. cty really care.

[Whereupon, at 5:15 p.m., :he hearing adjourned.]


